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INTRODUCTION

This issue of the Economic Journal is devoted to the
papers presented at two International Conferences held in

two different countries to consider the problems of Growth
and Development in 1979..

An International Seminar on Planning and Develop~
ment Organised by the Planning and Development Board,

Punjab (Pakistan) was held in August at Lahore. The
Seminar was attended by experts from Bangia Desh, China,
Yougoslavia, Pakistan and the World Bank.

Woodlands third Bi-ennial Conference was held in

U.S.A. in Oct. 1979, at which papers were presented
for Mitchell Prize.

Papers by Mr. Qureshi, Dr. Baqai and Dr. Paul
Streeten are being published with the Courtesy of Planning

and Development Board and those of -Mr. Chianese and

Mr. Gordon with the courtesy of Woodlands Conference
and Mitchell Prize.

---.
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ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING ••

Saeed Ahmad Qureshl*
History indicates that any meaningful process of planning has

to be flexible enough to adjust itslf to the peculiar physical,
social, cultural and political environments of the country, to which
it is applied at a given point of time. Whereas in developed
countries, planning is largely corrective in its role and aims at
ensuring economic stability, in developing countries it has become
the prime medium for rapid economic growth and distributive
justice. Diverse experiences in planning have been gained in
countries with capitalist, socialist, and mixed economic systems.
Yet. inspite of this diversity, the strategies adopted by these coun-
tries have to be capable of increasing per capita real income or
raising standards of living, correcting serious imbalances in their
economies and reducing inequalities in the distribution of wealth
and opportunity.
Objectives:

While the overall objectives of develoment planning differ
from country to country, developing countFies with common destiny
and aspirations for the future have to face certain common challen-
ges which deserve a deeper attention and involve handling by our
economists, planners and policy makers. New, econmic realities
suggest that social gain and not private profit is the basic criterion
for determining the objectives of development planning. Mere
increases in national or real per capita incomes do not contribute
to economic development but may instead make the rich richer and
the poor poorer. The pattern of development and the structure of
socio-economic relations should, therefore, be so planned that they
result not only in appreciable increases in per capita income and
employment, but also ensure better access to public services and
increasing benefits of economic growth for the less privileged
classes of society, leading to a progrsssive reduction in the concen-
tration of incomes, wealth and economic power.

.Chairman, Planning and Development, Board, Punjab.
*"Key note address Jead at the inauguration of International
Seminar on Strategies of Planning and Development.
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The objective ot distributive justice has been addressed to illJ

the planning exercises either by developing an institutional frame
to take empioyment and income opportunities to the less privileged
classes or by supplying essential consumption items and services at
subsidised prices, More recently, the concept of basic needs has
got currency with planners and policy makers and is being taken
by its advocates as a panacea for solving the problems of food,
clothing, shelter and social amenities for the general masses. The
concept is no doubt appealing and manifests a more positive gesture
towards the 'have nots', The components of the basic needs 'basket'
are large compared with what the planners were earlier offering to'
the low income strata of a society. The question is whether a mere
change in expression from 'consumption planning' to 'basic needs
planning', the latter being more elaborate and representing a larger
basket, entails any guarantee that the 'basket' would reach the target
group. It is imperative that an institutional framework capable
of successfully carrying the package to the target groups over the
uneven socio-aconomic plane is developed. The under-privileged
are increasingly questioning the credibility of commitments by the
planners and policy makers and blame, them for being simple
theorists incapable of finding workable sO'lutions to the mounting
social problems. I would. therefore, urge this gathering of renow-
ned professionals to suggest strategies that are not O'nlyconceptuallY'
sound but also indicate an operational frame capable of achieving
these objectives within socIo-political and administrative para-
meters of the developing countries. The professional community
in developing countries cannot afford so continue to. play zero-sum
games. Tbey must sharpen their tools and change their operational
modalities to come to grips with. the specific issues and challenges.

The regional imbalance and disparities, including the rural-
urban disparities, which are at times the concomitant of a develop-
m~nt process geared mainly to growth, need to be reduced with
the sublime purpose of enabling the people in all hooks and
corners, of th~ Couiltry to share the [mits of progres.s and prosperity.
Pakistan's e,werience in the sixties is quoted by many as a model
example of planned development by a developing couutry_ Never-
tholess, regional disparities which had tended to increase during
the early phases of the country's economic development placed a
question mark against this success. story. Though the planners
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became alive to the need for removing regional disparities at the
time of the preparation of the Second Five Year Plan, the offorts
fell short of the regional urges and aspirations. This precipitated
the process of polarisation and undermined the integrity of the
eountry.
, During the early stages of economic development when the

mobilization of domestic resources is inadequate to meet the national
needs, dependence on foreign economic assistance i8 inevitabie,
However, perpetual recourse to foreign savings is neither desirable
nor feasible. It is, therefore, an aspired development strategy of
developing countries to move towards self-sustained growth. tn
Pakistan, it is one of the basic objectives of the planning to achieve
this goal. Successive five year plans have promised to take the
country to a stage of development when domestic savings atld
investment are of a magnitude that economic development becomes
a self-sustained phenomenon. However, the attainment of this
stage of development has not so far been feasible. It is for our
econoJPists and social scientists to evol~e a strategy which would
help the country to move more rapidly to this goal.

The above delineation of objectives can be summarised in the
statement that development is a composite mosaic C?f growth,
amelioration and political accommodation. While growth is con.
ceived in term~ of increases in the real per capita income and
movement towards a self-sustained economy, amelioration points
primarily to the distributive aspects and to the need for providing
better living standards to the less privileged classes and regions.
Political accommodation is a reality which often imposes itself on
the development process, in order that certain demands and pres-
sures can be satisfied. It cannot obviously be the guiding factor
in planning process, because over a period of tiine it would cause
unmanageable distortions and frustrate the basic objectives. Yet
in actual practice, the organized and articulate localities have often
ensured for themselves a bettcr locus on their problems. The
presence of this reality cannot really be ignored by the planners.
In the attainment of these basic objectives, growth and ameliora-
tion, the questions of viability are as important as the choice of
priorities.

In the ever emerging pressures and aspirations of to~ay,
development as a linear concept is foredoomed to failure. Any
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programme of development must in the last analysis be consistent
with the socia-palitical urges whieh are themselves expased to.a
pracess af change and evaluatian. No single abjective can be
pursued aver a lang periad af time to. the exclusian of other impar-
tant objectives. This wauld create seriaus prablems necessitating
a shift to..the neglected abjectives. In ather words, the targets of
develapment fallawsame sart af a critical path. The priorities.
have to. change in the absen8e af a viable equilibrium. This equili,.
brium requires that the emphasis o.n prio.rity areas must be cansis-
tent with a minimum acceptable' attainment af the secandary
objeetives. The need fo.r changes in relative priarities in the
light af experience has also. to. be recagnised. It is far this reasan
that the temptatian to. fo.llaw a, pre-canceived develapment madel

. ought to. be resisted. The saphistication and campleteness af such
a madel, despite its aesthetic appeal to. the prafessianals, can
generate camplicatians. twhich a simpler and mare pragmatic
appraach wauld avoid.

Modalities :
This brings us to. the quest ian af madalities. It has aften

been argued that .madalities by themselves are nat really af any
great significance. These are subservient to. the main abjectives.
and whatever helps to achieve the abjectives shauid be accept-
able. While agreeing in principle, ane must hasten to. add the.
qualification that almost inevitably choice af modaiities impinges.
on the sacio-ecanomic enviranment and must be studied with
reference to its effect on that enviranment.

In the developing Asia and Africa, ecanamic p'rogress is gaver-
ned by human endawments, sacial and cultural values and attitudes,
palitical conditions and institians. Bringing abaut changes in
these basic parameters is a difficult task but these changes are
necessary as withaut painful cultural adjustments ecanomic pragress.
is nat possible. This can be dane through spreading educatian,
thraugh better participatian, and through inclucation of a mare:
ratianal work ethics, A healthy mix af tying up resaurces in lang,
medium and shart gestatian periad proje,;;ts with time-frames well
in harmany with the expectations, aspiratians and waiting pra-
pensity af the peapie is equally desirable far successful planning,
because in taday's wo.rld the time gap' between sacrifice and reward
canno.t be pushed beyand acceptable limits.
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Economic experts, who examine various facets of conte'1lporary
development strategies cannot remain oblivious of the major issues
which have to be handled with skill and foresight. Such policy
issues as the controversy about 'balanced' and 'unbalanced' growth
and the mix of these two development policies that 'has to be
adopted by the developing countries merit expert evaluation. The
vicious circle of poverty can be broken on the demand side of
capital formation by means of balanced growth. For achieving
accelerated economic growth in developing countries, the develop-
ment of agricultural and industrial sectors, the establishment of
social and economic overheads and the expansion of domestic and
foreign trade sectors need to be done in harmonious way. However,
the limitations imposed by the inelastic nature of the supplies of
essential inputs like capital and skilled labour must also be con-
sidered. Similarly. while identifying the leading sector. which
may provide adequate stimulus to orher sectors of the economy,
it must be ensured that the strategy does not conflict with growth
and distributional jUitice, and the forward, lateral and backward
linkages are likely to materialise.

The interdependende.nce of agricultural and industrial sectors
is the prime reason for developing the argicultural sector along-
with the industrial sector. Surplus labour force released as a
result of reorganization of agriculture can be absorbed by the
industrial. sector. Raw material needs of the industrial sector are
also met through the development of agriculture. Similarly, the
development of industrial sector is instrumental in ensuring an
unabated supply of inputs to agriculture. While formulating
development plans, economists are concerned with the issues like
"agriculture-led growth," "industry-led growth" and at times
with "export-led growth". Tbis aspect needs a more critical
appraisal.

The choice between export promotion and import substitution
policies to be adopted by developing countries is a difficult task
in development planning. Import substitution may not be feasible
for countries with a small domestic market. On the other hand
economies, which emphasise export development, have not only to
be more efficient in production and be highly cost-and-quality-
conscious in order to meet international competitions, but have to
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be'pll'e'pared' 'to face the gr,owing walls of tariffs and :non~tariff
barriers. 'Planners hlllv.eIto, deteJJmine a healthy balance'between
the .two/frameworks.

The adocates of export-led growth stress the fact that high
rates of savings have generally been achieved by countries which
had a high rate of growth in exports. 'The discipline implicit in
such a strategy is no easy matter. Failure of the authorifies, to
check excess demand at home can frusrate this policy and generate
pressures in .balanceof payments. Similarly, development outlays,
which are too ambitious for the level of available savings, can lead
to inflatio.n and affect the competitive position of export industries.
l'hepressures of domestic demand can erode the export surpluses.
The export-led growth may not, therefore, be feasible in s'ocieties
with a large propensity to consume, and low 'rate of internal

savings.

Developing ,countries of today. find themselves in the same
stage of development, and technologicalprogess in which developed
countries had been long times ago. In their strq.ggle for survival
and under the pressures of rising expectations, they have to catch
up with 'the time through. a-cquisition .of-a lfeasiblelblend of'tech-
t1olo~y, both indigenous' and imported,.in order' to ensure econo
Iriic, efficiency in;production which, in turn, ~influences the
rationa.le of import substitution and 'relative.competitiveness .of the
e'conomy in the intellnational sphere. While ;making the, choice,
It should;be,ensured .that the technology'is in conformity with the
resource' endowment of, the'economy and' within, its capacity, to sus-
tain without perpetual aceess'to the originals~urces.

Domestic saving and external borrowing are the two major
alternatives of the development strategy of less developed countries.
The people have to make a choice between the hardships created by
voluntary and forced domestic savings 'and the carrent expedience of
borrowing external resources. In the present state, of affairs, a lions
share of the foreign exchange earnings of developi~g countries is
already being taken away by their debt servicingpaymants. Their
depleted ability'to repay\these debts is due to a shortfall in their
own earnings and hence apass'ing need for debt reliefs and.mora-
toriums. Upto whaLextentand for,how long debt reliefs can be
gra'nted"by the donorrcountries is an open question.
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The'prospects,ofJnternational economic assistance have also
declined during the past decade or so. The willingness of developed
countries to extend development assistance is shrinking. In such a
situ!1tion, extrapolation or'historic averages seems unrealistic. The
developing coun,tries have to take a practical view of this s"ituation
and redesign their programmes to the extent that is feasible. This
indeed is one of the mjor challenges of today.

The roles of private seetor and public sector have often been
debated by the economists, policy-makers and ,investors in this
country. In a mixed economy like ours, both have to find a place.
While control of vital institutions 'like banks, railways and certain
basic industries may be confined to public sector ,its role should
also be viewed in the light of its operational capabilities; Where
fiscal instruments can harmonise the financial, economic and social
parameters, their use should be preferred over direct State involve-
ment. A healthy competition between the two sectors is desirable.
The movement from' imperative to 'indicative planning in this
situation'is one of the difficult policy areas.

The difficulties and complexities outlined above, the inadequacy
of domestic and external resources and the need for a healthy
balance between growth and distribution face the developing
countries with an awesome challenge. The vigours of this challenge
can 'be moderated through a positive programme of population'
planning. For societies which do not consider these'paramount, the
magnitude of developmental efforts has to be much larger and the
initial sacrifices much greater.

Critical Problemi :
The.usefulness of this seminar in serving the cause of develop-

ment planning lies in a balanced treatment of the problems of
development. Tbese problems do not end with the designing of a
strategy. In fact, the more formidable problems lie in the field of
implementation. For effective implementation, the delivery institu-
tions, logistic support, infrastructural base and administrative
capabilities are of crucial importance. The creation of adeqnate
Government machinery for implementing a plan must precede"its
formulation.

What has often been conceived as a vacuum of investment may
in reality be a vacuum' of managemenLWe must address our-
selves fully to the operational capability" of the delivery system. 'It
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is here that the distinetion between success and failure would be
spelt out.

Improvements are imperative in the preparation, execution and
evaluation of the development proglamme. At the stage of finali-
sat ion of the plans, the fesibility of the programme, its mutual
consistency and the optimum use of resources need to be ensured.
At the micro-level, defective preparat!on of projects, insufficient
attention to cost economics and questionable assumptions about
the time-span, input requirements and the projected socio-economic
benefits are areas which call for a vast improvement. On the side
of execution, the gap between the targets and the institutional
capability may be widening. The link between evaluation and the
restructuring that such an evaluation may indicate also needs to be
established.

The maintenance of completed projects leaves a great deal t()
be desired. Here the problem is not merely a neglect of the
essential requirements. . It is more fundamental. The growth of
revenue resources is lagging behind the level of development
programmes. Finances are not available for proper maintenance.
Equally serious is the mability or reluctance of the local people
and local institutions to bear the maintenance expenditure of the
public utilities. that have been handed over to them. This problem
longs for an urgent resolution.

Present planning is sectoral oriented which may sometimes.
result in distorted spatial impact. There is a need to introduce
another phase in planning which would translate the sectoral plan
spatial plan before it is handed over to the implementation and
execution agency.

The concept of grass root planning as a modern approach to-
planned development has come into recent focus amidst realisation
that planning at national levels without the participation of local
people and the mobilisation of local resources does not have the
desired impact. It requires that planning should come from below
rather than from above. Grass root planning reflects the felt needs
of end receivers ;and provides an additional and more dependable
source of revenue at the local level. Why it has not yet become
operational is a qu~stion which requires deeper probe.
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Other major problems that deserve the attention of the partici.
pants of the Seminar are the vicious circle of low savings, erosion
of the confidence in. the viabiliy of investment and the lack in the
confidence in equality of opportunities serio~ly impeding develop-
ment efforts in the less developed countries.

Developing countries in their struggle to raise the standard of
living of their people through resorting to development planning
are presently in the grip of inflation which is accentutated by
excessive reliance on deficit financing. Inflation has a serious
impact on the incentives to save. It hinders realistic planning as
resource costs cannot be anticipated which in turn disturbs priorities
and requires readjustments in the development programme. It may
also induce a shift of investment from the commodity producing
sectors towards real estate and commercial activity, which, in turn,
enlarges the gap between creation of incomes and the availability
of goods. The effects of this phenomenon on social cohesion can
be devastating. Inflation should, therefore, be regarded as one of
the major parameters to be considered in the process of planning.

During the last decade, generation of massive external resources
through foreign remittances has emerged as a seemingly reguler
source of development financing of developing countries. It is
estimated that in 1975 there were 13.8 million emigrant workers
living temporarily away from their countries who remitted close to
$ 8.1 billion to their home countries through official channels.
These remittances have provided a cushion of support to these
countries in their balance of payments difficulties. In Pakistan, the
current resources flowing into the country in the shape of home
remittances of Pakistani workers residing abroad are as large as the
export earnings. How far planners can bank upon this source of
externai finance for the future development plans of the country is
an important issue. Can we really peg the economy of the country
to a source of financing which is uncertain and indefinite. If these
resources are not now productively utilized in the country, their
massive inflow may damage the economy by inducing distortions in
the patterns of consumption, investment and income distribution.
In the future planning of the couulry, the domestic use of foreign
remittances must be considered as a distinct area worthy of serious
analysis and policy formulation.
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'SELF.;RELIANl' INDUSTRIALlSAT:ION**
Paul Streeten*

Summary
The paper surveys the role of industrialization in developing

countries in the light of certain objectives (efficient growth, rel1uced
inequality, diversified jobs, integrated development) and certain
.eonstraints (environmental damage, scarcity of re50urces, prqtec-
'tionist policies by.industrialized countries). It is argued that 'the
basic objective of .development provides a key to the solution of.a
,number of apparently separate but on inspection related problems:
urbanization, protection of the environment, equality, a better
international division of labour. This approach throws a new light
on the demand .for sources of energy and for sophisticated products,
.the transfer of inappropriate-technologies, the role of the transna-
,.tional enterprise,.the relation between rural development and .indus-
trialization. and .the relation of domination and dependence.

Self-reliant development is a complex process in which .many
variables act upon one another and in which policies must act upon
several objectives either simultaneously or in an appropriate
sequence. Yet, we cannot talk about everything at once nor can we
do everything at once. Industrialization is clearly only a part of a
u~ified, self-reliant development strategy. A unified, self-reliant
strategy provides an opportunity to overcome the fragmentation
that some critics have discerned in national policy. making and also
in the organization of the United Nations specialized agencies.
It is a challenge to organize all development efforts in an integrated
set of thrusts aimed at the improvement of the lot of the masses of
'the poor people in th;s world.

In a concerted and unified strategy industrialization has a
special role to play. The poorer the country, the larger the propor-
tion of the population that is engaged in producing food. To rise

*Advisor, Polley Planning and Programme'Review Departmerit~-
World Bank (Washington).
uThis paper draws on my contribution to Employment, Income
Dtstribution and Development Strategy, Essays in Honour of
H.W. Singer, edited by Sir Alexander Cairncross and Mohinder
Puri (Macmillian, 1976).
I am indebted to Hans Singer, Maurice Scott, Frances Stewart
and especially to Hellen Hughes, who showed me the import-
ance of bearing in mind '-industrialization for whom."

10
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a,bove'poverty, industrialization is necessary, for industrialization
means the application of power to production and transport.
Output and consumption per bead can rise towards the desired
levels only with the help of mechanical aids. In this sense,
development, including rural development, is industrialization.

In addition, manufacturing industry is subject to increasing
returns, to learning .effects and to cumulative processes.' The
exceptionally high growth potential .of manufacturi~g industry
(reflected in the annual average growth target ,of manufacturing
output of 8 -per, cent) has ,been, demonstrated in several countries in
recent years.

Rapid economic growth, and specially industrial growth, has
come under attack from several directions. 'It has been argued that
soc;ial objectives such as income distribution and jobs are more
important than the rise in some abstraet index number to .which
industrial growth contributes substantially. It has been said that
the drive 'for industrial growth has destroyed the environment and
has rapaciously used up exhaustible natural resources and, in
particular, supplies of energy. It has been claimed that rapid
growth, spurred by industry, increases inequalities and proceeds
witliout regard to the damage inflicted upon its victims. Perhaps
most convincingly, it has been argued that development in ceun-
tries in which cultivable land and capital are scarce, where the
labour force grows rapidly and mass emigration isruIed out, must
aim at raising the yield of land; that food output can grow only if
markets exists in whieh the food can. be sold; and that, exports
apart, th~se markets must be found in the countryside, amongst the
mass of the rural population. Rural development, .the argument
goes, combined with income redistribution, is a necessary condition
of economic growth.

In the face of all these charges against and criticisms of indus-
trialization, it must be emphasized that JU order to achieve the
social objectives rightly advocated, and in order to fight the evils
of pollution, premature raw material exhausation, unemployment,
inequality and market limitations, industrial growth is an absolu-
tely essential condition. It must, of course, be growth that benefits
the right groups, that is properly compo~ed and properly measured,
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so that social costs are fully accounted for and proper relative
weights are given to different components, to the working condi.
tions and to the human relations in which productioB is carried out.

Statistically there is no evidence of an inevitable conflict
between high rates of industrial growth and the achievement of
other development objectives; if anything, there is evidence to the
contrary. In many, though not in all cases, the achievement of
social objectives has been consistent with high rates of industrial
growth and, indeed, has depended on them. The causal links
between these variables are complex, controversial, and still partly
unknown, but the promotion of industrial growth is one of the
strategic variables in the complex set of related national and inter-
national development policies.

The current combination of a world-wide energy crisis with
world-wide cost.inflation has called into question the whole
inherited framework of economic analysis and palicy. If it needed
underlining. the crisis certainly has underlined that economic and
political forces cannot be treated separately and in isalation, for
the demands af the trade unions and the demands of the oil
producers (and possibly of other producers of scarce raw material
and food) are economic exercises in political power. The' role
of industrialization in this new framework of thought and action
als~ requires a thorough reappraisal.

Industrialization for what?
Many confusing and complex issues became clearer and simpler

if we remind ourselves of the purpose of development and
the place of industrialization in a development strategy. In
particular, questions about energy, the environment, 'pollution,
appropriate technology, appropriate products' and consumption
patterns, markets, international trade and integration and the
transnational corporation can be answered more easily if we know
where we want to' go. Many apparently technical and separate
problems are sepn to' be connected and become amenable to a
solution if we bear the basic ol>jective in mind.

Development is not about index numbers of national income,
it is nat about savings ratios and capital coefficients: it is about
and for people. Development must therefore begin by identifying
human needs. The objective of development is to raise the level
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of living 8f the masses Of the people and to pN)vide all il1ifuan
beings with 'the opportunity to develop their potentia}; this
implies meeting such needs as adequate hutt-ition anti safe water at
hand, continuing employment, secure and adequate livelihoods,
more and better schooling; better medical services; shelter, cheap
transport and a higher and growing level of measured income. It
also iilcludes meeting non:.material needs like the desire for self-
detetminationt ~elf-reliam:e~ political freedom and security, partici-
pation in niaking the decisions that affect workers and citizens.
access to power, natiohil1 ahd cultural identity, and a sense of
purpose in lire and work. Milch Of this can be achieved tn ways
which db not register a high index numbei ..for measured output of
commodities, whil~ a high growing inaex for na~ional income
growth is consistent with leaving these basic needs tinsatisfied~

If we approach development in these terms, the place of the
private motor car, of heavy demand on sources of energy. of highly
sophisticated luxury goods, of the transfer of inappropriate products
and technologies, of the role of the transnational enterprise, of
urbanization, of the relation between indusirial and agricultural
policies, and of domination and dependence, all appear in a
different light.

The disenchantment with industrialization in recent writings
and speeches has been based on a confusion: it is a disenchantment
with the form that economic growth has taken in some developing
countries and with the distribution of its benefits. Certain types
of modern product and modern technology have reinforc~d an
income distribution and a style of development that is out of tune
with the basic goals sketched out above. After a reorientation
of goals, industrialization as the servant of development regains
its proper pIace in the strategy, Industry should. produce the
simple producer and consumer goods required by the people, the
majority of whom live in the countryside; hoes and simple power
tillers and bicycles, not air conditionerS and expensive cars and
equipment for luxury flats.

An industrialization strategy gliided by the goal of meeting
the needs of the poor not only leads to a diffe,reh~ coil.1position of:~\

I ' products and of techniques; it also reduces the demand that rapid
urbanization makes on scarce capital, scarce skills ana scarce
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natural resources. By raising the level of living of the poor people
in the countryside, it may reduce the pressure to leave the farms-
teads and to expand urban expensive services)

In subsequent sections I shall survey several problem areas
and re-examine the appropriate policy in the light of the ba&ic
objective. The conclusions depend upon countries opting for a
style of development that gives priority to satisfying the simple;
basic needs of the- large number of poor people. Industries pro-
ducipg clothing, food, furniture, simple household goods,
electronics, buses and electric fans would thrive without the need
for heavy protection in a society that had adopted this style of
industrialization and development. Much of the recent criticism of
inefficient, high-cost industrialization behind high walls of pro-
tection and quantitative restrictions should be directed at tbe types
of product and of technique which cater for a highly unequal
income distribution and reflect entrenched vested interests. It is
no way a criticism of industrialization for the needs of the people.

This does not mean that opting for such a style is an easy
matter. The required changes in the thrust of research and develo~-
ment expenditure and of science policy, the attack on the living
standards and power of those profiting from the present pattern
of trade, technology and products, the more complex system of
decentralized administration of rural development and the required
co-ordination and changes in trade and investment policy are
enormously difficult tasks. The point, however, is that no solution
is possible unless the fundamental objective is borne in mind.

Industry and agrfcullure
The dispute about whether to give prioity to industry or

agriculture is a sham dispute. The answer is not Either.Or, but
Both-And. Industry needs agriculture and agriculture needs
industry, and for some purposes the very division into the the two----_._----_.. _._-_ .._._ -

1. On the other band, the tl~rmoil and dis.ruptio.n caused by
rural modernization, WIth better roads. eaSier transport.
better primary schools, the introduction of wirelees
cinemas and other media of communication make 10;
larger migration to t he cities than if the vi !lages had
been continuing in their traditional ways. Nevertheless
sufficiently attractive rural oppor~unities, combined with
limited opportunities in the towns IS bound to reduce the
flow of migrants.
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categories is wrong. Thus when we are concerned with evaluating
an agro-industrial project, the relevant project appraisal criteria
cut across the demarcation line between industry and agriculture.

Still, it might be objected that the speed of progress of
an economy, in which the scope for substitution between sector,s
is limited, is controlled by the speed of its slowest moving sector.
It is for this reason that attention in the last fifteen years has been
focused on agriculture. This is quite true, but how do we identify
this sector in the first instance? How do we unmask it 'as the
laggard, so that we can bring pressure to bear llpon it to improve
itll performance? It has been a platitude for many years now to
say that non-export agriculture, especially in dry zones, has been
the lagging sect?r in many developing countrIes. But today's
platitudes are yesterday's startling discoveries. Nobody in the
thirtie~, when all the talk was about agricultural surpluses, would
'have believed whCj.twe find so obvious today. It is the very success
of rapidly moving, dynamic industry combined with high growth
rates of agricultural productivity in the advanced countries,' and
especially in the U.S A., that has shown up agriculture in the
developing countries as the slowcoach : an instance of the uses of
unbalanced growth.

In spite of the Green Revolution and Substantial, though
patchy, progress in agriculture, we have not' yet reversed the role
and turned industry into the lagging sector. We need continuing
advances in industry in order to provide agriculture witll the
inputs and with the markets, and we need progress in agriculture in
order to provide industry with food, raw materials and, again,
markets (as well as, in some cases, exports). If several things done
together are essential for success, it does not make sense to ask
which should have priority. There is less scope for substitution,
event at the margin, than is sometimes thought.

Even at the margin, the choice is not between industry and
agriculture: it is between projects and complexes of projects, many
of which, like processing local raw materials (see below, p. ]2),
will cut across the dividing line between industry and agriculture.
Priority must be given to a form of industrialization which is
consistent with a'strategy of rural transformation. Some plead for
a type of agriculture which supports urbl;ln industrialization; others
for industrialization that serves agriculture. The argument here is
that mutual support and consistency are required.

',~
ii
t
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Urban and ruriil l~caHon of ibiJilstry
The concerii with growing inequality lias also a regional

dimension. There are both economies and diseconomies in the
rapidiy growing cities or tlie developing world, Urban growth
poles offer to firms advantages of location, ecbnoinies of scale, low
costs of information, availability of a suitabie iabour forc'e, access
to adniinistrators and policy makers and to sources of iearning and
opportuhities 'to exciiang'e information and co-ordinate actidns. bit
the other hand., the inability of the rual sector to hold the growing
working population bas led to migration to the towns with the result:.:
ing shanty towhs and slums aitd the growing burden of constructing
the urbaii public services for the rapidiy expandihg number of town
dwellers. The m}re that is being dbne to meet the needs of the
urban immigrants through the creation 6f jobs, the "cle~rance of
slilms, the biiilding of houseS and tlie provision of public services,
the more flood in from the countrysicJe, The social costs Of urban
industrialization diverge from its private costs. Even witli the
best' policies, t\rban industry is incapable of providing anythbg
like an adequate numb'er of jobs br a satisfactory level 'Of livlllg
to all those wishing to leave the country for the proUlises of
the city .

This proposition is sometime criticized by those whb say
migration to the towns is an improvement for the migrants and
that economic progress consists in reducing the number of tho:>e
in agriculture. But this view neglects the fact that the absolute
number of people in agriculture and industry depends not dnly
upon the rate of growth of the labour force and the rate 'Of growth
of employment opportunities in industry, but aiso on the initial
relative size of the indstrial sector. For the same growth ra.t'es ih
the labour force and in employment opportuhitieS, the existenc-e bf
an initially relatively smail industrial sector implies that the
absolute number (though not the proportion) of people inagri-
culture, or at any rate in the rural sector and in the urban "iD.fdrmal
sector" must increase. To believe that the absolute number of
people in the rural work force and the "inforhia:l seetbr" can
decline in the early stages of industrialization is an illusibn.

The creation of rural industries and rural public works could
cbntribute t6 the absorption of some of the large and rapidly
growing under-utilized labour force. The purpose of these
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indu~tri't~sWould b'e to use a~riCutura]Hlbt)Ur 'when it can be spared
from seasonal peak demands, to use 10'1almaterials and to mobilize
the unrl'ere'tnployed 'hibour force for th'e 'consttuctionof tutal public
works, such 'a'S feeder iroa'ds, houses,sch'ools, which would support
the ruralin'dusfries.

Envfroninimtal 'aspects ~flndtiistriaIizlttion
Neither the contemporary discussion of 'the env'ironment 'nor

the energy crisis has led to clear and soundly argued conclusions.
The first and most important lesson is 'that 'late 'in<lusti:ia'l starters
can learn from the mistakes made by the early starters. It is
possible to avoid in the beginning the crea'ion of the environmental
damage that the advanced industrial countries have inflicted upon
themselves and 'the wasteful uses cif 'energy that 'the Western style
of industriaI1za'tio'n ha's involved. It Jis t'he 'h'elnfy 'Oependehce
upon ofl supplies that 'has contributed to the present crisis in the
high-income countries. A s'ty'le of industrialization less 'hooked
on the private motbr car, and more dHeeted'at the use ,de
indigenous sources 'oif energy and mate'rials 'would lead 'towards
greater self-reliance.

Another important set ,of ,policy questions relates to the inter-
national location of dirty processes. Just as dIfferences in factor
'endowment. ,guide the allocation of resources according to
',comparative advantage, so differences in social pollution costs
should in principal guide international specialization of industry.
The costs of pollution will tend to be lower in many. developing
countries and the benefits to be derived from industiial'prollUction
will tend to be 'higher. For both these reasons, a sIiift 0 f pollutin~
activities from the industrial countries to the developing cduhtrie's
can be envisaged.

A'cal'eful disfinction should be drawn between local and global
Jpollutiotl. It Would 'be rlegitintate'to restrict activities and products
that lead 'to global pollution but such restrictions must not be
used as a pretext for protectionism by the industrial countries
where the pollution is purely local and remains confined to the
area of production in the developing countries. Ta:l(es im posed by
industrialized countries on their own -pollution-intensive activities
-maybe used by them as an e;(cuse to 'exclu<te importsTrom countries
'WIlich can conduct 'these 'a'cti~ti(~s !at ;lower social costs witholit
"uarm to <{h'e 'iinporthig countries. ,The 'swe'ate'd 'environment'
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argumen~ woulq be as fall~clouS as the 'sweated labour' argumen t

for protection.
A third set of policy questions would relate to the return to

the use of some natural products that had been hit by the invention
of synthetics, but where the costs of pollution from producing
the synthetic product had not been allowed for. Pyrethrum
against DDT is one illustration; natural fibres against synethetic
fibres, another. Some of these natural products have the advantage
not only of being free from pollution but also of being labour-
intensive and contributing to rural development, and therefore
contributing to the solution of the employment and the rural-urban
migration problems. .

A fourth set of questions concerns the actions that developing
countries can take in the face of the scarcity of non-renewable
natural resources. Many of these have not been priced, according
to their scarcity, taking into account a proper social time discount
rate and risk premium. A correct pricing policy would provide
incentives for more economical use of these products, for switching
to products that use less of these materials or none, for a search for
new sources of these materials and for the development of sub-
stitutes. Meanwhile the high er revenue earned by the material-
exporting developing countries should be used for diversification
and development as long as poor countries depend~nt on their
imports and without corresponding high-priced exports, are insured
against damage from high prices.

But it is not enough to estimate the possibility of exhaustion
and to attach a value to these materials, allowing for time and
uncertainty; what is also needed is co-ordinated action between
the developing countries in which these materials are to be found.
Incentives and penalties are required to secure joint action and
rules about how increases in revenue derived from joint scarcity
pricing should be shared and used for development, and in particular
in ways that do not harm developing countries dependent on
imports of these materials.
Exports of manufactured products: prospects of growth l10d the
international distribution of gains

While the .spectacular export performances of a few but a'
growing number of countries (and by no means only those with high
GNP growth records) have show~ •.•that breaktQ~oughs into the
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markets of developed countries are possible in spite of existing
tariff and ..non-tariff barriers, th~re is also evidence 'of growing

, '.. ,,-.. ,
restrictions against these exports whenever they begin to be seriously
felt by the protected and local industry of an importing country.
Annual growth rates in the sixties of 10 to 15 per cent of exports of
manufactured products from the developing countries are liable to
run into .obstacles put up by importing countries. These would
become more serious if the lesson were to be generalized and many
more developing countries were to engage in massive export drives,
and particularly if these exports were to be concentrated on a few
'sensitive' products.

Policy restrictions are liable to be supported by a form of
'adjustment assistance' which directs R&D and compensation
expenditure at defensive investment to re-equip the industry hit by
the low-cost imports or simply to subsidize it in order to remain
competitive.

Apart from restrictions by importing countries, there are also
well-known institutional limitations to increasing exports, limita.
tions that cannot easily be classified under 'supply' and 'demand',
such as absence of export credits, marketing and sales organization
and knowledge of required designs. Calling in the transnational
corporation to overcome these obstacles, while solving some, also
raises ne~ problems (see below, pp. 18.21)

On the other hand, there are also supply limitations. These may
lie in the lack of entrepreneurial ability to spot the type of products
for which world demand is expanding and which can be produced
at low costs; in weak organizational and administrative ability - in
both the private and public sectors; in the inability of the economy
to supply enough food for the workers engaged in manufacturing to
keep industrial wages low and prices competitive; and in 'the
inability to resist the power of the urban trade unions to extract
ever higher money wages.

While. organizational and other supply obstacles clearly account
partly for the export failure of some countries. it 'cannot be
doubted that ,this failure contributed to the success of the
successful exporters. If all developing countries had adopted the
strategy of Taiwan and Korea, their exports and the exports of
some other countries would have fared less well in the sixties than
they did.
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the '~~Bcess'of T~iwan&l1d K'orea eani1bt readily 'be applled
to In\:tia, ~ilUglad'esh and Indonesia, Gustav Papanek carried out
Ii Tit~le'c~lcilia'tion th'at showed what a g'eneralization Would 'imply.
"Kor'e'a "emplo'yeo 'over 560,000 people in labbut-ihte'tfs iVeitidlistrial
h.p6h~du'fing th'e 'la's't'seven years. For ;a 'courttiy ortne size 'Of
ltid6ll~Ha, tlle'(:o'Iilparable figure w6tildbe 'th'ree lliiWon people.
A:ssu:lh'irig lidded 'value of $ (400 per 'head, this wouPd 'mean for
tIi'd'o'nesi'A'eJtpo'rtsbf abodt $ 12,000 mill io'n, for 'India 'expo-rts o'f
o'Ved; lio~o60m'i1lion. Imagine the i-'e'actioi1'lyfthedeveI6pled world
(t6 wlJ it1\ Taiwan aHdKo'rea have 'beeneX'porti'rlg)'iH ridia, :Indbnesia
and others exported electronics, garments or textiles '6ro th'is'scaJe.2"
Thi's'd'oes not mean 'that th'ere are no opportunities for greatly
increa"sed'intra:Third World trade, about wh'ich more below.

There 'is also the (qnesticin 'o'(tIle distribution Of the gaHls ftom

tM: rising volume and value 'or manufactur'ed expotrs. When
transnational corporations are engaged in producing:'lftdselling
exports, a part of the 'gain accrues to countries other than t;le
exporting country. In conditions "of oligopoly, low costs are T~ot
automat'icaIly passed on either to buyers in lower prices or to
workers in higher wages, but may only swell profits.

What is often 'cUlitried hs thepecilliar virtue of 'private 'foreign
'enterprise, 'viz. !that iit brings 'a 'package' 'of 'ca-pital,erite'rpr'ise,
management and know-bow, is also 'its peculiardefect.; it means
that monopoly rents and 'profits accruing to these factors go abroad
. and tbat only the reward for unskilled or semi-skilled labour, in
higblyelastic supply and with little bargaining power, goes to the
'host 'country. If, on 'Wpof this, the country gives tax concessions
'to the foreign firm ahd 'subsidizes -it through trad:ng estates or
import 'privileges, the 'diVision 'of the gain's is very uneven and
'expor't figures give' a nlis'lead'ing 'picture 0 f the ,host country gain3.'

Alteniafives 'rhight '6e 'sub~contra:ctirig, the encouragement of
indigenous firms with management contracts, national export sales
corporations drvarious '[drills of joint venture.

2, Economic Growth in Del'eloping 'Countries-Mat(iricil 'and
Hurridn Reso"l./rces,. Proceedings of the Severiih iR.eno'vot
'Conference, 'ed. by Yohanan Ramati, Praegar Studies in
International Economics and Development, 1975, pp.
169-170.

3. Paul'Streeten, ';P~licies Towards Multinationals,;' Worid
Development, Vol. 3 No.6, June 1975.
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If we: are. interested in the limits to the .growth 'of exports. of
manufa<;:tured produrtsand the likely - international and internal
distribution of gains, a typology by product will be useful. We may
then distinguiSlJ.between tlJ.efollowing.

(1) Processed 'local primary .Products. : TlJ.ese include products
such. as vegetable .oils, foodstuffs, plywood and veneer, pulp and
paper pFoducts and fa@ricated metal. The processing may be into
semi-processedf refined or. completely' manufactured products.
When these products are cheaper to transport in a processed form,
rather than in their raw.state, countries processing them enjoy an
advantage over the. countries in which they are sold. Cascading
tariffs (rising with the stage of processing) in developed countries
discriminate against this type of export. Yet, processing is clearly
not appropriate in all cases where a developing country has,the
raw material. But where appropriate,. countries with raw materials
that are much sought after can insist that the materials be processed
locally. This is another instance of a strategy directed at exploiting
the scarcities of raw. materials and food. in 'combination with
industrialization.

(2) Traditional labour-intensiv,e goods: These include garmen.ts,
textiles,- footwear and. simple engineering goods. Wh iIe .low labour
costs make developing. countries' exports competitive in these
products, they face particular obstactes.in importing countries where
the competing industries are often concentrated and politically well
organized. Successful- exporting here may have to be combined
with the mobilization of interests in importing .countries .. Indepen-
dent retail chains, mail order firms, trading houses or consumers'
associations are useful allies in organizing pressures against. the
producers' organizations and their lobbies. A better system of
international monetary adj~stments would also give more scope to
increase exports of these products.

(3) New labo!lr-intensive goods: Goods such as plastic and
wooden items, rattan' furniture, glassware, pottery and wigs have
appeared in recent years. The fact that their impact on importing
countries is more dispersed' and less noticeable makes them better
export prospects, as long as not too many countries compele in
selling them.

(4) Processes, components and assembly in a vertically integrated
international, firm: A comparatively recent. phenomenon is the
location of a wide range of activities in a vertically integrated
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transnational corporation in developing countries. Semiconductors.
tubes and other electronic components are assembled in developing
countries for the parent firm in developed countries. Garments.
gloves, leather luggage, baseballs are sewn together in Taiwan,
South Korea, Thailand and India; motor-car parts such.as radio
antennae, piston rings, cytinder linings, car Jamps, braking equip-
ment, batteries and springs are made in many countries. Data are
flown to South-East Asia and the West Indies for punching on tape
by Jow-wage key punch operators; watchmakers fly jewels to
Mauritius for precision drilling. These industries are footloose,
attracted by low wages, tax concessions, docile trade unions,
relative absence of corruption, and political stability. They also
represent an organized interest in the importing country opposing
impo~t-competing interests and sometimes enjoy tariff advantages.

(5) Import substitutes or local products turned exports: These
products, often goods such as motor. cars (Brazilian Volkswagen is
an outstanding example), car parts, steel pipes and tubes, electric
wires and cables, bicycles, electric motors and diesel engines were
set up initially to replace imports and, having become established,
have entered the export market. They represent the last stage in
the product cycle. Marginal-cost pricing for exports is common
(i.e., export prices are lower than domestic prices) and exports may
be subject to anti-dumping measures.

This classification is Useful for identifying the problems of
adjustment and the pressure groups in the importing countries
and hence the possible limits to growth in the exporting country and
the division of gains between different factors of production and
different countries. The classification also indicates that it would
be rash to jump to the conclusion that the promotion of exports of
manufactures through price incentives is alway and necessarily the
best startegy for all develo ping countries. A good deal has recently
been written about negative value added in import-substituting
manufacturing as a result of excessi~e protection. We should not
forget that negative value added can aiso occur in exports and that
a recipe of universal export promotion, extrapolated from the expe-
rience of the sixties, supported by transnational enterpises with a
good many concessions, privileges and incentives can be just as
detrimental to the developing host country as high-cost import
substitution.
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The next ten years will be a more difficult period, especially as
more and more countries adopt export-promoting strategies. Over-
expansion may turn the income terms of trade against the exporting
countries (though this would improve the terms of trade of deve-
loping primary producers); import capacity and import willingness
are not likely to keep in step with accelerated export expansion:
and even when exports are successful. the gains to the developing
countries may be small or, in extreme cases, negative. This does
not mean that developing countries should not devote considerable
efforts to promoting exports, or that export-orientated strategies do
not have advantages over import-substituting ones. It does mean
that institutional, political and technological constraints will have
to be investigated and overcome and that some co-ordination and
co-operation between developing countries is essential if they are
not to erode the benefits through excessive competition.

Collective self-reliance and international trade

An industrialization strategy guided by the goal of meeting the
needs of the poor also introduces different incentives and opportu-
nities into international and intraregional and trade: it implies a
reorientation towards more trade between developing countries.
Starting with similar factor supplies and similar levels of demand,
developing countries can more appropriately produce for one
another what they consume and consume what they produce. This
can be the basis of mutually beneficial trade. In simple mass
consumption goods, often produced in a labourintensive, capital-
saving way, the developing countries have a comparative advantage
and could expand their trade among themselves.

I have argued that, even if the developed countries were to
resume high rates of economic growth, their ability and willingness
to absorb large increases of manufactured products from the devel-
oping countries is limited. There are good arguments on grounds
of comparative advantage for increasing trade among developing
countries. Some of these, like Brazil and Mexico, have been regis-
tering high rates of growth and it might well be in the high growth
countries of the Third World, rather than in the OECD countries,
that the future of the international division of labour lies. To
interpret '~col1ective-self-reliance" in this sense is entirely compatible
with the most conventional economic doctrine. Sir Arthur Lewis
dl ew a historical parallel.
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"Besides cOplpetiqg .in the d.E.C.D. markets, the tropics

can also compete in their own markets. In 1965 they imported
manufactur~s, excluding metals, valued at $ 14.1 billion dollars;
to w.it$ 2.? billion of chemica's, $ 4.7 billon of lig~~ .manu~
fa.ctures and $7.2 billion of machinery ~~d transport equipment.
At least $ 12.5 billion of this came from ou~side th~ region,
It.follows that the tropics do n9thave to depenq on competing
with OE.C.D. countries in O.E.C.D. markets. They can jus!
as well compete with O.E.C.D. in their own tropical markets,

"This point sometimes comes as a surprise to policy-makers
in the tropics. We have got so accustomed to the idea that
the tropics trade with the temperate world that we tend to
assume that the chief way to expand tropical trade is to sell
more to the temperate countries. Actually, as Germany indus-
trialized in the second half of the nineteenth century, she did
not concentrate primarily on breaking into the BrHi~h anq
French milrkets, though she did this too. She looked rather, " . .
to the countries around her in Eastern and Central Europe, who
we~e '~v~n more impoverished than &he, and made bigh gains
th'~re. Similarly Japan's (trad~ drive in the 1933's was directed
not at th~ "industrial nations but at Asia and Africa and Latin

'. I , •

America .. This is whe,reth.e rising ne~ exporters should surely
be looking, rather than to European. and North American
markets, siI}ce it is surely eas~er to beat your competitors in
third markets ,than it is to beat them at home, once you have
established the machinery for making customer contacts"

~.! • • •

"The contin\.w~~ discussion of the possibility of creating
new Cu&tomsunjons or common markets in Africa and Asia and
though the paucity' of actual results also indicates how difficult
the problem is. The basic difficulty centers in the fact that only
a handful of tropical countries are currently in a position to
benefit from expanded opportunities for exporting manufactures.
Twelve of these accounted for 85 per cent of the trade 4. The
problem stands out clearly if one as~s the following question:

------_._~
4. The leading exporters of manufactures (5.8 minus 67 and 68)

in 1965 were as follows (figures in $m.): India 799, Singapore
295, Pakistan 190, Mf:xico 170, Brazil 124, U .A.~. 123,
Rhod~sia P6, f p~il'ppines 66, Mala~a 64, Colombia 34,
El Salvador 32, Tnmdad 28, Kenya IS also a substantial
exporter if her trade with Uganda and Tanzania is counted
as foreign trade (56).
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S:in,c~,all?-0ng thems~lN~s t~e tre;>J~ical,cpun,triesno,Wit;nJ'P~toye~,
$ l~.b.uliop'. of ~anuSacju~es, why do they haye te;>w.!":itf~r pre-
f~r,e~c.e~ for, their exports in Q.E.C.D. m,at:ke~~? Why do they
~o.~j\l.s~Ia.CC"?}j~prefe~e1?J9;esto,e,ach other in their, own ma!k~ts;
in li~~, ~~t~ the a!reA;~X-agreed princip)e tl,1~td.isc~imination
agail'\~t d,e:ve.~ope.dc.quptries is, ac.ce,p'~a.bly? The ans.wer is,
because this would benefit the leading twelve at the expense of
the rema~ning. seventy, who might no~ h~~e to' pay higher 'prices'
to these tweive than they would have to pay to O.E.C.D.
countries. Th~problem differs only in scale when one shifts
from global tropical preferences to more limited regional pre-
ferences, customs unions or free trade areas. In each region
one or two coun~ries stand out as the ones most likely to benefit
at the expense of their regional partners, who are therefore not
anxious to rush in without some clearer indication of what the
balance sheet of profits and losses is likely to be."s

But there is another type of Argument for increased trade
between develol?ing countries which 90es not rest on comparative
advantage and a combination of protection in advanced countries
and d.emand expansion in develo:plng countries. It embraces vari-
ables not normally included in a narrowly economic ~nalysis.

Orthodox arguwents for protectioT,l are b~sed O,n the p,rincip~e
that, in order to protect one industry, we wis.h tp .pllll ft:s04rf~s in~o
one type of activity. T4i~ implies- in, conditions of f\lll emplpy-
ment-that we WisQ to p~l1 resources out ~f?not4er t,YP~of ~ddv~ty.
It would be nonsense to wish to' prot~ct all industries.' .Convention~l

.. "., • . • -, . i

arguments for pfptectiqn pi;lsed on increasjng rc:turns or external
economies imply pulling resources out of agriculture or s~ryic~s.

But the new argument points to some protecti(>n (though I!-?t
autarky), at least in principle, of nearly all activi*~. By opening up
a society indiscrimiJ}ately and too widely, We rt:d~pe the fnc~ntiv~s
and opportunities to developed indigenous proceSs,es ~lnd products
appropriate for the low-income groups in dev,eloping c0l.!-ntr~~s, for
their small and low-income markets, for tbeir scarcity of physical
and human capital and for their desire for ,the v,vjd~ spread of tl~e
benefits of development. The educatio,nal, psychological and institu-
tional arguments against a move t~wards world free trade, for--------- -_ .._---_._-_._----------

5. W. Arthur Lewis Aspects of Tropical Trade Wicksell Lectur,es
.I969,Stockholm, pp. 42.43.
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capital flows and general openness point to the 'need toproteet all
activities from the eroding influences of the' advanced world
economy and more important, they point to the need for constructive
indigenous efforts, which, of course, do not result automatically
from looking towards like-minded countries, but which may be
hampered by an excessively outward-looking strategy and by emula-
tion of the style of the rich.

Something like this also underlies the distinction between self-
reliance and dependence, between autonomy and domination.
Countries and groups of countries that generate their own technolo-
gical capability, their own social institutions and organizations (not
'only in technology and industry but also in land tenure and rural
institutions) will be able to mobilize their efforts more effectively
than those that always look at how they order these things lU the
metropolis.

There are alternative styles of development, and one type of
society may prefer to develop by adapting technologies and products
from abroad, while another will find its identity by raising a curtain
round its frontiers or round the frontiers of a group of like-minded
countries with similar factor availabilities and similar income levels.
A judicious selection of features of an outward and inward-looking
strategy is likely to give the best results, e.g. drawing on foreign
research and developing indigenous research or drawing on and
adapting foreign technology and products. The lessons of indus-
trializing Germal1Y~ France, Japan and Soviet Russia, which used
and adapted foreign ways, blending new institutions with old tradi-
tions, are not directly applicable because international income gaps
were narrower then and the dimensions of the demographic problem
which determine the scale of the need for jobs, were quite different.
Yet, as the Lewis quotation shows, even they did not look at the
established markets of England but at new opportun ities and the
growing markets of the future. The main point is that there may
be a ('hoice of styles of development which can be understood only
if we include institutional and educational variables in our scheme
and transcend a narrowly defined static economic model.

Some authors prefer to put the contrast more starkly and simply
in terms of planning v. laissez-faire. According to them, it is the
need for stronger, more effective centralized planning, according to
social priorities, and the search for independence from the vagaries
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of the world market, that distinguishes the advocates of different
trade polices.6 Others, while in sympathy with the planning
approach, see the differences in the area of learning, education and
institutions. A third group see them in the political "power structure.
Planning and controls in an inegalitarian society reinforce inequa-
lities and encourage corruption; the use of prices in an egalitarian
society will contribute to poverty eradication and equality.
The transnational corporation: its potential role in industrialization

The role of the transnational corporation in industrialization is
of growing importance and policies have to be evolved that enable
governments willing to admit it to harness its potential for the
benefit of the development effort. It has been argued above that
the basic objective of development (viz. meeting the needs of the
hundreds of millions of poor) provides one raIlying point round
which many development issues can be grouped. The transnational
corporation is not a goal but an instrument of achieving certain
goals. It, too, provides a focus for a number of different issues.

\1) Regional inte~ration: Two distinct sets of problems arise
here. One is an anxiety shared by many countries. When several
developing countries from a customs union, a free trade area or a
closer region of co-operation, new profit opportunities arise for the
already operating and for newly entering foreign companies.
Policies have to be devised to ensure a fair sharing of these profits
between the uaion and the foreign companies.

A second set of problems concerns the sharing of the gains
from integration between different members of the union. The
creation of a new form of international company, the shares of
which are held by the member countries of the union, might be one
way of solving this problem, though it has so far not been successful.
The proposal would be for the company to combine low-cost, efficient.
location and operation with sharing of the gains between member
countries.

Alternatively, there can be agreement on other forms of com-
pensation, such as agreeing to pay higher prices for the exports of
the less industrialized member c(luntries, or to permit their citizens
to migrate within the region or to locate universities and research
institutes in the less developed partner countries.----_._----_._-_._-_ .._------_. __ .,._.----_.----------

6. Ignacy Sachs, ch. 3 in Trade Strategies for Development, ed.
by Paul Street en, Macmillan, 1973.
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(2) Environment: In the new internatianal dIvisian of labaur,
which wauld b'e guided by differential pallutian casts in different
countries 'dirty' .processes in developing cauntries cauld be Olle of
, the function's af th'e' transnational corparatian. This.could'be'd0ne
either' by the firm locating 'dirty' processes within its vertically
iritegr:a:ted system of aperations in a'develaping cauntry where the
sacial costs 'of pollutian would be lawer and the benefit's fram indus-
trialization nigher, or by transferring the whale operatian to' such a'
country. The argulnent wauld be analagaus to' that af lacating
unskilled-ar semi-smilled-labour'-intensive pracesses and products
in develop.ing countries. One important paint to be investigated
here is wh'ether the transnational' carporatian cannot be used as a
prdssure group to ensure access far the products to the markets of
the d'ev'eloped countries.

(3') Technology: The objective to be aimed at here wauld he to'
devote more R&D expe'nditure to the invention and dissemination
of appropriate technologies and pr<>ducts, where appropriate to the
develo'ping host countries or, where not, to be exported to or
produced in the developing countries. The specinc p:.>tential but as
yet unrealized contribucion of the transnational corporatian to' trans-
ferring and adapting existing technology and to inventing new and
appropriate technology may be substantial. It wauld raise the
problem of the ability of the developing countries to' absorb existing
or new technologies and af the contribution that the transnational'
cOlporation can make, preferably through joint ventures, to' training
people, encouraging research and fostering attitudes favourable to'

such absorption.
(4) Bargaining: As the transnational corporation has become

one of the main vehi,cles of transferring technology from develop~d
to developing countries, an important aspect of policy is the terms
'on which the technology is transferred. ln settiing the balgain and
in drawing up the contract, a large number of items may be for
negotiation. Some of these may refer to incentives such as protecting
the market for the product or improving the quality of inputs (public
utilities, a disciplined labour force); others may lay down conditions
for sh:lring the benefits with the bost, country, such as tax provisions
the use of local materials, local participation in management,
training workers, creating jobs, raising exports, etc., others again
will relate to poliCies such as conditions about repatriation of capital
and profits, about raising local capital, etc.
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'Hitherto, intiltilafiYal1feclinical a'ssistanee in negothitiolis oftl:iis

type, a.na'in trainihg negotiators, has oeeh on avery 'small scale.
International organizations could rerider vital/technical !assishirice
in strengthe.t1ingthe'bargaining ,power of LDes 'in negotiating such
contracts and contribute to an i~formed dialogue bet ween managers
of companies and public officials through training courses, in an
area at present obscured by emotional and icfeologicil1 fumes. What
is needed is both direct technical ass isfance in drawing up contracts
possibly with the aid of model contracts, and indirect aid through
training and the provision of information.

(5) Institutions: Another important area of policy is the imagi-
native exploration of new legal and business institutions which
combine the cOBsiderab.Ie merits of the transnational corporation

. with the maximum beneficial impact on de'lelopment. This area
comprises joint ventures, i.e., joint both between private and public
capital and between domestic and foreign capital, which go further
than window dressing by giving access to information and decision
making, and various provisions for i"nvesnient and gradual, agreed
transfer of ownership and management from foreigners to the host
country. Thus, countries wiShing to curb the power of large groups
in their manufacturing sector may find, investnieiit reduced. This
may make it advisable to institute a ~Joirit sector' iii whi'ch public
is combined with' private national management with or without an
equity stake, or public capital is combined witli private international
capital. Another possibility would be a management contract with

, a national or international investor.
Thought and action in this area have suffered from a poverty of

. the institutional imagination which has lagged behind the advance
of the scientIfic and' technological imagination. Discussion have

. turned partly on the ideological dispute between private and public
enterprise". Yet, the real issues ha.ve little to do with this type of
ideology. Mixed companies can be' deviSed that sinlultaneously

; harness private energy and initiative, yet are accountable to the
public and carry out a social mandate: Equally arid has been the

.dispute over, th'e virtUes and vices of priva.te foreign investment .
.•Here again, the task should be to identify the positive contributions
i of foreign firms and the social costs, to see how' the former can be
,maximized or the latter minimized, and~ to provide for gradual,
,agreeditransfer to national or regional ownership and management .
.There is a need for a legal and institutional framework in which the
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social objectives that are not part of the firm's objectives can b
achieved, while giving the firm an opportunity to contribute efficiea
management and technology.

Costs and benefits of alternative policies of industrialization

Since the last World War, many developing countries hav,
attempted to promote their manufactures by a large number 0

direct inventions such as physical controls, licenses, etc. Thes
were accompanied by a host of other incentives and deterrents, sue
as multiple exchange rates, 'import entitlements, export bonus
vouchers, subsidies in various forms and to various inputs. In som
cases, there have been p~riodic reversions to a more simplified an
uniform. policy, often under pressure from the IBRD and the IMF,
and the government of the USA. Tbe theoretical pros and cons 0

both approaches are by now well known. At the same time, quan-
titative estimates of their practical sign ificance are scarce, unsyste.
matic and usually out of date.

More specifically, it would be useful to investigate comparisons
between high levels of intervention and the incidence of declines in
efficiency, not only in a narrowly allocative sense, but also through
blunting of incentives and through divergences between social and
private productivity; between the pursuit of static comparative
advantage and the mobilization and generation of new resources;
between the costs of and returns to a sizeable bureacuratic control
of industry; and between unified and multiple exchange rates.
Such comparisons might be made in the light of certain social and
economic objectives over time.

The debate is sometimes confused by an identification of the
interventionist approach with protectionism, and of the 'market'
approach with free trade. These distinctions, in turn, are
occasionally confused with that between, 'inward-looking' and
'outward-looking' policies. The Issue here is not the well rehearsed
dispute between protectionists and free traders, nor the less weB-
understood one between those who adv,)cate I00king inwards and
looking outwards. It is an issue about instruments, and it compares
the effects of a battery of direct controls and interventions with
operation through prices and the market. Export-orientation and
looking outwards can be and have been pursued through interven-
tions and directives, just as import-substitution and looking inwards
have been.. An objective, quantitative appraisal would contribute
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to taking some of the ideologicai wind out of the sails of the better-
known difputes between 'freedom and planning' and similar choices
presented to developing countries.

Technology and entrepreneursbip

Technologies both determine and are determined by the object.
ives of development strategy: growth. distribution, savings, employ-
ment. Capital-intensive, labour-saving methods will generate large
profits and high salaries and wages for a sma:! labour aristocracy.
Unless ownership of capital assets is widely shared or is public,
these incomes will accrue to a small group of owners of physical
'assets and people with the required skills and access to education.
Their consumption-often influenced by advertising, open com-
munications and foreign.exchange-using luxury goods, the production
of which again reinforces the unequal income distribution. l,t is
often maintained, though not enough hard evidence has as yet been
produced, that a more equal income distribution would give rise
to a consumption pattern that is more capital-saving and labour-
using. More capital-saving, labour-intensive techniques may distri-
bute a large share of income to the wages of the unskilled and
semi-skilled and are likely to lead to a different consumption
pattern. But the casual nexus in either direction is not yet
established with any certainty.

These connection~ between choice of industrial technology,
both in core processes and in anciallary activitie::;, choice of
industrial products, income distribution, wealth distribution, access
to education and training, and consumption patterns are vital for
policy decisions

Inward-looking policies of import substitution have been
blamed for distorting the price and incentive system and these
distortions have been said to cause growing 'inequalities. At the
same time, it has been argued that reliance on the price mechanism
and outward-looking, freer trade policies also increase inequalities,
though these have a different cause and take on a different form.
Is it true that both inward-looking and outward-looking industri-
alization and trade policies increase inequalities? Are there
forces inherent in rapid industrial growth that make for greater
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.If so, ins.titutional, structural and technological
~equiredto ,dis,tribute the fruits of growth more

,I
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inequality'?
changes are
evenly.

It is in the nature of modern tec~nology t~at it reduces the
sca.rcity value and hence the rewards of unskilled labour and tradi-
tional know-how, while modern medical science, by reducing
mortality rat.~s, i~creases the supply of unskilled labour.' An
importa~t question arises here about st.rategies that proceed on
'both legs,' by simultaneously promoting the modern, capital-
intensive, high technology sector and the non-organized, self-
empolyed, "i~formal" unskilled-labour-intensive sector. Can rapid,
modern industrialization proceed in a manner so as not to destroy
but encourage the, non-organized, low-income, low-productivity
sector? Can the surplus from modern industry be used to, create
jobs, to raise productivity and to generate incomes in tha;t pa;rt of

, the economy that has not yet been absorbed in it ?
Income distribution and employment are only two aspects of a

w~ole cluster or social objectives. Different forms of industrial
organization are accompanied by different degrees of workers' part i-
cipa~ion and dijrerent power structures.

The tt(st of a successful self-reliant strategy of industrialization
is the extent to which it reduces the gap between the high incomes
in the high-productivity, high-technology sector and the low
incomes in the low-productivity, low-technology sector, b} raising
the performance of the latter, without impeding progress in the

former.

l u., ...~, .



GROWTH STRATEGIES AND POLICIES:
PAKISTAN EXPERIENCE**

Dr. Moin uddin Baqal*
Pakistan's development experience, covering a period of three

decades has been characterised by sharp changes in development
strategy. Articulations of strategy arising from political perceptions
have been quite strong. In some respects, the changes of policy appear
to represent sharp reversals. These periods can be easily
distinguished. An attempt has been made in this paper to analyse
the distinguishing fe.atures of processed strategy in each pariod and to
measure the performance of the economy durIng the period in terms
of the stated objectives. A broader view of the period, however,
indicates certain common underlying, features. , First, it apnears
that the deveJ opment poliey has consistently been focussing on
traditional growth crieteria and concern with G.N.P. growth
remained important for policy-makers, despite changes in other
aSIle'cts. Secondly, distributional aspects of development were at
no stage fully integrated into a comprehensive .development strategy
together witha package of basic reform in the power structure in
the power structure in the rural and urban areas. Thirdly, it
appears that while growth performance of Pakistan's economy
has, on average; been better than in the South Asia
Region as a whole. it was at no stage a high growth performer
like South Korea and other countries in East Asia Region. Its
higher growth performance in the Region was counter-balan,ced
at least partly by high and continually accelerating rate of increase
in population. At the same time, the available evidence shows
tbat the indices of personal income distribution did not at least
worsen over the period.

2. This gives the picture of a country continually emphasizing
growth with reJative'ly less emphasis on distributional aspects in

'Leader, Core Planning Team, Ministry of Planning, Kuwait.
(Written in personal capacity.)
•• Read at 'International Seminar on Strategies of Planning and
Development. '
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3. Pakistan's early attempts at initiating a development
strategy reflect a passionate desire to speed up the process of in-
dustrialization. There was a very strong realisation among the
economic policy-makers at the beginning of the nation's life as an
independent entity that tbe country had virtually no industrial
base. The geographical boundaries of the new states in the South
Asia sub-continent were so drawn that the sources of raw materials
remained in India. Also there was a strong feeling generated by
the pre-partition debate around the concept of Pakistan that the i

economic foundations of the new State would be week, that the
Muslims were not likely to prove able and enterprising enterpre-
neurs and that the country would have to make an extra effort to
overcome such handicaps. The writings on the economic conseque-
nces of the division of India by C. N. Vakil and others emphasized
these elements. This was the basic information and analysis about
the country determining policy options. Toe hurried departure of
Non-Muslims, active in the field of business and commerce, created
a vacuum and underlied the urgency of Pakistan filling the vo,id by
encouraging its own entrepreneurial class.

4. These factors explain, at least partiaHy, the political I
acceptability of support measures, concessions and incentives for
the private sector in Pakistan, on a scale which could not be easily ,
tolerated in any other country. With hindsight, it appears supris-
ing that those who produced the famous Liaquat Budget in the
final year of British India could tolerate such concessions for the
private sector. The poli::y-makers were politically responsive and
showed great concern for social justice and equity. But their
concern for developing a sound economy weighed much more.

5. The economic strategy which strarted shaping up during the
early fifties was not fully articulated until much later. Its major
elements were an excessive emphasis on indus trialization (which, of
course, coincided with the current fad in eco,nomic development
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literature, apart from arising from Pakistan's own peculiar back-
ground), reliance on private sector for playing major rolein industrial
progress and setting up a system of incentives which would ensure
that a private industrial sector emerges to take up the desired
role.I

6. It is doubtful whether the most powerful instrument for
Implementing this strategy viz an over-valued exchange rate, was
adopted after a proper analysis of all aspects of its impact. The
devaluation of pound sterling in 1949 came very early in the life of
the new nation requiring a major ecnnomic decision for which no
advance thinking had developed. According to certain statements,
the decision not to devalue Pakistan rupee with thc sterling (which
in effect amounted to an upvaluation in relation to major trading
partners) was in the nature of a holding operation. It was argued
while a non-devaluation decision could be reversed. a devaluation
decision was irreversible. However, Indian political action in
refusing to trade with Pakistan on the basis of new exchange
rate parity with Indian rupee, created. pressures within the
country to hold the value of the currency on the same plane
as the honour and integrity of the nation. There are virtually
no precedents for Indi~n action against Pakistan's n<,>.devalution
decision. It appears that Indians also feltpoliticallyslighted
by Pakistan's decision on the value of the currency. This
attitude towards the external value of the currency has. survived'
even in later years in the sub.continent, supported by a proclivity to
support over valued exchange rates with severe controls on exchange
to transactions and imports.

7. The over-valued exchange rate (which persisted despite the
decision to devalue in July 1955, as inflation had in the meantime
created a wider difference between official and equilibrium exchange
rate), became the main instrument for the transfer of resourceS
largely from agriculture, but also from urban fixed income con-
sumers to both the newly-emerging industrial sector and the public
sector using foreign exchange for infra-structure development and
defence.

1. To the extent, private sector failed to emerge in Bast
Pakistan. Pakistan Industrial D-:vdopment Cvrporativn
was set up to take up industrialization with t.he objective of
transferrlllg projects to private sector whenever it was
ready to buy.
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8. Other elements of the strategy were a regime of exchange
and import control, compulsory procurement of foodgrainsat prices
below the market level to maintain relatively stable food prices in
urban areas with rationing. tax holdings for direct taxes, low level
of direct taxation on agriculture and heavy indirect taxation.

9. It is genelally argued that the system worked in the sixties,
but did not produce results in the fifties. In fact. it would be more
pertinent to argue that the system functioned quite effectively to
produce rapid industrialization, for which it was design.ed. It was,
however, based on seeking a blind transfer of reources from agri-
culture It, therefore, produced adverse results for agriculture,
which held back overall growth. Industrial growth was qUIte
spectacular dur~lig the period'.

10. In the sixties, it was possible to finance continued
industrial expansion with the help of rapidly rising inflow of foreign
assistance. This enabled the strategy to be modified so as to protect
agriculture also against adverse terms of trade. Agricultural support
prices were improved and supply of subsidized inputs commenced.
The improvement in agricultural production, particularly in West
Pakistan was remarkable. Combined with the contfnued rapid
advance in 'industry, the period recorded high growth rates averag-
ing close to 7 percent per annum in West Pakistan and around 5
percent in Pakistan.

11. Apart from the p~oblem of agriculture.industriaJ terms of
trade, the strategy of forceful market incentives for industrialization
produced a marked regional problem in the context of the peculiar
geographical situation of the country. As the transfer was taking
place in the fifties from agriculture. East Pakistan suffered more
because of its larger dependence on agricuIture.2 PriVate sector
industrial investment was much more in West Pakistan. As private
industrial sector gained, the problem of regional transfer of
resources emerged as a major issue. In the sixties, the situation
was corrected significantly by increasing public investment in East
Pakistan to a significantly higher level than domestic savings in
the region.

2. It is interesting phenomenon that while major. adverse
impact of exchange rate policy was on East Pakistan, the
Cabinet Ministers from East Pakistan were its main suppor-
ters, with West Pakistan Ministers opposing it.
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12. Apart from creating sectoral and regional imbalances.
which were 'partly neuti:alized by' increa'sing ieliliitce on foreign
assistance; 't~~ stra~efY'of'development 'followed during the 'period
ran' 'into difficulties' on the basis"M its own logical contdldlctions •.
While in the fifties, this strategy was mainly relying on taxation J10£

domestic consumers '(notable example being completely sheltered
.m~rket for cotton =textiles), it had 'later to provide' incentives for
export promotion. These were devised through an Export Bonus
Scheme, which in effect required growing consumption of high cost
luxury items to provide a base for supporting industrial exports.
Increase in conspicuous consumption thus became an important
element of the strategy, reducIng domestic savings. '

13. In the external sector this was reflected in the rapid growth
of bonus ~ocher exports with stagnation or decline in export' .at the
officiki"exchange 'r~te, resulting' from differential 'incentive levels'
By 1'970, thb 'cash for'eign-'ex~hange available with' the Government'
~fter 'deduct{n'g the ral1o~ation 'against bonus vouchers' 'was not
adequat~ '1'0 fa'eet even' the minimum' commitment' Ifor . official
ptichas~~a'n:d~ehicing. ; f '.. I, • • , •

~ • (~. '! 'I.'

14. f.oreign assistance in net terms had moved from a rising to
a declining part of the curve. The debt servicing problem. was
catching on, with stagnant levels o~ new c'ommitments. The cushion
provided by foreign assistance flows to resolve regional arid sectoral
. conflicts in the'allocatIon of resources was no longer available:' .

~.~
15. Private sector had virtually exhausted the possibilities of

exploiting sheltered domestic market. As the incentives were main-
tained, new capacity was created,' with li11lited "possibilities for
utilizing the capacity 'fully .. Private sector had never been under
pressure to be efficient and competitive. It was, th'erefore. found
that even with the support of Bonus'Voucher Scheme. it could enter
the export market only in a few areas. Tnere was a large increase
. in unutilized capacity.

16. :rhe strategy of development followed during the period
'starting from fifties and extending uptolate sixties hadthtisrun
into a'variety of problems. There were: economic contradic.:tioris
wi~hin the strategy as industrial capacity creation failed t6 -be
reflected' in corresponding increases iIi production. Foreign aid as
a pillar of this' strategy proved a shifty foulldation. Within the
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country, the transfer mechanism resulted in a strong political
reaction from the affected sectors and regions. The tensions, which
were covered up by rising inflow of foreign resources, erupted again
in a violent fashion ..

17. There was a great deal of misplaced optimism about the
success of t!le strategy which we may call "Pure Growth Strategy"
following current usage of terms. The apparent SUl:cess had 'received
international attention, particularly in sharp contrast to the perfor-
mance in India during the period when India was foLowing a
strategy to foster public sedor growth of basic industries The
admiration for Pakistan model, partly represented an over-simplified
view, though there were perceptive critics whose analysis of the
damage being caused by bonus voucher scheme, over-prote:Ction and
low savings should have provided sufficient warning regarding the
possibility of a frustrated take-off. However, the development
community in the world was in search of success stories and
Pakistan appeared a good candidate. But there were elements ot'
basic significance in the strategy which may have to be regarded as
essential for any successful development strategy. The emphasis
on economic growth, particularly in the more balanced form
between agriculture and industry in the sixties could not be regarded
as unwarranted in the situation of Pakistan.

18. The succeeding chorus of condemnation of the develop-
ment strategy followed during the fifties and sixties was as over-
simplified as the earlier admiration for it. Subsequent analysis has
brought out evidence tbat during the sixties when agricultural
growth started taking place at a higher rate than the population
increase, distributicnal improvements accompanied economic growth
The traditionally accepted view of a trade-off between growth and
income distribution was not borne out by Pakistan's experience.
It may be interesting to revalue the experience of the sixties more
objectively in view of the evidence that growth rates were high and
that some improvement in personal income distribution was taking
place and that East Pakistan had als() starred registering per capita
income growth in the sixties together with an accelerati"n of
development programme at a higher rate than in West Pakistan.

19. It is also of interest to note that strategies, resembling
that of Pakistan's model of sixties have been followed in a number-
of other countries with remarkable success in the seventies. Pure
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Growth approach has yielded results in a number of East Asian
countries. South Korea is perhaps the most relevant example
because of the size, resource endowment, and the level of economic
development from where it commenced a major sustained drive,
for industrialization and higher share in world trade.

20. The main difference in the latter-day versions of Pure
Growth Strategy and Pakistan model of t he sixties lies in the use
of market forces and the basic parameters of the market structure.
Pakistan started with a distorted market and used the distorted
price system to provide a mechanism for subsidizing the industrial
entrepreneurs (both of the public and private sectors). Public
sector enterprises generally covered their inefficiency under the
system of protection and subsidy. Private sector earned large
profits, initially used for re-investment, later diverted increasingly
to conspicuous consumption. Pakistan used low interest rates,
over-valued exchange rate and an in,effective tax system to distort
the market completely before allowing the use of the entrepreneurs.
Other countries have used the market to create pressures for effici-
ency. Exchange rates are in realistic range and interest rates are
high enough not to allow great variation between actual and shadow
interest 'rates. Taxation systems are not effective in all cases, but
tend to be more effective in most successful cases.

21. Secondly, presently middle income developing countries
have used market-based loans through comme.rcial channels much
more than the official development assistance. They did receive
large foreign assistan.:e, which for a number of years was a high
proportion of G.N.P., but quickly moved to market-related borrow-
ing. Market borrowing has a greater degree of emphasis built on
the commercial viability of projects than aid financing. It is also
free from fluctuations in volume due to political attitude of
~uppliers.

22. Thirdly, these countries have tended to emphasize export
expansion much more than import substitution. Exchange an d
import controls are relativity liberal and foreign investment and
technical cooperation with Trans-national Corporations is encour-
aged. Pakistan's policy was completely the reverse in all these
aspects.

23. Fourthly, in all the countries recording rapid growth, the
standard of social services and their coverage of population had
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been high. This remained, almo~t compl~t~ly neglected in Pakistan.
A deeper analys is of the cJevelop~.~n~ st;rategy foliowed in the
fifties and sixties a)ld a clos,erexamination of'the reasons for 'its
apparel)ts failure i~' neces,sa,ry, be~ause the alternati've ~ppro'ach~~'. .f..... ,.. r (. ~ ~ lit. . l ", -, f' t:. '.

adopted during the ¥arly aI,ld mi.d-seventies did not produce highly'
. I I \ J' J

favourable results. In effect there has been an attemnt in the late
'. .. '. '. ;. I, ". \ -. ....,.

s~venties to revive c~rt,ain ele~ents of the earlier strategy by using
, '. J.. 'J '.

t~e priv~te sectox a~ain as an eng,i,neof growth,' '
24. The p-erception of ~he qi~H'ib~tiol1al a~pects, on ~J;lich. ~ '(,'

major attack concentrated agai~s~ the ~xp'~rien.ce of the sixti~s,
mainly related to conceptrat~on of ~wnefship, 1';IqtUl~C~ ~~ way
of analytical studies was av'ailable c~llcefning tbe p~ttern and t~e
direction of change in inter-perso~al d~str~~u~~o~ of incom~.
Co'ncentration of ownership was the visible tangible evidence which

- , l t, \. ! I \',' l~

served as proxy for income distribution. Thus in t~rms of popey
prescription, the more difficult is~ue~ regar~i~g' prod~ctiv~ty' ~f
small farmers, their access to inp'~~s and credit, employm~nt poli~y
and control of luxury consumption by a sizable affluent' ~Iass wee e. , • I'" , . , \-~.,.., (

relegated to a secondary position. Nationalization of industria!
_ - .• • .~ • t • '., t ,;. l" '

assets and financial institutions became a major objective, to reduce., _ ~ ~ ' • • . - _ I 1"

the element of concentration of ownership. .
II

25. It is difficult to describe the ,deyeloP!.De,nt I?olic,ie,s p,ursued
during the seventies within a comprehensive ~J?d cOllsiste,':ltst,r.at.~g'y.
There were a number of shifts whi.:h. app,aren,tly ,cont.radi~,te(9
earlier statements of policy. HO,wever,even at the risk of .fin9i'ng
part of the evidence which may not fit an overall' description: "~'n

.• • ~ , • ~ I I _. ~

attempt can be made to describe ,t~lCmain elem~nts 0.1't.~e new
strategy.

26. Firstly, and most obviously it was the policy during the
period to enlarge the size of the public sector and to cut down the
size of the private seclor. The private Sector lost a ma~or part 'of
industrial assets in former East Pakistan, The Government made no• .' I •• ~ .4 - "I .

attempt to help them or register their claims. It is rare for,a country. - . , • J J: r r

not to help their private sector under such circums tances .. National._ .' .' ~ I Ii' t!

ization of .32 large units in 10 major inQustries ~as c~~ried,?~t.
initially without compensation. Later compensation princiPte, con-
tinued to. be ill dispute witll,?ut a judicial or quasi-judicial pr,o;;ess.
fOf ensuring any degree of objectivity. . ' J'

, :"u..
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27. Nationalization appeared to continue under an undisclosed
plan, so that predictablity of Government action could not be a
basis for private sector investment decisions.

28. There was no economic planning framework within which
private sector could perceive its role. With the powerful role in
the economy that the public sector enjoys in Pakistan, this was an
important deterrent.

29. The basic decision taken by the Government in May 1972
to devalue Pak rupee and to abolish multiple exchange system had
removed the main plank on which the ivestment incentive system
was based. With the over-valuation of exchange rate removed
completely, profitability of new ventures had to be established on
competitive efficiency at world prices. The subsidy involved in
exchange rate was no longer available. Size of domestic market
was reduced after separation of Bangladesh. Investment, therefore,
had to be diverted to export industries. This, together with the
new world prices for machinery, favoured medium and small invest-
ment in industries like carpets and leather. Full information
regarding the magnitude of ivestment in small scale industry is only
now being compiled. The rapid growth in output of this sector
(at an average rate of 7 percent per annum) and growing exports of
manufacture from relatively smal1 industry indicate that investment
in small scale industry was significant.

30. Public sector presence in the economy increased through
nationalization of large industrial units, banking, insurance,
shipping, oil distribution and later through nationalization of small
scale agrarian industries. An equally important factor was an
acceleration of ivestment in setting up fresh industrial units in the
public sector. This was justified partly on the nature of new
industries which generally fell in the category of heavy basic
industries and partly on the grounds of non-participation by the
private sector.

31. It thus appears that the general picture in industrial policy
involved an emphasis on import substitution in heavy basic
Industries through public sector investment wit~ private sector
confiiled to small and medium indu~tries where expert prospects
appeared attractive. There was considerable ambiguity regarding
the large industrial sector lying between these two. There were

, ,
I
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pronouncements seeking private investment. not b,acked by policies
which would attract private investment in these areas.

32. The Government was concerned and worried over low
growth in the economy. This was explained on the ba"is of natural
calamities. However, government also attempted to win back the
private sector for accelerating economic Growth. Revival of the
econom)' was expressed as an objective of policy. But the internal
contradictions of policy r.=strained the success of such policies.

33., Agriculture received emphasis in terms of attempts at
seeking to improve the terms of trade in favour of agriculmral
sector. This was the logical step following from the devaiuation
of 1972. However, the Government was torn apart because of its
conflicting commitments towards its rural support base and the
urban constituency related to organised trade unions and other
fixed income groups. Every attempts at raising agricultural prices
was accompanied by raising wages, which in due course at least
neutralised gains for agricultural sector through inflation. To be
fair, it has to be appreciated that the task was rendered extremely
difficult by worsening terms of trade for the country as a whole.
Within that context, seeking to improve sectoral terms of trade for
agriculture posed serious problems.

34. The problem was compounded by overall economic stag-
nation caused by institutional bottlenecks. While the Government
was moving ahead with an enlargement of the public sectior, it did
not follow the logical step seeking to construct either a strong
administrative capability for managing the expanded public sector
role efficiently or a combination of this with trained and disciplined
party cadre. There were in fact, strong measure which tended to
reduce the effectiveness, efficiency and morale of those in charge of
implementing Government policies in relation to tht; extended role
for the public sector. This contradiction continued to grow over
the period causing problems in the management of nationalize,d
units as also in the implementation of new projects within a pre-
determined time schedule.

35. The weakenin~ of the institutions was even more important
in agriculture. Progress during the sixties along the path of 'Green
Revolution' had in creased the dependence of agriculture on
Governmental institutions. Growth of private institutions which
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had begun in late sixties was frustrated by the nationalization of
fertilizer distribution in early seventies. Governmental institutions
dealing with agriculture were particularly weakened by factors,
affecting general administration, because the field staff is often
among the lowest paid. Inflationary pressures and reduced super-
visory control rendered them greatly liable to both inefficiency and
corruption.

36; The relatively larger landlord was able to use his influence
to get services and inputs and was thus able to take advantage of
better prices by maintaining his output. The income distribution
within agriculture, in all probably worsened as mnrketable surplus
and size of cash crops declined. Surpluses were available only
with larger farmers who thus benefited from improved farm prices.

37. Distribution, it appears from the data collected and
analytical studies made so far, deteriorated in stead of improving
with the modification of pure growth strategy by injectIOn of
socially-oriented nationalization.

38. Inflation emerged as the major factor determining income
distribution. The public sector was increasingly committed to
financing large public sector programme arising from initiated
projects. With the limited managing capability in the public
sector there were negligible savings being generated by about 20 to
30 percent of industrial assets now owned by the public sector.
Private sector had potential svings which could not be invested in
productive enterprises and were drained into consumption or
trading. Inflation became the mechanism for a forced transfer of
private savings to finance public sector enterprises. Initially incre-
ased assistance from OPEC countries shielded the budget from
pressures becoming unmanageable. As OPEC countries moved to
more normal pattern of slow-moving project assistance, this cushion
was no longer available

39. Growth of public service~ which could help establish a
more favourable social p:>licy were naturally affected by reasource
contraint, as also by the ab,ence of elected and and functioning
local bodies. Nationalization of privately run educational institu-
tions and increases in pay-scales of teachers could probably be
expected to improve the standard of education. But these were added
stumbling blocks on the road to progress towards extending the

II,:~
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coverage of services to entire population. Public resources were
pre-empted in repla:cing private effort, rather than increasing the
coverage of services. Same was the result of abol ition of fees
charged from students, through the fees were never really more than
nominal

40. It thus appears that nationalization policy alone was used
as a major element in a development strategy of which primary
object wai professedly a balance between social justice and growth.
Its impacl was probably favourable in the degree of concentration
of economic power, but it did not make a major impact on income
distr1t?ution in urban areas. There is some evidence that an
improvement took place in real wages of organized labour. On the
other hand, real wages in the government employment (which is
still a significantly larger employer than the private sector) probably
declined during this period, if the Guisinger-Hicks analysis is
extended beyond 1975. Informal sector real wages were reported
declining upto 1975 due to agricultural stagnation. These may have',
improved since then as the pressure of large scale migration to
Middle East firmed. up the labour market.

41. The evidence on income distnbution is tentative and some-
what outdated. But it generally supports the view tbat no significant
improvement in income distribution was taking place, even if
deterioration in the distribution pattern is not fully established.
It appears though that an independcnt development through large
scale migration of labour force was providing large s:lpplement
income to relatively poorer families, so that consumption dispanies
and those of 'economic status were reduced, while income distribu-
tionbased on G.D.P. was not affected. Probably, the failure in the
area of coverage of population by public services is even a more
important element in the overall picture.

III

42. More recently, an attempt has been made to modify the
strategy through the Fifth Five Year Plan. There were earlier
attempt by the Planning Commission to coordinate the investment
programme initiated by'the People's Party Government in the'public
sector into a proper plan framework. This always required the
plan draft to specify some statement on miss ing elements of policies
relating to the private sector and social services and to work out Lhe
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financing of the overall cost of the Plan. The draft plans thus
posed awkward questions, though the planners were careful not to
pose them very sharply. The drafts were not adopted as officially.
approved plan until the final year of the Government.

43. The Martial Law Government came to the conclusion'
after Sept ember 1977 that it would require a plan to bring discipline
and focu" to the investment programme as a starting point for its
endeavours to stabilize the economy. It was quite specific on two
crucial points. Firstly, it clearly adopted the view that the private
sector should be given a more positive role in the Plan in 'Order to
reduce the unmanageable burden for the public sector in t~rms of
both financial and manilgerial resources. Secondly, its directive
was to emphasize rural and agricultural development and have a
programme for providing a comprehensive coverage of social
services for the rural population.

44. The elements of a modified strategy was thus available.
However, it was difficult to visualize at this stage the extent to which
the economy was already committed to continued of implementing
the strategy implicit in the ongo'ing progtamme. There was no
decision to go back on these commitments. In fact the central
piece in the programme was the Karachi Steel Mill. A large part
of the programme in transport, ports and shipping, power and
urban water supply was related to this central project. There was
broad agreement that Pakistan had to move towards steel produc-
tion and steel based industries in the next stage of indl,lstiia:li~ation.
A move along this path would necessarily involve a strain o~
resources during the period a major project of this nature.is,con-
structed. Timing could have been considered more flexibly, if the
project was not already under way. However, there was no ,question
of taking a decision to sink the large investment already made 011

the project, only to relieve the immediate pressure on resources.

45. The Fifth Five Year Plan thus came out with a two-part
plan. The first part relates to the completion of the projects under
waywith the strict policy of not starting new projects in the public
: sector. Thus it has sought to phase out the role of the public sector
in industry by the end of the Plan period. On the other hand, it
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makes modest beginnings in the early period in the social sectors
to build up the programme by the end of the Plan period. Private
. sector is also to be re-inducted in investment during the first part to
build up its programme by the end of plan periol. The Plan thus
begins virtually with implementing old projects and ends with a new
strategy. It could thus be called a transitional plan.

46. This sounds reasonable. However, the Plan faced enormous
problems of financing this tremendous feat. The old programme
itself was more than could be afforded tty the country with its
resources reduced tty a prolonged period of virtually no growth in
per capita incomes. The practical limits of adding the pha~jn~ in
of Basic Needs strategy were lower than required for meaningful
targets of accomplishment. within the Plan. The plan sougbtto
overcome this dilemma by proposing a major resource mobilization
effort within the country and a debt rescheduling operation abroad.
1hesewere bold assumptions, but provided the only way out of an
extremely tight situation. The plan left the room open for curtail.
ment of the size of the Plan, if the mobilization effort oftherequired
size could not be mounted. In effect, the plan only revealed ho\y
s~rious the disparty between resources and developmeut commit.
ments had already become. It underscored thc magnitude oJ the
problem facing the country which required a joint massive efforts
by the nation as well as international community.

47. The international community took tile view that the Plan
was ambitious and should be curtailed. Commitments on past
projects need not be treated as irrevocable. They sought a larger
beginning on Basic Needs Approach while reducing the net aid
inflow to Pakistan. The opposition to the ongoing programme and
high growth rates forecast in the plan are not unrelated to the
political dispute regarding Pakistan's nuclear programme. Lower
growth rates reduce the urgeucy of developing nu;;lea.r energy.

48. Aid commitments have been reduced in recent years while
action on debt relief qu.estion has been deferred. The resumption
of fun debt relief agreement has raised current commitment of
resources for debt servicing to a level where net aid inflow (corrected
for the over-pricing of committed aid), is relatively small.
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49•. The Government of Pakistan made a bold effort in the

Budget for 1979,80 to raise additional resources amounting to 25
percent of the base level in one' year. This understandably raised
political reaction and some concessions had to be made. It appeared
that politically tolerable limits of raising additional resources were
reached. However, even with this effort the Government would
only be off-setting the decline in net aid inflow and reducing a part
of the budget deficit. It may not be possible to raise resources to
the level required to implement the transitional strategy of the Plan
The social sectors would inevitably receive the cut. Event ongoing
projects of high priority would be delayed and inflationary pressure
would persist. Pressures for such a scenario would be strengthened
by the recent steep increase in energy prices.

IV
50: The immediate problems are difficult and pressing.

However, in terms of longer-term strategy, certain elements hav~
to be kept in view. It may be desirable to take this' longer-term
perspective in view, while seeking solution of immediate problems:

51. .Firstly, Pakistan~s past experience, and the longer-term
perspective require a high-growth strategy. It need not be pure
growth. But it can be seen that high growth would be essential.
Stagnation in the recent past has enhanced the urgency of a new
break through. No meaningful solution of Pakistan's economic
difficulties is possible without sufficiently high growth. In an
earlier paper, the present writer made projections upto the year
2000. Any social policy to be financed with the target of universal
coverage by the end of this century would require an average
growth rate in the neighbourhood of 7 per cent. This is also the
rate derived from employment targets and improvement of average
p roduet ivity necessary for a meaningful approach against poverty.

52. Secondly, the high growth targets are feasible and desirable
with a proper emphasis on agriculture. An Average growth rate in
agriculture of 5 per cent is right now regarded unrealistically high.
But with proper institutional strengthening in agriculture, the
resource endowment of Pakistan is quite capable of achieving it.
It is thus necessary that Pakistan should use best of its skills and
talent in bringing about institutional progress in agriculture. As
the physical part of the programme moves, it would not be diffie~lt
to support it with financial resources.

1
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53. Thirdly, it is absolutely essential to bring down the rate
of population increase to less than 2 per cent by 1990. Pakistan's
main advantage in South Asian context was a favourable demogra-
phic picture. This is being rapidly eroded with considerable
damage to the ecological balance of Indus System. No long-term
strategy is feasible without a firm population policy.

54. Fourthly, and specialIy related to long-term population
policy, is the urgency to extend coverage of social services. The
present situation is deplorable and probably constitutes the most
important impediment to long-term sustained high development.

55.. Fifthly, Pakistan has to resolve the dilemma in relation
to private sector. Public sector has shown its limitations in manag-
ing a large role in directly productive activities. Private sector
has shown its unwillingness to participate actively in the economic
life without subsid:ies and ineentives which the nation cannot
affotd. It would be crucial for the success of any long-term
strategy if either a socially responsible private sector is developed
operating on the basis of unrigged market or a much more efficient
cadre of business-oriented public administration is evolved.



NEW METAPHORS, 'MYTHS.ANDIVALUES
fOR STEADY STATE' FU:rURE~

, Robert L. ~hlanese
ABSTRAOT

•~his'paper;offers apro'Vooll.tive remedy 000 the ,cultural !e'yel ~or
the stubborn resistanoe ~to'stesayshte Iv~ues' a,nd for ~he popu!.ar. !~~r
that human Dature willianguish.in socie~i~1iItb,at. ourtail-growth. }~
attempts to 'smooth ,the aotu!loltraosition to a .su!lt.ain~ble, ilooie~y ~y
prol»osing' the establishment of a network of oultural oentlers to obaage

. -.' .•• .t f ~;, .'. •

popular peroeptions'abouCi steady state realities ,through a revision of. r , .

the myths, metaphors and assumptions that oelebrate.gro~~h •. ' .
These centers'would give talented people1,themeans to. promote

values oo~paiible ",lth a &l1stainable:sooiety,cby oreating and sponsor •.
i~g' art,' ~ntertain~en', . eduoatio~ -a'nd }sports' for. :ma9S a~dieDoes,
.n. _. _-t ~ J • • " " ' •• , ~

modeled on and devoted to oo-operati'Ve ooexistenoe. ,'Ollrrent oultural
my'ths tb~t niake g~owth sYDonym~us" with exploitation "sod'4h&1l
~.,.... t' i " " - .,' -

define the human enterprise &sa' heroio qtiest'forpersonal,ga.in~wQuld
b~~odifi;d ~~ replaoed tiy vers'ions based 'oo'a mythology; ~ppropriate

'. ," <

to •• state future.

. lhe,o?~~ers. 'f0~ld o~erate a~ c:.~,mmeroialv8!1tllres'in the -midst of
"an ~xis~i.ng~row~h-dep.end~ilt sooiety, turning the mass media.resouroes
of that oulture 'against its own most destruotive tendenoies.

. ,. l' 't -. .••.• f . ~ •.

.1

Our visions of the future reveal our'l dreams, ';fears ~and 'realistio
expectations 'about tbe plaoe andtoi-me we,,'hop~to,live out our d~~tiny

. as creatures. 'Thelonglogfor'. a "better' f.uture,;lu~uallywit,ll-';a;t
material and sooial ,improvementsi infotms1ibe bear,t of Western, think.

, jng from Pla.to and!ThomasMore to "':B.F••~SkiQoer '$DdBuckmi~8~r• <. • .:r ..•.• J ••

Fuller. The wlaolebistory of our thougbt looks far baokwards in~i~e
llrid deep into hum'an : nature to disoover essential -'oontours of -our
heing' 'that would' 'enable us to design a futu~e-O(jmpatible ~itb- our

":Submitted to the 1979, Mitchell-Prize internationaloompefition aod
8ele~ted to reo8iv~-~ $5,000 award,' at'.woodLailds-oonferenoe,:lU79.
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best and most oharaoterjs~ioqualities. This quest is utopian, soientifio
and religious and it marks a long oommitment to material and
epiritnalJvaluee 'whioh sh'l;'peand oolor our images of the future.:. \.. : 1

Signs of the'~owerfu. influenoe of these values on 01JI' notions of
the;futoraj .though hidden, call be found everywhere, for valuea
pervade language, thought and aothn in groBs and subtle ways.
Oo~rentl visions of the futura in popular filma, for example, reveal
familiar 88~~mption9:' Luke fi~hts Darth VI}det in"'Star Wars, and
Apollo fights ttle Oylons in Battlestar Galactica.: here" human wit,
intution and' 'individual bravery combat villainous arch-antagonists
who are 80ul-ressmaohines programmed for destruotion. Tbh1apocaly-.
ptie battle pits 'in I' .e.rUul intelligence of",freedom-Ioving humans
agahiatl the limited 'reaplinees of beasts and automatons and rea.chss
far ba.ok into' pr'e.historv to reveal Ulysses'", Beowulf ~nd.,~rth,ur a8
theancientl forebearers ,of.Luke, Apollo, Flasbl ,Buck and their kin.•. • , •• 1 .

The. depiction of the. ,future itself in these films, how~ver, in more
revealing than tbe dialogJle or action, for it ~o?ks inoredibly man-
made., Space op"ra,B,J:el!'ture totally fabricated worlds and gian'
vessellt, ,where compnt~rs, power sources, battlem~nts '~nd other
technioal hand ware constitute the living environment. Indeed; humans
in the, futlU'e live by meaus of vast and isolated m~chiDe miorocosms
even al they do battle with meohanical demons•

.Perhapssnch .a. "l(1siooPl?1nts to current ambivalenoe about
teohnology and .an~\~,ty over our loss of freedom in depen'diiig on It.
Kubriok's 2001 ~akE;ls.this the1De its snbjeot, and, like" the other
filma, defines the future in 'a by-now familiar way; fjrijt~tbat the
future unfolds up and out among the plaouts and stars through man-
malle' teohnologioal advanoes • second, that the unspoiled. Earth ie
either a distant'memory 01' a feature dream; and fl1tur~~ha~our old
deeprooted problems will. oontinue to hftunt us like unremitting
ghosts;' ,though we 'Pill beoame wizards of Ilpplied soienoe. This view
of the future epitomizeS:,the prinoiple and often una.ok~owledge~,~~88U-

mptions of many scholars. writetll, technicians, soientists, professional
futuriste and ordinary citizens: teohinioal progre~s lim prooeed•. '. ~: . ; t

space, tbe -Ea.rth will recede in importa.noe ae a t~e8ter for tbe drama
of bumankind, 'and people will remain muoh the same partioularly in
maintainiQg ,':' o~rrentracial, sexual, economio', 'and 0183S power
structural 6S they continue to searoh for freedom 'a'nQ" peace' out in the

stars.
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These ideas about the future. whioh together from the out.
lineof a shared, oultural myth, oapable of many plots and storiell.
may be so popular because.it, seems such an inevitable step from our
previaus history, embadies 80 many af aur values, ana suggest

/
tremendaus cantinuity in the f~ce of tremendaus ohange. Presumably
it ifloamfarting to. imagine tbe wielder af a phatan weapan having
trQuble getting a date Bnd, .rel"ssuring to see women and blaoks in
lessthan oammand pasitio.ns, 'still supparting white, ~.Ie leaders.
Nevertheless, this visian af the future derives its strength Bnd appeal
froman even mo.re wide.spraaiJ'lislmmpt.ian mo.st pea pie make aboufl
the future itself .•.••namely. that it repre!!ents a "natural" growth and
expansian of'the present. ' This oancept reveals' the linear and materi.
alistiobias of Western thought evan as we attempt to. define metapby.
aiDa)abstractioDs Buoh as space Bnd time. In sum, we denne the
future as 'mote, Jater 1 Almost every' chart and graph in the West
moves fram left to. right, fram less to. mare, fram the past ar present
to. the 'fl1ture~ Time moves away and aut far us, like a aeed grawing
in the ground; ramifying intoJ a . splendid i tree. .Time bears fruit, is
pregnant with importanoe. eto. These ideas caalesce into. anexus af
assumptians that farm a mytbQlogy., of grawtb. This mytbalagy,
whioh pervades madern oulture, giyes grawtb, expansion and progress
the status af warld metaphars fo.r sQ!loesSin life.

It is no. great leap fram this idea to. believing that grawth ooours
best without restraints and that life itself is a straggle for unlimited
expansion th"'augh individual oompetitions over territory and reso.urces.
In the West, Nature herself is believed. to operate by the presumed
law af explaitive self-preserva.tian, and we hold that human li.f~
shauld be madelled on evidenoe we find in nature far a.n opportunis~io
and expansianist life.prooess. Ifl is no. wonder that screen battles,., .in
the future, where resouroes and spaoe would presuma.bly be ~.J;le~.
haustible, still take the fo.rm af imperial struggles far ter.ritQl'I.
materia.l wealth and 110 way of life. Spa.oe itself, an abstra.ot met~p~or
for infinitude, beoomes the ultimate booty far viotors whose mo.tives
are olearly colanial. ,

Even more sober and reasaned aooounts of our "oonquest" of
space highlight the increased ene'rgy, mineral and faad supplies that
space faotories ar colanies could provide us in much the same language
af the oarparate executive projecting future business grawth. Indeed,
spaoe in Amerioa has beoame a.oommercial enterprise. with soientists,

I
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ilstl'onaus and Ie ,tut~io~ th~ futurist oirortit extolling the "invest'ment
benefits. and sooral vii't"ues' of the oxploration ""and :exploitation" or:

• -l. • (' __. •• ~~~ j •

spaoe. J.Peter Vajk: in'Doomsday Has Been Cancelle'd1 presents 'an
elaborate defen~e of spaoe ooloDizati'o~ of our' que'st fo,'unlhnited
material prosperity: whioh he sees ~B 'the means to our growth as
a 1speoie,8. ,inoluding the development of a higher oODsiousness."lu a
oh,ap~_e~signffioantly entitled ••The Eildless Horizon," "Vlijk 'draws'

this. ,portrai~ :
,As.the.buman P9pulation of.the solar system~ grows, and

.. i•• S. the .total.economy of the "pace oommunities expand and
'becomeamor'e.inttieate- and oomplex, small. groups 01; pepple

, .' 'will,h&V6'.the(lpportunity. to set. out ootbeir OWll, homesteadipg
..'the asteroid belt or. various ,orbits, aroun~ other, planets, .to
"'pursue Hwbatever' visions or.•1ifest",les they.may choose. III l~s
'<than alhundred,years.,human .settlemeo~8,will be fouod in .most
'parts' _of-lthe 'solar.' system, .with .Il~,possibility o~ orowdi.og~
"lil.fter..call.jmoi'e, than jl18t a little.. bit of .,spaoe is rBvaiable ,out
'there;!

This soeD~rio projaots'the'myth of-the'frontier'intd the. extraterrestrial
dimension, where'Va.jli's homesteaders'brook no"restriotions -'on'j :their
freedom of ohoioe. 'AU 'limits dr-value'oorifliot~\are'avoided,:througb

'ooiitil'1'uedgrowthl andl"expaneiou:andtall,hope for.the future; depends
'hn'hliovjn'g.~~ore" ; '''If,we are to,havealhum~ne" and positive:future,j
othe!prodriotion~'of,food'for human/oonsumption L.mu\Jt.,expand ,as the
'population:inoraases •• ,(p,'67),These jg'Oodintention'Vajit'wants,to
\ aohieve.tbrough ":sooiaheform," .,whiob do., aw~y ,with. mismaol'ge.
~inerit Jand ••inequities" nin food .-distribu,ion ..inbaokward'nwtioDs.
:..Brit' to'Bol ve ather problems.' Vajkr 8. Space e~plorers will. ba ve - to turn
•a .lprofit, 'aod,/with exclu8ive. aooeslJ"ta.tbe'bountythey disoovert-tbere,
<they will be.ableto-use tbeil'"privilegedv~ntage point Iin, lofty, ~pace
.toiexaota lhigh "price [for~ it. Would they,- onoe .at home in.-their
"aelt'-oon~ainEld,and .effioiel1~jydesigned "'oolonies, .waDt • to .relique ~the

messy and problematio Eartll 1 Toe per80nality Ofl the'l:Ip30e.mer.
ohant-the oompetitive, materil'liBtio, rpr~gress.oriented. business.

,adventurer-put :grave gualifioation!il on the conquest 'of spaoe as a. ;.r ~
fina).solntion to the ener~y, environmental and soeial p'roblemiJ thao
beset us, Finally, Vajk provides surpilingly jew e~a.'lnp!es of bow 'ilie

'I. IJ. -Peter \'Vajk. Doomsday Has.cBeen.Cancel/ed (PeacePres81
Culver City, California; 1078), p, 166.
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spa~e program will" aotua.lIy solve present problems, for his real
mission is offering positive' oounter-vi.ions to the doomsday he finds
in other writers on $.h,efut'!I:e,p~rtic\llarly thqse advooating limitations
to growth.

II

'Thie'sketch of the origins and per,v'asiveness of'the mythology of
growth is meant to 'suggest the extent olthe diffioulty confronting
~orld leaders who are prdparing the way now for' viable' steaiy-ata'e
s~oieties ~in the fu ture. ,'People win'resist "no growth" aud "steady-
state" as 'phlloRophies fit for Ii defeated' race if' the' me.taphorio equa-
tions between' the future arid natural' expansion, between. growth and
unlimited oompetition are snowed to stand. In such a oontext,
steady-state is seen as a stalemate against the humanlpirit.

This is more than an im.8.geproblem fol' steady-state, though the
term, with 'its un(Qrtunate. suggestions. of. a passive, austere and
colorless standfttill, needs, to be r.aplaoed. If, for instanoe: we sub~
stitute the. ter,1Q '.',cJYnalpi~ egu.ilibriuQ." for •• steadyoeta-te," . we
clarif,. and.' addrattra~tiveness. to, th~. id~a. of. limits. A dynamio
equilibrium desoribes;~. oonditIon oJ, bala~9.ed' c~atJge along, de.fined
limits; ill adds action and motion to the oonoept ~t..stea.dhiess ••..and

""1. .• } I- ~~ •. ''\. . "i'- . '. ot:... . ".:,.. ~ _ ~ ., ".; .••• .,.

oharaoterizes the manner by whioli ohange prooeeds-as a hat'monious
b~l~~,oe~.f~ll ~~vinRPr~rts within a s~lf.contaiDedl system. (CaIaer's

t . ,.., •.•.•. ~' . ..~~ _, ~

m.~~.i!~s.ar,e s.ou}p~up~ldynamioe~~ilibriums',<w~ereas "ilteadyos~a~~"
seems sculptura.lly analayou8 to a 'statio monolith). The new term•.• \. • '.', t •. .

m,ore 8oo,ura.teiyco~veys the nature of a "n,o growth ":society, whioh
- • l... • . , ..
will ohange-and oontinue to present risky ohallenges to the imagiiia.
ti?n and stamina of its inhabitants all they strive 'to maintain a
balance.

Growth bas other forms, besides unlimited materia.l' expansion;
and freedom 'oanbe defined as the opportunity tooooperate"&nd not
oomp~te. N1\tural growtb oan be shown to' b~ dependent on Btriot
Jaw 'that regulate r'eoyolin~ ecosystems within the bala.noe of the
Earth, while unlimited expansion of III single part at the expense of
the whole ,ie one'wayof'uesoribingoanoer. ln~er growth, the expan-
sion of mutua.l interdependencies and tbe development ,of the human
oharaoter free of 'mat~rial .definition al'e veraions of growth that
inyo1;ve.the qualiJ;y~ aJ:ld d~p~h of our. lives ,and not quantities and
produots. Suoh modified, myths of growth are oompa~ible with a

--,
I
I

I
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steady-state future and need ,to be asserted and shown as attraoti:yf
alternrtlves to the destruetiv&ones that, dominate DB now.,. -~,;,'" ',r

'These two'views ''df gt~wth poin't.to a olA~h'of i\"al'uestha.t oan
blight the human prospeot as surely as unsolved teohnologioail
problems. This oontest pits e£pa.DBioo.territoriality, oompetition
andn&xploita.tion oD,one side ag~inst"Btead1,.~.tat8,shared ,r~~ol1roes,
oooperation and interdepende,nce.on th~(}~h,,~. This oon&iot,'p()int,s
to a much larger iSilue~an the solu~\on of.e~yironment~l,.pr~~lems:,
-or population"press,ures orullllqp~l dis~~ibution .of goods. ;It .r~veaI8
our ourrent dUemmato Ji>ea orisis of'.Ollrb\\~ioll.liydual natura-selfish
and altr.Q.istio, aoql1iB~~~vo,anll galleNui, hO:i~il8aad gr~g"l~ii>t1~:"re,.

,Il

pressive and eostatio, i:rprP.I1~!lilleand tb.{)llg~tflll. Ib is as if after
eight millio-n years" of ,e~oiq~o••ary 8004, 9uhl,lral hiiltorr: we mllat i~
the,next,fifty to one hundred years boe the ultimate issue, our8elv<,s:
wh~th~~;our dapaoi'ty' fOt rational o6operation in tb&~rb of living on
Earth or even in'iipaoeo~n win over our 'proolivity for oompetitive
sel£.lnterest,'whiob ,irm';deiltroy' U8. In 'aum, th$ problem is power,
not eilergy,'g:reed'Dot eriergy. gredd not resouroes, and solutions' ,must
fittbe politioe.t'~rid' oultural nature of the 'problem a' the persuB.aize
level of values~my the 'lind funda.mental assumptions. :',

. ..,. • ,"." . ~1 t r. ( , . • •

. '.fhe p,:,ojeot,~nvi~io~?~ ber~ ,,~ddresg~~,~his need ,direotly by
founding s~~l'!ly.a~at, p~ltural, o~llters thr?ughout the world to fl?ster
new habits and at,titu.deeabaut oooperabive ooexistenoe in a' world of
li~it;. The oe~t~,~~wouidat,t~mpt t~' .b~oome a' Bouroeof o~itural

" ' , •• , ".,. '1 ••

enrichment .and tr,,:,~~formati!>nthrougtl the analysis and oritioism of
de"tr~otiv8 vaJue~ ,~qd ~yths and the creation a~d'promotion of

, . , ~i' r' '1 I • . : ,. ,

al~ernativ~ .on~s. " ' . ". '. ;. • , i ~i

These centers would be dedioated to the following set of prin~i.•

pJ~"an9 ,ideals: .. i, " .•.• ,.. ". , I "• I

. -', _that life is an infinitedIP-yatery, JuU of para,dox, which;"art,
,"" "'soienoe 8lnd human upderstan.qing pnly ,Pl;I:r~lyoompreben,d;
1" ,respeot and love for,: that myste",y ~ust be !I' oentr~) buman
I"'" ", oonoero ;

ll~~

.fq. '.

".-r'1

;;~

-that human potential is unlimited 'anp ,is developed by chal-
lenging'the unknown; . , "

-that the goal of human life is full exploration and un•.inhibited
satisfaotion of' one's "oapaoities, talents and desil~es'through
"enduring relationships with others'; ," '"
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., .•. tbat material aoquisitiveness ill, the g~eatest defle~~jon from
realli-ving and the transformation of people into dull" anxiety-

)e ridden oonsumers its !gost sorry oonsequenoe;

r -that' oile of the most complex things ih'tlio universe' is human,
piora1istio' community, whioh presents 'the ultimate challenge
for thinking, morai creatures today;

1111

II

,J ,~. .•.. ... " ' .....
-;-~~",t,humaD survival ill at stake, due tp tibe greed ofIsome who

take advantage of others;_ •...., .'. -, ' .
.' ':""that no individual human being 'oan be whole or complete
" ," until all are'so, for huma.nity'is a single crea.ture.

'This oolleetion of statements would serve to guide the 'canters in
'their dailyoperatioDs.' informing them 'with a general outlook rather
.t,han'defining a. 'speoifiooreed. ' ,~ ,.

These centers would serve society at large somewhat".in the way
organizations.for inl!ltitut;~qn~l,dJlvelopment serve, a bU,siq~ss,,a region,
a ptofi;~si'o~ or 8,' u~iversity. Lead by a dir!l(lt.or,ar coo~dinating
team, they would offer seleoted people the opportunity and resouroes

, to launch pl~nned sooial'ch'ange. In their oommitment 'to a 'partioular
set of values, the, ce'~ters differ from the typi~al •• think tank,"
slnoe the task forces' de~eioped' through thsm WOtild' be the aotual

• souroe . of o'ba~g~.;' To bi( effeotive, th~y ~o'uld' address a wide
audienoe th~o~g'h 'the ma~8 media, the arts. dram~, films, boo~s.
I~litures aild 'exhibitions, where myths and ~alue8 are most powerfully

\ ~onimunioated', They, '~ould try to revolutionize ouit~re not through
, foroe. but'; through ihe'persu8sivencss, quality and etbioalsouadn~ss
. oran 'art, 'mythology and new order ~f ideas' that celebrate' the

" . , : ' • ri - •

, values of cooperative restraints in a sustainable sooiety., . . ., . "... ~.

The pool of .:people to direot or w'ork at the oenters is large I it
includes every.one with a ..basio oommitment to oooperative coexis-
tence, 8inoe".this principle is not., overl~" restriotive, the ,various
projeots t~~ 0811terswould sponsor would 'be extremely diverB~ and
treat a ,,;wide :r~nge. of themes and issues from different approaohes,
thus allowing numerous people with heterogeneous baokgr.(.lUnds,
personalities and talents to partioi,pate. This wouid inolude a large
seg~~Dt of' w~~en. who might' find the oenterSQ unifying veh~(llefot
tbetr~'wn liberation aotivitle~." one that many men would support

I .1~

just as enthusiastioally.,' It' would also inolude retired people and
,~ {' 1 .

I i

~ I

i :1

i'

I,

I

I Iii
II
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those who have left luorative oareers, dissatisfied witb '!tbesystem."
anitbo~,~'who have at yeCbeen unable to find one. Artists, intel.
leotuals and aoademios, as well as people in professions; governmen'
an<}l,)u_slness,W~q~~e.C?r~t.i~a,~oJ a, W.,~t~~u,l~nd de~U,i,t~,tipg 1!9$liety,
,!Ql!l<!fi:~~,'! ~~~~ti,v,~ogtlet ~o,~\'¥~~Id~,~ ~\'~ \"l~~n,~s."~~?,Y people
already working in area~ ~,1i1,9~~_sJo.?l:J:',~rp,~,~'~,~~9,'~J:~,~~\ernative
energy teehnologies, and e'nvironmental llnd health movementg, would
""1'''.'0 1." ~"":."'" ... ~ , { " r .• ' .•.,'..,.. .J •• l • ,

disoover strong affinities between their goals and the goala of the
•• steady-state" centers. In 8ssen08, ni~ny people in o~r' sooiety
who at this point have reject,ljld the reckless consumpti_on and- self.
serving profiteering of, tbe establ.isbment, in spirit if not in fact, and
,!h<;>.~.~,,!,se~~.~<tin:~,s\le<\,n~ i~~.la~~~4i~ slm~'~;.i,88.~,e"1?~.Iii~i:cs,or, q~~~O,1V

f~R,c..ip'Je.~I!~~ii~~~~.!I,~o~l,dJdJs~o~v;ef". ~9WJ,,!I, a~.~. ~. q9H!I,trp'c,~iv;e~rq!D
for their ener~ie8. Indeed, the found,illg ~~. '~,isi l!1r~~},Y;Q..rga.9jz,ed
counter-eshblishment would galva~ize a large. segment of pej>ple in
slea'reb"Orri~w 'ideafs'and oo~1d'alter significahtlythe colleotive psyohe

v ~ ". • ~ '. •• t , t • . . '_," -.. •.• • _.o~soc!ety by bringin~," critioal and cr&at.ive mentality to the fore•
• I "'_~:J(.'.' ,. ,. ~ ..., • ."...•. ,. • ..• f L _. T -.. _ ••.•.••• " ,'w. '" ••

front of sooial oonsciousness,.,:}...,,,_' ' "'I"~.' ,.~.r f" ""rl'll',"

9-~~,e,~\I~n?~e(1~'~y~alr)8~;i?:~Jl~or ~\',~lio,p,JI'I019J~r~!n;~~i.llgc9~~itt,~e
,t.~,l!~d~r.:~~~e.Il~eg~fi~dt~~k~!. t~e. ct~~e~~, ~?}~}d(s,~a~~w.9,~)t.'Yi~~,a
~~J~~f~.'r~f ~~ra~~~et~' Pel~pl~ 'r?~l~~PPt~.r;t,o j?i~, 'Y~f~ ~rPJl~n,by
e~.•.plaJn~~~. t~~lr, id!,.~s IW~ ~l~~~, a~o~~; IV-\pou~~e,~WO!~,ct~.to t~e
o~~t~r's.l?~~lo<~?~~i?at?p;~ t~~.m., w~~':'~~~\ll~. m~~~. t~~ ~1~J~9~\?!l.
I)JP'~:~~!n~ o~ t~e, na~~r,;,. of t~?r,P~~J~.9~,~~.c;wle"'!.~rulq,"to.~~,at the
oeg,~~, 'or"el~~}!~~.~~~~do~~ h~~.e: ~~~cl.e,,~~o~?f t~~, e}~p,f~":,\Wld
r~Js~J~ri,~ p~b~ic e~~~~~~!?J~,?n.~~"B~l?) ~.~?~.•~"tjo~~L~!~~erit.~~a'?I~'P~o.
~ra(~~, t~e ~ce?tTr o?,~~~:p~evi.e..,'!.i~s p,~p,d~~(~~?D,~,w,i~~ t~e b,r(~p,~fl an
advisory bo.af~' Thj~~'bo~r~;. ~~~~ lW. o.~ P\I~RPI!~I d:~~.\c~~edtil. the
center but with limited time, would offer suggestions for improvement
but,would not bave veto authority. The ooordinating team, working
with the partioipants themselvea, .would be reapollsible for-quality
oontrol. Conflictsov8r ',content would - seek resolution through th6
regional committee, whioh would bech"rgad with applying the widest
hiterpretation possible to what constitutes effective "~teady-sta~e"
material.

In an example of the kin~ of wor~ these steady-state cultural
• •• -: ••. ~. ."., 'I' t.... ,~'1, .••••• '. . • ,f... •. I. .••.

centers would produoe, a task force or Ii whole center might under-
'. " 'r J, . ." 'J-'fot:,~ 'r' ,\ t. ...,,( ., .• '. -I i I _. _:.-I

take to revise -the traditional concept of the hero. Horo.myths
J.. -", "';t-. t,' ••.• 1 ..•• i •. I ••• I "',', . t

usually involve a,m'a.lerql1eatersoarching for himself. The arohetypal



'p.ttern ,oftbis mytb 'sets testa of stren~tb and pro1VesBtaBimpedi .•
ment'il in tbe bero's .ay to, self.disoovery. Be mus' realize and
acoept ,bidden aspeots. of bis",own nature !fefore be win. the saored
trealure of freedom and understanding. Tbe story often beoomes ••
paradigm of ,ind,.vidual I(ma,lel,asoendenoy and a symbol of psyobolooi

) J -. • .; ,.l r. ..•..
gioat .gpqwtb-from dependenoe to independen~e,from ,'outb '0

.', ,......... 6_ ,I., .•..• _ \.1' , .• l

maturity. It is enaoted by heroes from many oultures and 'eras~ from
• • • ' ~. .' J .' .• l. ..'~' t. J •

GiJg8lplel,lh,PremetheuI, B.uddha and Christ to Horatio Alger, Huok
Fion ,and 8up8rman~ Tbe ~mb~llishe'd 'bio'g'raphies of )listorioal
figures sl10h as Li,nooln and :Mao, Rembia'ridt a'~d Baetho'Ven, an'd

,. :.•• I " ,. ~ ,I ,. '" f... (,J I r'" '," •.•
Darwin ••'nd Enistein erroli'eously etress tbeir self.made oharaoter; and
types suob as :tbe knight, tbe' samurai and 'the oowboy gla'iiu)uri~&
eelf.iuftioienoy. This neariy ~nive'rsal Dlytb,whloh ii' essen6ially aY.
initiation rite into experienoe itself. stars. as'Jos~ph Oampbelliias
said, ~ hero witb ~ thousand faci~ti; , " "

T,o,make this mytb mor", 00qlp~ti8le with a steady st",te sooiety
requires aD important shift in ..empbasil. (Replaoing the, male be!o
witb an androgynouli quester )mprov~s it but does n~t ~hange the, /"

basio pattern and point of, tbe. etory.) T~e self.relian' ,figure often
. disoovers. tbat tbe (lruoial. parts ~( himsolf with wbioh he must oome to• • I •• ,Ii ~

,terms are embodied in. otbers aud tbat, bis grow~h depends upon the
integration of them into his own personaiity, uituaily through love.

• , . • 1. _ '. _.' • f ~ .' '.' I.' J>

This lIey aspeot of tl:!-emyth must be stressed-tbat. perlonal freedom
an~ t~e folfiiment of oile',s.'inper desires reqaires ~tb~r peopie. Tll'e

, •• • ,'1.' ~" _f ' f , .r,
myth's paradoxioal oonolusion defines growth and personal frealJdm as
tbe extension of one's responslbilhies to otberlJ. 'Thus, iIi a revisi6n.

" _ • - -•• ~ ~ f "\ -', : . 0,1." .' ,." •• -

the oolleotive aspeot of the self (psyohe) needs emphltisis, ail well as tJie
< •• ; • ; I .' ' .. ; .fl. ! . I '. ., 1 ~

oollaborative nature of the questl. The "hero" ot'nnot De a,llo\Yed to
~ • • j • I r; • • •.• ....' • I. ,'r~" ~:t

,forget bis dependenoe on others. whether tbay be servt'nts or B't'ges.
oompanions, or ~~mbatants-or 's~~i~ty a,hdtrallition themge19'e~.

. .• : ~:. I." _ \. ••• \ a' ,'~ • ~.~ .: ,,"",'

A. refooused IDltlatlon myth must plaoe empbasls on tbe oonoluslon of
the quest a~d reveal the ~a~red treasure '~s interdependenoe. A 'iea'In
of male aod female' oharaoters" as 'tlieprotagoIiist oouid itseif make,
this point. espeolally "in' a story of' oolleotive self.discovery and an
aiisault "on group fear arid 'ignora.noe. Tbe ohallenges oould involve
tbe solution of teohnologioal, environmental or sooi~l problems ratber
than the destruction of some"Villa,irroussoapegoat. The orisis would
test the bond of ooope~~t~o.n.,and synergy between them ratb~r tban
individual migbt. None of the vigor and danger of the old stories

________________ ••ugj
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needs be saorifioed, especially their mystery, frivolity, sensuousness; ••1Ifl
their joy'iIi ecoentric personality.' "BeviBioDli"'"muilt~void the olinlolll
purlt1,'thejargo~ aud'tfloe dogmatism'bfitho' zealot' and the politioal
IdeOlogUe:' : ~,' c; '::l. '. ,~. Cd ;, , :1

;~:'f~this example;t&foenter >w~~ldtben 8eeli'~ay~to prom:ote tbe
~ .If ( '. I'. toll on: •• ~ I ~

n~w myth, ma~nly t~r,oush oom~~roial vent~ras. The range of possi\
• ,L ! .,'" fl' • . ." I' > •• \.. ~ l't. .

bi,IUies is en?rmous-;-;f.ro,lDexpo3~r~ I i,D pop!l;\.ar', en~ertainment I 'media.~ ~ . , ",' .. . .... !..,'. . . r
t,o the ~rea~~o~ ~~ ..8o:~o~lsof 1Io~~,an~ fr~w t~~,~e~elopment 'Of toys
and ga~~!l ~9 ~~e p'ro~?-.otion of" ~$luo~~io~al; ~lat~rials. Devised
versions,,?r, ,f~mil..i~, ~a,le~, sto~ie!'l ~?~,le~e~d~ ,t~~!,employ the hero
myth o~ altogether new stories oould be writteg ao~ illustrated for

..\ •••.J; V. 'f. l.':1 I II'; .\.01 ".:~ . J.,'. • Iv~ .;. "~•• I

youog."a~di!o~ i~,:~~~!t ~r OO~~~,?ook for~, a,l~~g;with aotioo.figur~
and games thatl feature the prot~gonists. New soripta for those

01 H 1; .1 ",4'1:'" .•. \: "", {."T' ~ ), .~;.f' r:.',' -, I'

ourrent 'T.V. series that are most adaptable to the redesigned content
. . .•.',. ;.. '.1.,.1 i ..:

of the myth oan b3 written and oompletely new series oan De"intro.
duoed: 'l!N'tlO'~liiz"aDd""ganie' 'shows 'thlitfiriv'ol'Ve teats of',ol9f1eotive
knowl8'dge aDd "ability could be"-devillea~." Stook situatin 'comedy,
loap"dpe~li8'aDd "t'alle 'hhow8 "ate"primesburce.' of popl1lar' ~itudel
abouttoal~~rar varues. 'No seribuB ~,tem'pt at oultural tr'liIieformatioD
oan 'ignore tbem a\:1dthe o~n'ters 6autd'ihtr'oduO'etheir own1or promote
the IntrodootiioD Of new materialiil'tbese'and 'bther popular art forms,

; ,. ,I ••. , •• ' " •• ~"" oJ i .., ~ • ,.. ,. , •• 7 ,-' I' J.
Other myths that reinforoe ~xploitive growth need'to be analy~ed

~I • ".,..' • ~.. It ,', I \..' I I', ~ " ~ -., I l ." - •

and oountered. ,For example; the myth ~na~ qefines'early middle-"l.ge
• IU' :.~, ,"' ,)- ,,"I . J', .t L J I ,.' • '111 " po'

as full maturity and sees youth and old age as less than ideal'states;
th~'~y.th th~t sees' ~ha'nge~~only for b~tteror :wo~se; the myth thil,

~I' ,'1 .r' , '.. • J: j •• j • , 1 1 "

worships quantity over quality. These ideas Dot only sha.pe'the tbftmll
••' . '.\' I.' 1.. ••.'.' , ,I; ~\'.~ t , • '""-,.f. ~ . "I l' ~

of st()rielfl,but give forlD to iDsti.utions, poticies and laws' 'ali 'well I
• if • ' •. ,I I ' •.•• " ' f " ~ .• ".~., - ".j ~ ••

provide structures for OUl' very feeling, thinking and seemg. Od
im~ge 'of the fut~~ ita~lf is'formed 'by an imagination' teiroamscribe'i t i ",', • I ' ( • '... '. f'l~

by IPo~,ept,~ssu~P,ti?flS~im,~iD~~,,~b?~t, unlimited tilDe ~n~'spaoe •. It'!
to ~hi" im~g,in~tiv~ s~~,~re t~at .,~~'~centen would di~~.ottheir en~rgies

• . 1 \ \' J!'

.' FJlml plays.,,stf.,,e} the~t~i~,e.ls,payments aq4, ~~~!O,dram~s ' caul
be Bpci)Qsoredtb,at a<Jdre~ltihe myths direotly, t~~~~gb ~e~ oontent
and ,1ih:at,t_rea~,ot,1)et,.~~sQeaand values ~e\f'~~~, to t~e ,~uooellsof
llue.t.inable sQ~ie~y.". ",' . .' J'y"', ,,' , _. .• '':':: . . ..

""-oomplE;xit~1 as a'value as OPpQSl!ctto SbDplioi~Yll ..." ,
r ~lifela~ Ii' process of deepening signifio'anoe 'and conneotions II

1" lo:pposed to aooumulation of produots and'experienoeiV ".,1
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~.ttie excitemenll of lasting commi'Oments r;;,ther than, Ipomentary

thrills \ ,

-the dependenoe af creative imaginatian an disoipline and
de~ailed wark '. 1,7 "" :n, ;;"', " "

,
I

, 'Iji II
:1 II

,

'I',

l'!

-life as contintlal g'a».losetting rather than'tesohing a single geal

-::,'aoceptanoe ~fp~;~d~x a~(r~'ontradiotian :as fU'nda~~ntal'to' liCe
~ 't.". f' .' •.••...,. f •• ; , •. =, .c,: ,," ~

,,-the whal~!lom~ness "af ,instinotual grat~ijQ:$tian .,.heq.}ree af
repre~~ive daminatian •. , '<,' , ' ,I "

The 'lIugges'tiatiB'far 'the new'dohtent af art,"lllythology' and"values
'C'Or'the futute'are nat' 'liini ted to" verbal Cattll8.' f)anoe~ sculpture,
'photagraphy,' murlio, architeotur~ illnd interim design Clanbe made to'
refleot thelle ooncepts. They are general enaugh to' find -expre'llSiDnin
;all art., sJnolt ' .he.y ,dO' nat poiPt,'speoifip;",programmes' ~.far ,reform Dr
,far th~ ~!t.8t to' oreate in, the 8er~ice oC a; narr<>.w...cialltrinet• (Indeed,
,thl?"reiQterpretation of muoh -gr,eat art.wpuld .find ~vi~elJ,Qef.or them.)
IArt by its nature is,f.undaD;leJ;ltal1ynanoa~petitiveand nO'progre8sive-
Picasso is nO~,an,',',impraveD1e~t~' over I t~rner; ,ar~ oha~~es withaut
;gettin~ ~~bet~er':, ar '~warse". ; Art is aninst~l1m~l\.t af, Q~ ••nge essen~
ti,.l,lycarppatib~ w,it~ ,l,Ite,a~y~ta~,e~a'ues, , '. ' " 'f,

Other means aC're'aching pcspula.r'sudienoes' ileed' 'to' 'be explared •
.The centers oould publisb 'natiDnai, magazines 'that" feature human
dmt~e8t 'pbotostaries"like" Life;'People, and Us;'but'whiob dO' indeed
,fa'oul an the material sugge8ted'by the tides af "these"magazines and
'nat on the' loves,-'astes and 'n'ltoroissistio'&2spintiilns af "stars" and
instant oelebrities. The oenters cau1tl' also' prbmate singing groups

t and atp.!lr, musical talent, ~ y,j" with,the O~rfent trend af flagrantlly
,oammeroial perfarmers, Te~tbaaks,,, allc:l antbolagies Jthat p:BS6nt
';J1i~tar_ip~land pali.tioal ~V~Qts f-.ljomIll, lesil,etbnooentrio auUpak are
I noedl'l.cl&,s )lell. as \oQUeotipna af r.eadiog, "staries, and paem~ that
,enable QJ;le,to' oQ,ID,parethe ',new my;thalagies with past ex;amples.
Exhibitions af art, partio.ular.ly,T,hird",Warld and nan-West,ern,. with
detai~e4 , expll'n~t!o~lI oC the b~c~gr.~)Undand values of the ~rtjst:J and
oaltu,rel_C)auldpro:vidfl !1eed~d edQq~tion abaut the variety" and" bamao
geniety of pea pIe. Ex~ibits aC. rarely treated subjeots, su<!has cam"
mun.ty Q,rool1ective It(lt:oi#lQ1gpuld be assembled, featur,ing warks like
Radin's Burghers of ()(lll#S, and painting& by Breughe) and Ohagall.
Soviet and Ohinese Oomm,unist art need to' be displaY!3d..if the West
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iltb .find way.eto. oMsist. 'with our wpposedlymost 'da-Dgflro~s
competitors. a

".' I': .. lU -'" .,
The centerll would augment this effort to traD'sfbrinlsoltiety at the

ol1ltur.l level with ane'lually.ambitious and complementar.Y'eHor' at;
the intelleotualone. New intelleotual syntheses are the vanguards of

.. \. ~ , ~'. • .' " ' ': ',< , •

major sooial ohanges and the world views that emerge from thom. On
the horizon iitre'unified fitSr8'theones' 'in tbe bioBoienoesana physios
that promise new definitionll of human life, Th'eoe'tlters'o"an beoome
the ooordinatiDg ..imp8to!l.>behin~thia searoh for.oohereooe. uoitiag the
soienoes, arts and the .. lltudy- of values into",a modern and'rad,ioil
humanislll ..••.ooe that isonderdQoo by and rellp.onsive t.o a', wide 'and
popular. audience.

Tbia ro}~ '6f'tlatalyst' in 'intelleotual di8oov'e~yrieed8to' ~' taken
on by au" c>rgan'izatiori like the oen't~r8. 8iit~8the aJii~er~ity abll 'tile
10iebti8'0 ooiDDluriity have'nearly ababdooed n. Thea'a t"wb"iDstitilti6rle

.have a fitronginvestmebHn tbe ptMebt order;ofoideas.;wlifoh featiire8
barrow'"speoialiiatioii' and ooinpartnentalization' of' 'ltnowledg' t,

" , .
territorial divillio'ne'betw-oonareas dt inquiry like the 'humanities ana
solenoes. standards of proof reqtiirlng ctuantittoatio6, sodevaldatlon
of ideas based on' utility. .This intellectual soheJDa,is, a m&jor faotor
in the vooationalization ,of the ,university and the oommeroiaJization
of kn01l'Iedge".soientifio and .oth~J-wis~~. As long as 800iety requirtis
that>eduo,ation serve the job market, an~ soienoe serveiodustry,
kno.l~dge. at! l",ast. offioial ,kno~ledge. will •..~main oirouCDSoribed by
the.laws o! sUPP.1Y"and,deID.and•. , ,'.'" , ,,'

'-rhe nature of tbe' intelle'cJtiial dis(loVeries no*' beiiig made
, requires not only" ne'" approaobe<l 811ite6 tb a lelis meohanistioally.

det~1'mined and materially.constituted oniver8e; bilt the Incliillio'o of
previously exoludedareas 'Ofhuman uride.starihig in10h'ali IDetllpbyilftJlJ
••nd '-etbic9~'whioh are alreiidy;' entering lJoientitto thoagbt. "(the
humanities' wHl ,have' as mlloh oatcbing up to'do ali thesdibliiies will
have reviewing of traditional wisdom.) 8ub'atc)mio particle physics
borrolts 'poetio metapbor! aud mystio1l'l insights to desol'ilje for its"elf
the paradoxes of tbe eleotron and tbe quark. 'Behaviorism aDd
sooiolOg, treat "faots" of human- behavior'aad sooi$HntetaotioD :th.~
ibherelltilyin\'ol1e "VALUE" 0()nsideratf~'ti8j '1he'dties (if peroeption
and learning in psyohology make assumptions lliboat homon seeing
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and knowing that the philosopher oould help to olarify. Objectivity,
a logioal impossibility, may Itself give plaoe flo anoth~r mode of
vision. deliberately interaoting with the subjeot under sorutiny and
capable of peroeiving a wider speotrum of phenomena than scienoe
chooses to examine.

As medioine shifts from oures to prevent9.tive treatment and
includes the whole of the human organism in its view, the definition
of health itself will ohauge and may involve faotors that only shamans
or savants have olaimed to understand and the full understanding of the
human oell may bring genetio engineering and, along with the synthesis
of information from nntrition. biofeedback, brain ohemistry,physioal
fitness and psyohotherapy, it may lead to prolonged life lipan and a
redefinition of life, aging, disease and death. These theoretioal break-
throughs involve a numb.r of sooial, politioal and ethioal Qoncerns that
neoessarily intrude upon the "value.free objeoGivifly" olaimed essential
by oontemporary soienoe.

To explore the implio ations of these new ideas and theories
requires interdisoiplinaryand oooperative efforh between many
currently isolated fields and the adoption of a more unified view of
exisllence. The traditional dualisms between mind and body, living and
non-living, metaphysioal and physioal. value and faot, subjeotive and
objective are breaking down. and the oontent, mode of inquiry and form
of the new knowledge depend upon synthesis. In helping to foster
this intellectual aotivity. the centera wonld work to remove knowledge
from the oontrol and interpretative framework of the soientifio estab.
Iishment, which.is oommitted to the eoonomio untilization af ideas and
the maintenanoe of the existing intelleotual power strnoture. The
centers oould enoourage and finanoe reports, debates and oonferenoes
and sponsor greatly needed books and ednoatioual material that
explain ourrent theories and ideas to the general pnblio and plaoe
them, where possible. in a ooherent system of thought. Fellowships
oould be offered to promote the oollaboration and oross.fertilization
necessary to aooomplish this. The effort to lesson the infinenoe of the
.materialistio and rationalistio values of our modern teohnocraoy upon
what we know and how we know it i. in an inevi'able extension of the
oontest of values the oonters will wage through the oreation of new
mythologies for the futare; the ne. knowledge will inevitably be
formed by and iofiaenoe that mythology.
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IV

If the centers are to bring about significant social change. they
"ill need funds; Bnd, as in any ventlire, generajiing resources will
represent a major challenge. 'the centers can hegin with volllnteers
and benefactors and with contributioDs of talent and work by artists.
~usicians. writersandintelleotuals who are dedioated to steady-state
refor:D1~' Onoe ~unobed,theQetwork oCoenters could model itself
after a nonO'profitlfoundllotion.lelyiog on volunteers. fund drives,
grllt,n~ a~d beqllests for revenue., But Bllonastllitus eould result in
li91jtlild.~otivit.yand t~e i.m.p.ositioQof restraintls on the centers' rllidiO:lli1
pu~p0!le. :M,Qr~orer,the, ojl~Qgein attitg.des t~ Oimterl!lwi,b to foster
t;DW!~ ~&lfep!a~e~I!d ~be !~adi~g edge of 1Io CQ~J)ll3W}Y oomme1'cial
sooi~t.y_No!l-proat statqs ,wouldconfirm tb$ suspioiou or many tb'
~~ady~state al'ellUl'ives are nn workable in too "real" world. The
Cl8nters tbarMore need to turn a profit, howe'Vermodest. A. they
support aad expand programs largely on tlbeir own, the oenter. will
provicJe a model of a non-e~p\oitive. cooperative enterprise that oan
sustain itself and will therby pave the way for othera to launoh more
centers with very limited resouroes.

T.~.~s~le, of ~~e ~rt. .~.tertainmenti books and eduoational
~~t~~~ts p~oduoed by t,h~ec,enters would also ~pQQser"eventlrangiog
fro~ exbibi's, oo.noerts..~nd leotllle eeriea tonon.oQmpeti'ive BpOite
ahaw&. fe,tlti'V.ls,and fairs. Swap meets, ,wlU,ch'w0l11dfeature the
~xcbange of it&m!l and not money, could be held. To a.ttend ohese
.'1ents, people woold pays minimum admission fee; Wi'tbthe option of
paying more if tbey are able 01'if they pli.rtioulart, like \V!la~tilley see.

One underway, the oenters would offer stipends or royalties to
people for their work, with lltaff membera reoeiving salaries oommen-
Bu~ate with finanoial need and the desirablility of the taska 'bey
per.fQr~, rat~er llhan aoo~rdin~ to ran~' or Stllotu~. A$ the oentera
grow through ~he iQve8~o;a,entl0.£pro.fits i,nnew programs, they would
~a.~;e flexible fi~noial 8ofra.Dge~~ntsto aooomlXlodatev&r.i0I18kinds
~ WOl'k:.i~gr.e.l!\tionship~"of~n on to oonttaotual baala. To sponsor
and produO&major venturell in television, pl1blisbiQg,enterl>aiameot,
Bportaand the arta will require the,oen,ters to form companieB', wbOBe
laJ;'ge and, unoonvtlntioDa-1operations will oontinue to be bassed Oil a
non.explo"ive eoonmio syste,m.
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This aS30rtmeDt of artistio. eduoatioDal aDd oultural aotivities
cODstitutes aD ereawhere the maiD resouroes are, at least ideally.
human taleflt 'and ImagiriatUiD. 'While iro'wth iD ih1is 'l.r"ea'oa'Dl>e
O'On':entIOtt&l1y'defined as oapturing a larger share of a market.
competitive expansioD here does not neoessarily lead tomonopo'listio
oontrol. The opportunity for wide partioipation in the "art.
eduoation and eDtertairmen'" bUB'iness is impli~it, though pressent
praotioe often reveals the most ruth'less oompetition. Tbere is roo'm

• .••• •• ', •• 1>.#'". _

for a8 many ar"tisfis..stars, ,heroe~, si'toIris, siD.g~~s,films and books as
o&nbe produced. The growth of the .oenters, efforts in t~ese areas
would be a model of the kind of growth needed in a sustainable sta.te :
sbared, non-polluting growth of human resouroes. whioh promotes
greater insight, pleasure. knowledge and oonneotedness between people.
Eventual allianoes with other industries. suoh as those iDvolved with
pollutioD control aDd alterDative energy souroes. "Couldgive thg oenters
••strong eooo0ll110base.

Aotivity ODall thtf;e l~ftJIloould b'e thEJoatalystfol' m.jor ioolil;l
cihiitiges. :Sobo~t$of 8rl. p'syill1ology, phllo'sophy and ~ooD'ottiio~could
evolte 'out bf th'~ progrftidiJ Sp'orisd're\i tiY thiJ o6ntet6 iii'd the'8ijjiirtn~
ford~8of bo'dpe ••'flv'e oo~isteiide that ~lte",dy exist could filid i ibeans
df oig4i[(id't\ioii. Aninteheotl1~i, o'ultul'id alid poIftio'al movi:iment of
tb'e Bort that a;do'6mpliiilediifi'dprdp6ll~d the Renliisganoe' oould ew'ergii.
tM movebletit ~DtiBidned he~l;.with i~s cidiniIiitinedt tri o'fiang& ehlb
~~/i;dulinyflraosformii sooiety thro'ugli bel,; ideas tittitildes. stresaes 6o:i.
8rrliotive aIernatives and optioiia lind the for'm'atioQ of $ highly viiii>i'e
oountroillture \t£i&hi the existing 'order. iii pt;)0-e8 its faith in tIle
ae$tlietio. moral and inteileotilal ediioatioh of i:i.iti:tianJd'iid~rgiber ili~n
in revatution or ooeroion. It pi'e~ents , ~orking tb'odet of sbolal
oboperation for the est.bli~Ked oul.hire to ~lniJlat'eand j-oin snu fooks
forward to jOiniilg and tieing joined by tliemaili-9tt~.m.Btit~ ilia
first stage df that eventti'.'1 ana proa'iioti~ d'onftileii~ raqdirea' tile
organizatidd of thls tlilent snd teohniques of modern world agahist its
mo"fi self-destructive aotibtis. The ceiiter$ attempt t'o dd tflis Oy
providing a mes'ns of transition to a susta.inB;ble Bomal order. They
repreS"D,t more fiban the limited hope of haitI/Ill sOivival; the; offer a
versioD of growth and ohange that will enable the humlin spitit to
tbrive-.
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'GROWTH POLICIES IN A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE**
Lincoln Gordon*

1. Introduction
The decade of the 1970s was marked by profound upheavals

in the fabric of international economic relationships. In 1971,
the Bretton Woods monetary system was brusquely terminated by
the unlinking of the dollar from gold. In 1973-74, the sharp rise
in oil prices brought about a far-reaching international redistribution
of income, strengthened the forces of simultaneous recession and
inflation, and helped to create an international debt structure of
c:>lossal magnitude and uncertain stability. At the same time,
the developing countries, organized in the United Nations under
the banner of the "'Group of 17," put forth their claims for a new
international economic order, leading to a frustrating and
inconclusive process of "North-South aialogue."

Within the "North:' there were conflicting tendencies:
Increased unemployment led to the dismissal and return home of
many imported" guest workers" and to a resurgence of protectionism,
especially for labor-intensive industries. Yet the Europeaen Com-
munities were enlarged from six to nine members, with the early
prospect of adding three more. Mutual criticism and rudimentary
harmonization of macroeconomic policies became institutionalized,
both in the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) and at periodic summit meetings of the seven
principal market economy countries. As the decade ended, a
new experiment in regional financial cooperation was launched
under the rubric "European Monetary System," and on a broader
front the Tokyo Round of multinational trade negotiations in
Geneva concluded with substantial additional liberalization of
trade and pioneering agreements to limit non-traiff barriers-
rescuing these prolonged negotiations from a series of ner collapses.
The Communist countries were also showing increasing interest in
participating in international trade and securing tecbnoloy from
the indnstrial democracies .

•Senior fellow, resources for the future, Washington D.C.
"Paper presented for the third Biennial Woodlands Conferenee
on Growth Policy, 1979.
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Macroeconomic trends showed an apparent break around 1973-
74, when the deepest recession since the Great Depression of the
1'30s was aecompanied by a speed-up of inflation. The first signs
of these tendencies antedated the oil price rise, which therefore
cannot be blamed as their sole eause. But the "oil shock" greatly
aggravated both recession and inflation, while imposing severe
pressures on the balance of payments of both industrial and
developing oil-importing countries. A quarter century of sustained
economic growth at the highest rates in recorded history, interrupted
by only mild and short lived cyclical recessions, seemed to have
given way to a new phase of uncertainty and perplexity.

Figure I.A (page 66) charts the basic facts on growth and
inflation for the market-economy industrial countries-the members
of the OEeD, It helps to explain the variety of interpretations.
On the side of growth, optimists can attribute the depth of the 1975
recession to "special circumstanc'es" and point to the ensuing
recovery as a sign of basic economic health. Pessimists note that
recent recoveries have peaked at similar levels while successive
recessions have become steadily deeper, with ominous implications
for the early 1980s. On the side of inflation, on the other hand,
there is little room for optimism. The net effect has been a general
l,ossof confidence in K.eynesian demand management througb fiscal
and monetary policies as an adequate means for keeping modern
economies on the narrow track of high employemt without undue
infllation. Inflation control has come to displace high employment
as the cardinal objective of economic policy management.
Acceptable levels of unemployment and inflation have both been
,revised upwards, but at the cost of severe tension in all but a few
fortunate countries, the most notable exceptions being Switzerland
and Austria.

Figures I-B and II (page 66) show a somewhat better record of
reC'ent growth in developing countries, but there is litter confidence
in its sustainability. The variety of experience is much greater
in this group. The oil exporting countries are o'bviously in a class
by themselves, with the special problems of applying windfall re-
sources to a process of modernization in which non-economic
obstacles are much more formidable than economic constraints.
Among the other developing countrie~, the majority also appear to
have been fighting losing battles againts inflation while facing new

4
1
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ti'nderlylng data are (romYeii,book 01 Nat/ollal' Accdlints Stati8titO;:' In'tJr.
national 'Fables, 1968: 1975. 1977 (New' Yot~ .UnitecbNil1ioDS): Intcrmttidnal
MonetaryFund (Wasbi~gations).Intern.atip'nQI Fi,!qnclal;~tatistlcs. May 1976 and'
May 1979; and InternatIonal Monetary Fund; Annual/Report 1978,

World>Growth rates for 1977 Were ptojected by the. auth:Ot from data" ift
International. Bank for. Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) Washington
Annua/Repor, 1980. GDP'per capita growth' rates 'were'- estimated' by the' au'th(;t~
dividing~ overall' growtb rates' by approxima1e population growth'rate trends for
each group of countries and the world. '

In Figure II-It the data include botli oil.exportirlg' aM: noil-oil developiiig"
countries through 1973 and non-oil countries only (i,e. excluding OPEC members.
after 1'74.
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balance-of-payments constraints, even with some lowering of
sights on desired growth rates. At the same time, there are signs of
growing disparities within the group, with growth rates in the more
industrialized developing countries steadily outpacing the poorest.
groupt mainly in tropical Africa ap.d South Asia, which is soniet imes
referred to as the "Fourth World.,"

Perhaps the most surprising phenomenon of these recent years
has been the maintenance of far-reaching economic interdependence
in the face of powerful forces working for domestic protectionism
and insulation from external influence. The simplest measure of
interdependence is the volume of goods and services traded in
relation to the volume produced (or, for a given countr.v, the
proportion of its total output involved in imports and exports).
Financial interdependence is also of great importance but is too
complex to be appraised by any similal,", single measure. As shown
in figure III (page 5), although the growth rates of world trade no
longer exceed those of production by as large a margin as in the
earlier post-war decades, trade levels continue high notwithstanding
the malaises of "stagflation" and the uncertainties of fluctuating
exchange rates.

Whatever their causes, the trend~ of recent years have given
strong support to more profound questions of growth objectives,
strategies, and policies -questions whose roots long antedate the
mid-1970s. As the Cleveland-Wilson essay puts it. issues of
"Growth for Whom?" and "Growth for What?" have come to
prominence alongside "How Much Growth"l In the industrial
countries, the classic issues of income distribution have been
exacerbated by the slowing of overall growth, and a major share
of public attention has gone to new issues of environmental
protection, the scope of public services, tradeoff's between work
and leisure, and other elements of what is broadly termed
"quality of life." A highly articulate and vis ible minority professes
to reject entirely any interest in material goods beyond a bare
minimum. In some developing countries, and in the "development
community" of professionals and intellectuals con::erned with
developmental planning and assistance, increasing doubts are
expressed about whether the conventional path of modernization

1. Harland Cleveland and Thomas W. Wilson, Jr.: Humangrowth
An Essay on Growth, Values, and the Quality of Life, Palo
Alto, Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies, 1978, p. 9.
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:'and industrialization' is either feasible or desii~ble" for many of
1 today'spoorercountries. A series of alternative paradigms of
'developmental strategy are struggling for recognition. Their
: implications' for relative growth rates and patterns' in various groups
, of countries, and their impact on international interdependence ate
\ only 'beginning to be seriously expl6rded.2 ,,_

The thesis Of this paper can be summatize~ in six propositions:

(a) that doinestic tranquility as well as international harmony
will require a more affitinative approach to long-term

'growth policies and problems of structural change than
has 'heretofoteheen the accepted doctrine in the United
States;

(b) that the international dimensIon 'of such 'policies of cardinal
importance ;

(c) that the Uhited States can 'neithe ipsulate itse:lf from the
international environment nor'alone coiltrol the' shaping of
that environment ;

. (d) that n'ew forms of internationaJcoo"petati'on are essential to
the adoption of growth policies which maximize the shared
interests and minimize the 'zero 'or 'negative-sum games

: among nations; .

'(e) that collective leadership of differing groups of nations
will be required on specific issues, bu.t the active particip-
ation of the United States will be indispensable to saccessful
management of all the more substantial ones: and

'(f) that institutional and policy development will be mainly
incremental rather than revol1:1.tionary, but incremental
means capable of producing revolutionary'results .

.Before examining these concepts in more detail, however, it
'will 'be usefu.l to clear away some potential misunderstandings on the
nature of the "growth transition."

2. The most extensive effort of this type to date is the three-
year project at the OECD known as "Interfutures," whose
full title is : "Research Project on the Future Development
of Advttnced Industtial Societies in Harmony with that of
Develbping Countries." The final report of the Interfutures
project, together with many of the background papers,
is expected to become publicly available during the course
of 1979:
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II. Alternative Views on the Growth Transition

The Cleveland-Wilson essay on Human growth, taken as a starting
point for the discussions at the Third Woodlands Conference,
present a stimulating array of premises and interpretations concering
the nature of the contemporary transition in three respects: (1)
the objective character of economic growth; (2) changing value and
. attitudes toward the goals and modes of growth in various groups of
nations; and (3) changes, in the structures of governance and in
growth policies at both national and international levels. While
not disguising the many ills and discontents of today's world, the
essay leaves the reader with a highly optimistic sense of growing
harmony: harmony between mankind and the natural environment;
harmoney among aspirations, possibilities, and accomplishments;
the universal satisfaction of 'basic human needs; and a benign
international regime for the management of interdependence.

Such harmonious outcomes of the contemporary transitional
period are certainly not to be taken for granted. Their realization
can flow only from widespread consensus on the diagnosis and
effective leadership in implementing the prescriptions. In fact •
. however, there is substantial disagreement on both diagnosis arid
prescription even -within the limited circles actively concerned
with long-term growth issues, while active concern of any kind
eJl:tends to only a small fraction of leadership groups. A long
process of public education and politicai mobilization on these
issues therefore lies ahead.

This author, although sympathetic to the broad spirit of the
essay, does not accept some of the premises as stated. In parti-
cular, the repeated characterization of historial experience as,'
"indiscriminate economic growth" looking toward GNP expansion
as an, end in itself, regardless of the content of production, is a
caricature of the economic and political history of today's
industrialized democracies) Since their economies are predom-
inantly of the open market type, consumer demand has been the

3. The terminology in Human-growth on this point resembles
the argument in the Second Report to the Club of Rome,
which contrasted "undifferentiated" with "organic'.'
growth and raised similar difficulties. See Mihajlo
Mesarovic and Eduard Pestel, Mankind at the Turning Point,
E,P. Dutton, New York, 1974,.pages 1.9.
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main force in' determining patterns of production. Their effec-
tiveness in meeting the needs and desires of the great majority of
their populations-"remaining pockets 'of noverty notwithstanding-
has been anything but "indiscriminate.;' Alongside high produc-
tivity and high rates of econmic growth as conventionally measured,
these countries have achieved the highest ranking on all the scales
of social indicators: health, education, shelter, recreational
opportunities, innovations in both high and popular cultures, civil
liberties and political freedoms. Whether equality of income
distribution is inherently a social good is disputed among both
philosophers and politicians, but on this scale also the industrial
democracies generally rank near the top, while all of them have
made enormous strides toward equalizing opportunity for all
classes, regions, and ethnic groups in their populations.

Of course it must be recognized that GNP alone is not a satis-
factory measure of social welfare and that market forces have their
limitations. In particular, market forces do not reflect "exter-
nalities" (costs or benefits not accruing to the firms or individuals
responsible for them); they are responsive to "effective demand"
based on existing income shares; they are often distorted by
'market imperfections' (inadequate knowledge and ~onopoly power);
and they cannot be applied to the provision of "public goods."
In this author's view, they are much less effective in guiding capital
investments for production with long technological leadtimes
than they are in promoting efficiency in the current allocation of
resources. But all of the industrial democracies have developed
some kind of "mixed economy" in which market forces are supple~
mented or supplanted by political decisions-in the opinion of
many, too much so.

Rather than contrasting "human" or "organic" growth with a
mythical straw man co'ndemend as "indiscriminate growth"
therefore, this author prefers to regard the transition as one of
ongoing structural change, in which new constraints, new techno-
logical and, institutional opportunities, and above all changing
attitudes and preferences (perhaps changing "values") so interact
as to alter the rates and directions of growth and to raise new issues
for national and international governance. In open and dynamic
societies, it is to be expected that the solution to every old problem
will create its own new problems. The speed of technological and
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social change in today's world often seemS to outrun ouriilstitutional
capacities. But that is no reason to denounce yesterdaY's adapta-
tions as narrow and undiscriminating, any tnore than to romanticize
the past as a lost golden age.

A second caution concerns the profundity of today's transition,.
which Humangrowth suggests may be comparable to the introduction
of settled agriculture, the evoiuttion of the nation-state, or the
Copernican and Industrial Revolutions which initiated the modern
era. If that turns out to be so, it will become evident only to our
grand-children. In the politico-military sphere, nuclear weaponery
has certainly constituted a basic revolutionary change. By placing
in jeopardy entire large societies and perhaps the entire human
species, it has profoundly altered the terms of all equ~tions risking
overt hostilities between nuclear powers. But in the domain covered
in this paper, the author's analysis of long-term trends has

'identified only five clear cut discontinuities: (a) the exceptiohal
surge of growth in the three decades following World War iI, which
could not be sustained at those 'rates ; (b) the explosion of popula-
tion growth in the developing world, accottlpanied by imminent
population stabilization in the industrialized world; (c) the drive

'for economic modernization and autonomy' in the decolonized
continents of Asia, Africa, and latin America; \d) the prospective
shift of energy sources from low-cost fossil 'fuels to some mixture
'of higher-cost but essentially limitless alternatives; and (e) the
.expansion of human activities to a scale placing severe stresS on
.some local environmental capacities and potentially affecting the
,global environment.

These discontinuities are occurring alongside more normal
•processes of change: technological evolution; new kinds of private
and public claims. on the economy; growing in ternat ional inter-
dependence; and shifts in relative affluence and influence of
individual nations-with good reason to focus special attention on
the "newly industrializing countries." Taken together, these
movements surely constitute a majdr transition. But in historical
perspective, the changes of the next fifty yares s'eetn: more likely
in magnitude to resemble those Of the first half of this century
.(without, one hopes, the punctuation of tWo "orld Wars and a
Great Depression) than the earlier profound transfotmations which

.altered the entire fabric of human civilization.
I
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With respect to the outlook fQr deveJoping countries, this
author questions the extent to which the satisfactio~ of ".b~s;ic
human, nee.ds" has in fact moved t(,) a centrol: rok i~ the. policy~
making of 'most national gov((tnm~nts, as cont.ra:~t~4 wi~h t~~
int.ernational "development comQ)unity." Nor is h~ s!ltisfied. that
the commendable obJective of placing a floor under som~ k;it;l/9~(
pov.erty line appropriate to the ci(c~tnsta.n~es of each nation has
been matched by workable developmental strategi.es -even i.n intel-
lectual concept, not to speak of political feasibility. The term
"entitlements" io. this connection has unfo.rtunate conno.ta.~iol?~ of
,costless privileges which can be secured without effort. A prefer,,:bl~
approach would place the main stress on opportunity for ifull
participation in development aud its benefits by the hitherto
marginalized rural and urban poor. Nor is it realistic to suppose
that any nation will give to basic needs an absolute priority over its
?ther legitimate aspirations.

For the North, the "new growth ethic" must be regarded
more as an aspiration than as a confident prediction. As described
by Cleveland and Wilson; it would make for more harmonious
societies in which lower growth rates are readily accepted because
of changing preferences and a greater variety of non.economic
satisfactions. Against that vision can be set the pessimism of a
Fred Hirsch, who sees the demand for "positional goods" as in-
herently incapable of satqration;4 tbe as~ringent ~iagn~~is of a
Mancur Olson, who sees the power of special interest groups
and institutional sclerosis as brakes on productivity and g.rowth
ardently desired by publics-at-large;S or the mute testimony of two
European elections in May, 1979-- the British overturning a
social-democratic government with a record of low growth and high
inflation and the Austrians strengthening a social-democratic
government .presiding over high growth and lq,w inflation. One
underlying cause of inflation in industrial so.cie~ies is rivalry
for larger increments in goods and servi~es than the ,e.-:o.•.I.O~i~
machine is generating a clear indication that ,the "new growth ~t4ic"
is far from reality.

4. Fred Hirsch, Social Limits to Growth, Harvard University
Press Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1976.

5. Mancur Olson, The Political Economy of Comparative Growth
Rates, Unpublished paper presented at a conference at the
University of Maryland, February, 1979,to be published,
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On the global plane. finally. the hope that nations will move

to realize the full positive-sum potential inherent in international
cooperation is a consummation devoutly to be wished, Yet the
whole concept of positive-sum games, especially in ecoIl'omic inter-
course, is a relatively new idea in human history, and it must still
contend with the ancient .tradition of assumed hostility among
separate races, tribes, clans, or nations. If slower growth is in
store for the industrial countries, that will not antomatically
redound to the advantage of the developing world; the contrary
is 'nore likely. Nor would a new growth ethic necessarily entail
a more outward-looking and sympathetic concern for development
in remote societies. Against the evidence pointing toward a
"global fairness revolution" in the 1970s are the falling proportion
of resources devoted to official development assistance, the pro-
longed failure to implement the food security plans unanimously
agreed at the World Food Conference of 1974, the narrow vision
of many coastal country nego.tiators in the Conference on the Law
of the Seas, and the revival of protectionism as an influential force
throughout the world. In contrast with the institutional creative-
ness of the mid 1940s, the present dispersion of leadership and
weakening of all forms of authority and hierarchy portends an
uphill struggle to secure even s.ecoad-best solutions to many of the
newer international issues of growth policy.

III. The Concept of Sustainable Growtb
The theme of the Third Woodlands Conference is stated as

" The Management of Sustainable Growth." Management implies
a series of deliberate actions by individuals, private organizations,
governments at various levels. and international institutions. The
meaning of the term" sustainable growth" is more ambiguous.

In common usage, " sU'itainable" refers to short-term cyclical
fluctuations and is often described as the desirable objective of
macroeconomic demand management policies. That implies that'
growth should be maximized within such constraints of the labor
force (and its rate of growth), the amount of available capital (and
the rate of investment), and expected increases in productivity.
Productive improvement will be determined not only by capital
investment and technological change but also by investment in
human capital (education and health), job satisfaction, and attitudes
toward mobility and adaptation. In that framework, growth rates
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may be unsustainable high during the phase of recovery from a
recession, while unemployed labor and capital are being reabsorbed
into productive uses. Bat if demand management tries to keep
growth rates that high. bottlenecks will soon be encountered which
set off inflationary pressures, distort the allocation of resources,
Induce wage increases beyond the gains in productivity, and lead
to another and unnecessarily severe recession. A policy of "sus-
tainable growth," on the other hand, would gradually contain overall
demand as recoveFY takes place and perhaps encourage investment
in potential bottleneck sectors. That kind of policy would mini-
mize cyclical fluctuations and keep growth rates close to the
potential maximum made possible by labor force growth, additions
to the capital stock, and technological and institutional improve-
ments.

Since our conference is concerned with longer-term growth
issues, however, the term" sustainable growth" must have broader
connotations. It implies compatibility with limitations of natural
resources and environmental absorption capacities. It may involve
issues of intergenerational equity. And insofar as as cons.trains
on growth are institutional and attitudinal, it raises fundamental
questions of the differing valuations placed on economic growth
by different cultures or by individuals and groups within a given
culture.6

It is easy to point to examples of unsustainably high rates of
growth in specific environments. The most obvious example
involves drawing on renewable resources beyond their rates of
potential regeneration. Destruction of forests, "mining the soil,"
and polluting rivers and lakes beyond redemption all come to mind.
The practice of sustained yield forestry and agriculture has long
been recognized as a hallmark of prudent civilizations. Rigorous
analysis can demonstrate some marginal tension between the
technological and' economic definitions of "sustained yield," but
these are second-order refinements of a valid basic concept.

When it comes to depletable resources, however, there are no
easy guides to optimum ratei of use. One can start by rejecting
the simplistic notice-surprisingly widespread in some current
writings on resources-that renewables are always preferable to

6. Recent dramatic events in Iran suggest the complexity of
this kllld of question.
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deplet'ables " it is unfair to future generations" to c. use up" the'
depletabh~s. Leaving aside the' point the non-fuell min'etaIs' are not
" used' up/' hut simply slitfted about, wiHi ample opportunity for'
r-ecycling rna'ny of them' (although others admittedly oecome'too'
widet'y di'speise for recycling), the logical conclusion of that
simplistic notion would b-etliat mankind should never have burned
a pound of coal or a drop of 011, alld should never l1a"e' entered
the Stone Age, much less the ages of bronze and' iron. Yet there
is also substance in complaints of " profligate" and "wasteful"
use by some societies and in tlie broad notion of" stewardship "
for generations yet unborn. Tne idea of stewardship is most
clear-cut in relation t6 liteniily irreplacea5fe and uiiique treasures ~
whether natural (Grand Canyon) or irian-ini'ide (wotks of' att and
architecture). But when it comes to raw materials, the human
record of ingenuity in technologiCal means of mineral discover),
extraction, and use. and in substitution when particular items become
scarce and costly. suggests that a general policy of self-denial by
the present generation would be fruitless and perhaps even positively
detrimental to the interests of the future.?

Iii the event, there is no way of relating resouree depletion
systeniaHcally to a quantifled notion of rates of •• sustainable
growth" over the long term. Insofar as raw material costs affect
krowth tates-and their importance is exaggerated in much of the
popular literature-the pertinent question is whether at a given
tim'e theit relative <.'ostsare falling or rising. If falling, as has
been th'e case for most minerals during the past 100 years, they
permit ~lightly faster rates of overall growth. If ris ing, as costs of
energy are now doing, they will somewhat retard overall growth.
But that effect is not very large, provided that the 'changes OCGur

gradully. E,co'nometric estimates ,for the United States, for ex-
example, suggest that 11 dbttblin'g of enetgycosts. spread over the-

7. The Classic discussi()il'of'these is'Suesis to be found in Harold
Barnett and Chandler Morse, Scarcity and Growth: Econo-
mics of Natural Resource A~ailability, The Johns Hop'kins
University Press, 'Baltiinore, Maryland, 'for Resources for
the FUture, 1963. See also V. Kerry Smith (editor), Scarcity
and Growth Reconsidred, The Johns -Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore, Maryland, for Resources for the Future,
1979.
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twelve years 1'978to 1990. would reduce growth rates by only about
0.4 percent per year 8

The issue of. population growth is also conceptually puzzling.
Ifwelfarecould be measured in fungible units of happiness,- an
argument might be made that humanity is "better off" with ten
billion people at 125 units each than with five biJlion at 200 units
each. (In th'e former case, there would be a total of 1,250 billion
"happines units"; in the latter, only 1,000 billion.) That argument
would be rejected by this author, but with the recognition that it is
a subjective judgment which gives higher value to the material
conditions for dignity and freedom of choice for the 'living than
it does to sheer numbers on the race of the earth.

A further complication in the effort to define sustainable
growth arises from long-term changes in the content of production.
In the short term, fluctuations in GNP serve as a good measure of
levels of economica<::tivity, which can be related to employment,
capacity utilization, inflationary pressures. and the balance _of
payments. Some kind of structural change is also taking place,
but 'at a slow enough pa.ze to leave most'of the structure unchanged
over the few years of the typical. business cycle. In the:longer
term, however, structural change becomes dominant, with basic
alterations in what is produced and consumed and in where and
how it is produced. Those alterations have major effects on
resource and environmental impacts. At the same time, innovations
in resource use.and environmental protection are. altering the impact
of any given level and pattern of production.

For most goods and services, consumption does not follow a
linear or exponential path of continuous growth. The more com.
mon path is a logistic (or S-shaped) curve leading to sa~uration,
stability, and perhaps decline. The overall growth rate, which
~ay appear as a fairly smooth curve, is the summation of a large
number of goods in different phases of consumption-some in rapid
expansion, some in stability, and others in decline. It follows
from these characteristics that there can be no specific, determinable,
rate of overall growth which is the "maximum ,sustainable" over a
long period. What is sust3inable in terms of resource limitations

8. The Energy Next Twenty Years Study Group, Energy,. The
Next Twenty Years, Ballinger, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
p.20.
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(if any) or environmental capacity depends on the composition of
the baskets of goods and' services, and that composition keeps
changing in response to changing consumption preferences,
perceived resource or environmental constraints, and technological
capacities.

In practice, it is very unlikely that physical constraints will
be the limiting factor on overall growth rates, which are more
likely to be influenced by the changing character pf demand and by
social constraints on supply. We may therefore be well advised
to focus on the policy implications and the management problems
of alternative rate and patterns of growth without pressing further
, for an unambiguous and elusive definition of "sustainability."

IV. Prospective Changes in Growth Patterns
Other papers prepared for the Third Woodlands Conference

explore intensively the factors likely to influence growth patterns
in the United States during the next few decades: attitudinal,
technological, environmental, political, and economic. This section
deals more broadly with the same set of questions as they may apply
to all the more industrialized countries, including the important
class of "newly industrializing countries." This group, led by Brazil,
Korea, and Mexico (and also Taiwan, if that island can still be
regarded as a country) is rapidly becoming [differentiated from the
rest of the socalled developing world. Some of the features sum.
marized below are predictable with confidence, while others are
merely conjectural. It should be noted that all of them work in
the direction of slower growth than was experienced in the quarter
century up to 1974.

1. Demography. The surest of all the causes of slower growth
in the future, especially from the late 1980s forward, lies in reduced
birth rates, which have fallen to or below the replacement level in
most of the industrial countries. That trend might be reversed by
a change in fashion as happened after World War II, but a reversal
would be surprising. After a short phase in which lower fertihty
may help to increase growth rates by increasing the proportion of
working women -and reducing that of dependent children, the longer-
run effect will retard the growth in the labor force and also lead
to a higher proportion of dependent older people. Medical break-
throughs on prolongation of life, coupled with deferred retirement,
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could either intensify or mitigate those effects,so that even the
demographic influences on future growth cannot be foreseen with
complete certainty.

In most of the developing countries, even though peak rates of
population growth may now have been passed, the proportion of
young people is so high that rapid increases in labor force will
continue for several decades. In most of their economies, a
shortage of jobs is a far greater concern than a shortage of labour,
even though skilled labor is often scarce. In tropical Africa,
moreover, death rates are still very high and life expectancy cor-
respondingly low, so that several decades of increasing population
growth rates may be expected before the point of inflection is
reached. Although the growth in per capita incomes will generally
be seriously retarded by rapid population growth, the overall
national economic growth rates in most cases may not differ
greatly from the results achievable with slower population growth.

2. The Occupational Shift to Services. The ~best established
characteristic of structural change in all the more affiuent societies
is the sectoral shift of o.ccuptions -first out of agriculture into
manufacturing and then out of both agriculture and manufacturing
into services. It is generally believed that productivity gains in
services are slower than in' primary production and industry, so
that a shift toward services tends to reduce average productivity.
In some types of modern services, such as bookkeeping, clerical
work, communications, and data chandling, technology is evidently
permitting enormous increases in productivity, but that is not the
case for personal services such as education, health care, legal
advice, or equipment maintenance. And there is a large class of
services-including many kinds of government activities -whose
output is not directly measurable and is simply assumed to be
equivalent to the salaries paid. Whatever might be the judgment
of some archangel with a magic measuring rod, the expresed opinion
in most democratic societies indicates that their publics believe
that they are getting progressively less return for their expenditures
on government services.

3. Affluence and Saturation. The most elementary theorems of
welfare economics suggest that as individuals, families, communities,
or nations become richer, the marginal value of further increments
in the output of goods and services should diminish. The progres-
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sive reduction in work time' over the last century seemS" to" confirm
the theorem. Not only have weekly working hours been clit by
one third or more, but holidays and vacations have. been' increased
and. the average span of working life. reduced by-more schooling at
one end and earlier retirement at the other . Yet one cannot project
this trend automatically into a continually growing preference' for
leisure over work and into growing. productivity from the fewer
hours worked to the point where the minimum of desired work
satisfies all of a society's material demands. (That would amount
to what Lord Keynes once called the solution to the economic
problem.) One of the. most striking paradoxes of contemporary
socia:! history in the. western world is the fail un: of the enormous
improvemelit in objectively .measured.material welfare. to be matched
by corresponding improvement in subjective satisfaction~

On the evidence so far; the human capacity to keep new
material wants up' to or' beyond the growing production potential
seems'likely to prevail for at least another generation, even though
demand for specific items. or categories (motor vehicles, food,
clothing, refrigerators, space heaters) may become saturated. Some
important types of growing demand 'are inherently open-endM,
such as adult education and health care, while others are inherently
unsatisfiable-notably the "positional goods" whose acquisition is
by definition a zero-sum game. (Everyone cannot have a larger
house or a high'er rank in a job hierarchy than everyone else.)

4. Collective Goods. A strongly marked trend in the indstrial
countries throughout the 20th century has been the- increasing
proportion (and even greater increases. in absolute amounts) of
collectiyely supplied goods and services-especially "public goods"
(such as national defense or environmental improvement) whose
benefits are pooled, cannot be individually appropriated, and
therefore cannot be assigned a matket valuation. In these cases,
unless some new method of social ace ounting can be devised, the
increments to welfare may be either greater or less than the
Conventional measurements we apply. If individuals could "buy"
varying amounts and grades of purified air, the amount of resources
devoted to air quality improvement would theoretically be balanced
against all competing uses of resources. Wage gains based on
productivity improvements would be allocated by each individual
or family between evironmental improvement and .conventional
family expenditures .
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sector, the costs must be passed on to consumers in higher prices;
there is no apparent addition to real output; GNP is increased in
"current dollars" but not in "real terms". after correction for. .
inflation. Thus productivity appears to have fallen even though
purer air or water' are being 'secured: The worker, instead' of
voluntarily allocating some income to environmental improvement,
either directly or through political participation and decisions to
tax, feels cheated by iJ?-fiati.o~whic'h h~' then wants offset by wage
increases.
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methods of accounting nor the politics of environmental decision-
making are sufficiently sophisticated to examine such tradeoffs
explicitly.
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pollution control and environmental protection. At the same time,
an ip.cr~asingly .afllll:l:ents9ci~ty is likely to desire a lager amount
oJ ~P,Y~r<?J?n:i.entalaJ;ll"ent~esin its b.a~ket of goods i;lndservices. In
e.ither ev<?.J;l~,tAe me~su.red effect~ w.iHinvolve, a reduction in growth
rates.
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S. Capital Shortage. The observed experience of the industrial

wodd regarding voluntary savings and levels of investment varies
greatly among countries and over time. In this as in other fields,
it is common to mistake a short-term fluctuation for a long-term
trend. As the comparative study of economic growth experience
makes clear, variations in the productivity of investment are often
more important than differences in the rates of investment (or
proportions of GNP saved and invested.)

In the early stages of economic modernization, investment
normally claims an increasing share of GNP. Since capital is
scarce and returns to capital correspondingly high (i.e., incremental
capital-output ratios are low), this type of structural change
promotes high growth rates. A highly capitalized economy should
expect lower marginal returns, and a society with elaborate arrange-
ments for social security ehould expect lower voluntary private
savings. The postwar record in most industrial countries has not
borne out those expectations, but some observers believe that they
are now finally coming to pass, especially in North America and
parts of Europe (although less so in Japan). Whether the reduction
in industrial investment really portends a fundamental long-tern
trend, however, or perhaps rather reflects the uncertainties of anti-
inflation measures and other pubHc policies, will not become evident
antil more time has elapsed.

Even if savings are not reduced, a capital shortage could result
from an enlargement of investment ne~ds to maintain a constant
output (at least as measured). Pollution control is one example,
already mentioned. Both minerals extraction and continuing
improvements in agricultural productivity may become more capital
intensive in the decades ahead. The largest projected source of
such expanded capital requirements is the energy transition, in
which the shift to higher-cost sources will involve huge investments,
both for energy conservation and for the development of alternative
supplies.

6. Technological Slowdown. Another frequently suggested
cause of slower growth is a reduced rate of technological innovation:.
In the absence of any satifactory measure of either the quantity
or the quality of innovation, it is impossible to verify the hypothesis.
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Proportions of GNP going to basic research, applied research, or
research and development are very gross approximations, and the
major scientific or technological breakthrough that might create a
new "leading sector" a decade or two hence is unforeseeable.
almost by definition. Since technological advance has accounted
for so large a fraction of modern economic growth, a society
intent on growth must have the means to generate new technology
or the means to secure it from others. But the refrain that "there
is nothing left to discover" has been sung by one or another
prominent scientist at least once a decade, thus far always to be
proven wrong.

What appears much more plausible is the argument that techno-
logical innovation contributed to exceptionally high growth in the
postwar quarter century for two reasons which no longer apply. In
the entire industrial world, it is first suggested, the Great Depression
stifled new invest~ent and therefore delayed the technological
application of advancing science. Then the World War gave a
strong impetus to both science and technology, but confined.
their applications to war purposes. After the war, there was a
surge of civilian applications, making up for fifteen years of
lost time.

The second reason concerns the postwar, "technological gap"
between the United States and the rest of the world. Although
some European writing on this topic. focussed first on a invincible
"American challenge," look ludicrous in' the light of subsequent
events, the basic point holds good. In the late 1940s and 1950s',
industrial productivity in the United States was much higher than
in Europe or Japan, mainly because of better managerial and techno-
logical methods, including economies of scale. As markets enlarged
by the formation of the European Communities and by the world-
wide reduction in tariffs, and as science, technology, and managerial
methods migrated through a variety of means, including notably
the activities of multinational enterprises, the gap was closed by
Japan and most of Europe. During this "catching. up," Japanese
and European growth rates -and average worldwide growth rates-
could be exceptionally high. From now on, the possibility of
high growth through gap closing no longer exists, since technology
and productivity levels are fairly uniform all over the industrial
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A similar "catch up'" phenomenon pertains to structural shifts
~ . I r .

in basic occupations, notab'y froD;l agriculWre t9 industry. For
J,apan ~~d' parts' of 'Ei:J:~~l?~th~(~?-i~t occ,u;rr~d 0D: a;'la,~ge scaX~,
dp,ring tJ:1~fixst t\yo pos!-war d;e.c.::,-des,I?rom,<?~i,l?:g.il?:~,~easedJ;?~o-
du;ctivitYJin agriculture aJ?-,.<lhigh ~,ro~th ra;tes iJ;!.i,nd,':lsyy'. With.
agdcultl,ue n:ow accou;~ting for onlY,: 3, to lq pe,r~eJ;l.tof t~e, l~~o~
for-ce, there shnply is no lWlg~r mU,chro()n;J.Leq fOJ;W-9V~I}le,n,ti,n,tlll!t
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direction.

7. {nstitutional Rig,idi~ies. M~ntion was made earlier of the
in,tri~~in.g' hy~'oihe:sis t~;t' 'l;1,arrowly-based' s~ecial i,nterest $~OUPS
can constitute- retardants, to growth not\Vithstanding the broader
d~sires ~f th~ir: s"urrou~ding ~ocieti~s. In Mancur Olson's formu-
I"a,tion,' "t~is u~fQrtu,nate condit~on i:slikely to become i~creasingly
y~~m~n" i~ stab~e ppIitl«at deIl?:ocracies enjoying sustained freedo'm
~r~Illt ~evoll1~ion" c,vil war, or enem,y occupation. In his words,
"the 'English disease' is not a unique ailment of one, cO.untry, but
tather th~'mosi advanced manifestation of and evolutionary process
that 'bas natu~aIly reached its f~rthest point in the country with the
greatest maturity in both industrialization and democracy, but whicb
is also goiD;g O,n (at possibly ~n increasing rate) in all 9K the
develo~ed deJn,9~r!l;cies,"9 Hi~. p~~er ma~es s~m~ 9omfoltin?
Iderences to poss~ble countervallmg forces (short of war or anti.
d~~oc~~tic revolution), but recent politico-economic history in most
of the i~dustrial' '~orlci seem,s nior~ in ii~e with the pessimistic
hyp,othesis that,! with t~e ol'timi~tic q~alificatio~.

Inflationary pressures. the spread of kidn,appio,g, ~~a~~in~Ho.n"
and other fOIms. of violence, the fail\l~e to C9pl: w~~h uJ.~~\l
detedoration, and the deHne in ~ocial civility a.p.~ in a,c~epte9
legitimacy of any form of authority at'oel\ll aS~lOc.iated wit\1 t~J!~iQJ;l
between the interests of narrow. groups,cla,~se.s, 9C.C\lPtjoQ.~,~r
regions and some wider .concept of n,aqpna\ 9~ gpI~al i,nterest. In
relation to economic growth, it is. str~~ing that s~v~ral Euq>pe,an
experiments in moderating inflati9n thr~ugh vo.lu;t;lta~¥.w~ge !l,:~d
price .restraints negotiated with labor and bijsiness co,nf~ger~t!o.ns

9. Mancur Olson, op. cit., p3;ge 80•
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bave given way to "stagflation," with only Austria still pursuing
that kind of "incomes policy" with apparent success.

The increased rates of inflation experienced by most of the
industrialized countries in the 1970s cannot be attributed solely to
institutional rigidities and special interest pressures. These factors
have probably played a smaller role than those more commonly
reognized, such as increased energy costs, slower productivity
growth, excessive monetary expansion in several countries (often
related to electoral timetables), and the surge in international
liquidity associated with large deficits in the United States balance
of payments. Nevertheless, the Olson thesis points to an important
kind of interaction between social and political institutions and
economic growth-an interaction capable of generating either
vicious or virtuous circles.

8. The Anti-Growth Counter Cultre. The last of the more
conjectural factors affecting growth rates is the possible spread of
those forms of counter-culture which regard economic growth as
positively evil. There is a long history of religious and mystical
rebellions against any kind of concern with worldly goods or other
worldly affairs. Since the Industrial Revolution began, there have
been periodic ant industry movements, some popular (like the Lud-
dites) and others intellectual (William Blake, William Morris,
and many others). Conditions in the mines and factories of
Victorian England make those reactions easy to understand, even
though the peasantry in pr!"-industrial England's "pastures green"
also suffered on the average a short and deprived life with little
opportunity to escape the privation.

In the more affiuent societies of today, there is evidently far
greater latitude for contrasting life-styles to co-exist: the anti-
materialists in their organic self-help communes, the consumerists in
their well-tended suburbs, and many ethers in between. Generalized
anti-growth sentiment seems thus far to have had little impact on
public policies or "mainstream"lifestyles in the industrial world,
and still less in the developing countries.

More focussed anti-growth sentiment, however, clearly influences
patterns of economic activity in particular localities, the accept-
ability of certain kinds of industry, tmd the related reqnirements
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for environmental protection. The potential for more pervasive

effects on growth rate lies in two fields: (a) changes in attitudes
towards job satifllction which might radically reduce productivity
and require a basic restructuring in the organization and conditions
of work; and (b) a faith in the potentials for energy conservation
carried so far as to prevent the development of any kind of workable
alternatives to the dwindling supplies of petroleum and natural gas .

V. The Nature and Scope of Growth Policies

In spite of the conjectural character of several of the factors
discussed above, their overall tendency points toward slower growth
than in the postwar era and substantial change,S in the composition
of output --the directions and patterns of growth. Ultimate con.
sumption should reflect changing age structures, saturation with
many consumer durable and semi-durable goods, upgrading of
quality, and a continuing shift toward recreational activities (active
and passive), adult education and health care services, and such
public goods as impro:ved environmental quality. Labor supply
should reflect an increasing "choosiness" concerning working
conditions and rewards.

Will such changes in rates and directions of growth lead to
happier and more stable societies? The slow growth optimists will
answer affirmatively, anticipating mere leisure and less "hassle,"
more satisfaction derived from non-economic pursuits, and lesser
pressures on environmental carrying capacities. Believers in physical
resource limitations on growth will argue that such changes are not
only welcome but inevitable.

The slow growth pessimists, on the other hand, will see in
these changes the prospect of ,intensified social struggles, since lesser
growth implies more zero-sum games, in which improvemen~s for
the poor or handicapped require a positive sacrifice by the more
fortunate. Without a "growth dividend" to be distributed, politics
will in their view become an increasingly stubborn defense of vested
interests, with grave risks to the survival of open societies and
democratic institutions. The worsening of inflation in recent years
seems to confirm the pessimistic view, since one of its causes is the
cumulation of group demands for income gains beyond the actual
increases in social product. An observer of 20th century Latin
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America can testify to the capacity of inflation to tear apart the
social fabric and destroy the political consensus which makes
democracy viable. The revival of regional separatism in Europe
and Canada; the struggles over energy policy in the United States
Congress; the recrudescence of industrial protectionism in many
countries; these and other signs all seem to point toward what
one cynic has called the "Latin Americanization of the industrialized
world." And within Latin America, the social and political effects
of years of slow growth in Argentina-once the unquestioned leader
of modern development in South America-should serve as a sober
warning to the slow growth optimists.

In this author's judgm~nt, the optimists will have to become
correct at some fusure time, but that time is not yet with us or in
sight within the horizons relevant to present policy making. On
the countrary, for the now forese,eable of futllre, the factors
depressing growth rates will place policy makers under heavier
pressure to secure maximum results from the resources available.
Far fro~ being able to rest on their oars, they will be pressed to
give closar attention to efficiency, to innovation, and to dynamism.
There will be much more complex trade-offs-more concern for
externalities previously neglected, for quality in goods and services,
and for accoustability. And there will be increasing interest in
fittmg short serm measures into some short of framework of long-
term objectives-in short for the development of structural growth
policies.

That assertion implies the taking of a position on the spectrum
of policy choice between long-term planning and reliance on market
forces as the determinants of economic structure -the deci,ions on
what is to be produced, where, and how. In its extreme versions,
that choice is illusory. Even in the citadels of communist economic
doctrine, there are no longer any advocates of centralized planning
of everything. And while the universities and political parties
of the western world harbor many articulate and dogmatic advocates
of pure markets, no society in practice accepts their prescriptions
literally.

If one simply compares the results in the major groupings of
so-called open-market and centrally planned industrial countries
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(the "capitalist West" including Japan, and the "communist East"),
the superiority of the former is evident in economic terms and even
more evident in political terms for believers in civil liberties and
political freedoms. The value systems of the West emphasize
freedom, innovation, spontaneous initiative, decentralization, and
limits on social controls whether exercised by governmeqts, busines-
ses, religious orders, trade unions" or others. Their experience
suggests that market forces-in spite of all the limitations sum-
marized in Section 11above--are comparatively efficient allocators
of resources and means of linking together an enormous web of
economic activities. Yet it is hard to believe that they are a
sufficient guide to the longer-term prosses of structural change in
which all societies are involved.

In 'fact, even in countries where market forces are most widely
respected, the scope of public policies influencing structural change
is very wide. It includes social, health care, and education policics
affecting the size and quality of the labor force; provision of
physical infrastructure; urban services ; regional policies; environ-
mental protection; natural resource development; promotion of
scientific and technological research; support for agriculture; a
variety of "industrial policies;" social security and welfare
programs; and intervention in foreign trade and international
investment.to

Only in a few cases, however, are these policies guided by some
kind of coherent image of the desired future shape of the society,
or even subjected to processes of coordination to minimize
internal inconsistencies or mutual frustrations. Where such attempts
have been made, as in the successive versions of the French

10.
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In this connection, Dr. Burkhard Strumpel has commented
that affluent societies may develop an increasingly important
third category of economic activities, guided neither
by market forces nor by governments. He sees signs
of such trends in the "informal economy" observed in
several countries, including barter, "do-it-yourself," and
small group cooperation. This kind of third category is of
course paramount in primitive societies. The author is
intrigued by the suggestion, but has too little sense of the
magnitudes involved to evaluate their importonce to
economic growth patterns as a whole.
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•ational plans. observers find them increasingly irrelevant to actual

olicies. ,

~

A respectable argument can be made that the cardinal aim of
tructural growth policy should be to provide resilience-the
apacity to adapt smoothly and rapidly to unexpected change .

..Iiether its sources are shifts in preferences, technological innova~
ions, the curtaiment of foreign markets or supplies, or new com~

petition from some unexpected source. There is an analogy with
planning for national defense by a country which harbors no
aggressive designs. Its task is to canvass the array of possible
threats to the national security, assign to each some e~timate of
probability and of severity if it occurs, and then organize the
defense forces (and related diplomatic efforts) accordingly. In some
aspects of economic security there are precise counterparts to this
strategy of resilience: stockpiles of food and imported .raw
materials and reserve capacity in power and water supplies and in

systems of transporation.

In this author's view, resilience is a necessary but not sufficient
component of planning for structural change. He would comple~
ment it with affirmative guidance for certain strategic sectors, using
market forces to the maximum for the implementation of those
objectives and retaining a very broad area for untrammeled initiative
and competition, including real rewards for successful innovation.
The strategic sectors of mainly domestie concern include the
educational and health care systems, transporation, urban settlement,
local environmental protection. social security, and minimum
income maintenance. The strategic sectors with both domestic and
international implications include population policies (immigration
and emigration as well as fertility levels, family planning, and
settlement patterns) ; energy: food; regional and global environ~.
mental protection; and the b~oad shape of industrial adjustment
and evolution. The shorter-term aspects of such strategic guidance
would be related to macroeconomic demand management, while its
longee-term aspects would need to be appropriately institutionalized
at both national and international levels.

At the national level, that implies an intimate connection
between long~term guidauce for the strategical sectors and the critical

j
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central agencies of government. the budget makers and monetary
authorities. without letting longer-term objectives be~ng lost
under the well-known formula that "the urgent drives out' the
important." But institutionalization is not only a mattar of
bureaucratic organizat ion. Unless its concerns also extend to the
political level and the political discourse of the society, it is not
likely to have much influence. The time horizon of electoral
politics is often much shorter than the lead time involved in policies
for structural change. Yet mobilization of environmental interest
groups has demonstrated that long-term concerns can be brought
into active political discourse-even if not always on an intel-
lectually disciplined level.

VI. The International Dimension.

In the United States, in contrast to countries more dependent
on foreign trade, the traditional procedure in making economic
policies has been to formulate them first in purely domestic te-rms
and only later, if at all, to see what modifications might be needed
to take care of their international aspects. For the second group
of strategic growth policy sectors summarized in section V, that
procedure is no longer ad~quate. The move to interdependence is
no more rhetorical cliche; it is a fact of life. The main features
of this change are well known. Internationally traded goods and
services now account for lO percent of our GNP compared with 4 to
5 percent in the years before and after World War 11. Since the
early 1960s, exports have risen from 3 to 7 percent of manufacturing
production, and much more for some categories. About one-quarte
of all farm output is exported; for wheat, the share is over one-half.
Although the United States is more self-sufficient in minerals than
most industrial cO:,lntries, the tendency is toward greater import
dependence, conspicuously led by the case of petroleum. Income
from investments abroad provides the foreign exchange for about
one-quarter of our imports. The linkage with the world economy
was dramatized in November, 1978, when defense of the external
value of the dollar became a crucial criterion of domestic monetary
policy.

These trends bring American experience closer to what has long
been customary in Europe and Japan, even the though pubJie
.psychology and political discourse have not yet caught up with the
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new realities. A similar intensification of interdependence extends
to most of the developing world, with examples of extreme isolation,
such as Burma or. Cambodia, all. the more remarkable for their
exceptionality. Even the two principa.l communist countries,
the USSR and China, whose continental dimensions have made
relative self-sufficiency possible an4 whose doctrines have profes-
sed it to be desirable, are moving conspicuously toward greater
involvement in international trade, investment, and technology
transfer.

It follows that the international dimension now has to be
incorporated from the start into the formulation of growth
strategies. In many cases, such strategies can be made effective
only with some measure of international cooperation. This point
can be illustrated in a summary review of the principal sector
involved.

~
J
j
:l.. ,
i
"

1. Population Strategy. While policies designed to influence
birth rates and urban settlement patterns are prototypically domestic,
immigration and emigration are inherently international. With no
large unsettled areas of the world inviting large-scale immigration,
that kind of contribution to 19th century development in the
Americas, Australia, and New Zealand cannot be duplicated-a
r~grettable fact since it probably helped to raise living standards
in both the sending and receiving countries. But migration on a
smaller scale has until recently supplied an important fraction of
the work force in northern Europe and the thinly populated
oil-producing countries of the Middle East; it is also a major
issue in relations between the United States and Mexico. Migrant
remittances contribute substantially to the balances of payment of
several countries. Migration also involves international issues of
"brain drain," of political asylum, and of human rights.

It would lead us too far astray to open up here the social and
. ethical aspects of migration policies. But it is directly relevant
that many European leaders have come to wonder whether a
policy of mov'ing capital and labor-intensive industries abroad
mlght not have been wiser than the importation of guest workers on
the scale practiced in the 1960s A similar question might apply
to a part of the American immigration from Mexico,. although

)
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many ()f the tnigrants are not seeking industrial einpl<,yment, and
the dispatity in wage ntes will keep that frontler under pressure
for a long time to come. In any event, this aspect of growth policy
would benefit ftom efforts to guide its general magnjtude and to
regularize' the scale and conditions of migration through inter-
national agreement.

2. Food and Agriculture. In this field, every country already
has some kind of growth strategy, either in the form of explicit
goals or in the form of implicit targets in systems of price supports,
mllrket gl1arantees, or income supplements to farmers. At the
Rome World Food Conference of 1974, there was an apparent
world-wide c~ns'ensUs on international cooperation to expand food
production in developing countries, create an internationally guided
system of security reserves for the major cereal grains, and
strengthen the mechanisms for emergency food relIef. A few years
of good harvests have undermined the Rome consensus and thwarted
its translation into effective measures. Meanwhile, consumption
has inexorably conttnued' to expand wllh rising populations and
improving livIng standard's, China has entered world grain markets
as a regular large-scale buyer, and another crisis petiod li'ke the
mid-1960s or the early 1970s is bound to occur within a few
years.

What appears called for in this sector is a follow-through ()f
the principles agreed at Rome, ultimately complemented by long-
term projections of pro:1uction expecations and efforts at harm--
onizing t he various national strategies of the principal food
e'ltporters and importers. The gains from such harmonization
could be substantial, but the ob5tacles should not be underesti
mated.

3. EMrgy. The importance of energy policy in relation to
growth stra~egies in all countries-even those fortunate enough to
be large exporters of energy materials -has become obvious to
publics and policy-makers everywhere. The iss.ues become less
confusing if sorted out into their major categories, each of which
requires national action but could also benefit enormously from
international cooperation. In a more extended discussion recently
published elsewhere, the author has identified four categories in
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the following fermAs:11 (a) completing adaptation 'to the economIC
consequences of the price discontinuity of 1973-1974 (to which
might be added the further consequences of price increases in 1979);
(b) protecting against the security 'dangers of supply interruption
and of nuclear pro;liferation ; (c) defining and moving to some form
of longer-term energy sources to replace cheap oil and gas; and
(d) avoiding, minimizing, or managing any oil supply and price
"crunch" en route to the long-term alternative.

Although different forms of energy supply are suited to
particular uses, there is sufficient overlap so that all kinds of demand
and supply now interact ,finally coming to focus on residual demand
from those residual oil suppliers in the Middle East (notably Saudi
Arabia) who combine unused production capacity with earnings
beyond their current needs for imports. Actions to conserve energy
anywhere, to discover new source~ of conventional fossil fuels
anywhere, or to develop econom'ical means of exploiting unconven-
tional energy sources-whether f03sil fuel, nuclear, or solar-all
affect the global energy balance, pricing policies, and the pos-
sibilities of supply interruptions. Both: coal and nuclear fission-
the only two large-scale energy sources which have the assured
ability to replace depleting reserves of oil and gas-involve health
risks and other major environrn.'entil hazards. U ninterilipted
energy supplies at tolerable (and reasonably stable) prices are so
critical to all forms of economic activity that the effort to secure
them can give rise to major international tensions, incluCling
armed hostil ities. Even among trusted friends and allies, such"
as the NATO member countries, fears that one or another is
getting an unfair "free ride" are majof sources of frictien. No
other set of issues of growth poliCy is so fraught with pote~tial: for
world wide riegative or positive-sum games on a huge scale.

In each of the four categories specified above, there are strong
grounds for cooperative international action, although the relative
weights of national and international considerations vary from area
to area. In adjusting to higher energy prices, each oil-importing

11. See Lincoln Gordon, Growth Policies and the International
Order, McGraw-Hill; for the 1980's Project/Council on
Foreign Relations, New York, 1979, page 110 and Chapter
6 passim.
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country must seek its own means of confining the inflationary
impact without precipitating excessive deflation, recession. and
unemployment. The central international task is to ensure that the
new pressures on balances of payments do not lead to beggar-thy-
neighbor policies of competitive currency devaluations or trade
restrictions.

As pointed out at the beginning of this essay, the world
economy proved more resilient in face of the "oil shock" of 1973-74
than was feared at that time. Even though the scale of price
increases in the second (1979) round was smaller, they took place
against. a background of much greater fragility-higher unemployment
and inflation rates in the indurial world and much larger debt
servicing burdens in the developing countries. The international
task 'Ofmonitoring and supplementing the recycling 'Of petrodallars
and guarding against renewed trade protectionism is naw cor-
respondingly more severe. For the poorer developing countries
among the oil importers, substantially greater volumes 'Of aid will
be essential to avoid serious setbacks in their development prospects,
unless the exporters can be persuaded to favour them through some
kind of two-tier concessional pricing.

Security against sudden interruption of supplies is alsD mainly
a national respDnsibility, for which diversification 'Of sources and
creation of emergency stockpiles are the principal instruments.
International arrangements fDr emergency sharing can provide
SDme reinforcement, as well as a deterrent against politically
motivated denials 'Ofindividual importers The limitation 'Of nuclear
weapons proliferation, on the othe hand, is an internatiDnal under-
taking by its very nature, With the diffusiDn of nuclear science and
technology, it has become evident that success in non-praliferation
efforts requires the voluntary cDDperation 'Of the whale graup 'Of
cauntries with a serious interest in nuclear energy, reinf'Orced by a
system 'Of sancti'Ons agreed among all but enf'Orced cDllectively by
the suppl iers 'Of nuclear equipment and services. Alth'Ough the
studies 'Of the Internati'Onal Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluap'On wiil n'Ot
be completed until early 1980, their w'Ork so f'Or points t'Oward
several institutional innovati'Ons, including new kinds 'Of rule-
making for supply assurances and new f'Orms 'Of multinati'Onal
management f'Or spent fuel, waste disposal, and c'Ontr'Ol'Ofplut'On-
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ium. Developments of this kind will build on the foundation of
exceptional authority already granted to the International Atomic
Energy Authority.

The longer-term regime to replace low-cost petroleum is likely
,to differ from country to country, depending on available local resou-
rces, the structure of demand, and the capacity to pay for imports.
As in the case of food, governments have a natural tendency to
seek: self-sufficiency in energy supplies, but that goal is physically
unattainable for many countries and economically undesirable for
many more. The transition will be spread over several decades
and will also differ among countries.

While energy supply strategies will be formulated at the
national level, they will be strongly affected by international con-
siderations. That is obvious in the case of oil and nuclear fission,
but also extends to such questions as the propects for a greatly
enlarged coal trade, transporation and marketing arrangements for.
liquefied natural gas, and technological cooperation on novel sources
ranging from efficient windmills to photovoltaic cells, occean
thermal generators, biomass conversion, and nuclear fusion. The
interaction of energy m~rkets creates a strong convergence of in.'
terest in the discovery and exploitation of new fossil fuel sources,
especially in the developing countries. Because exploration has
been impeded by mutual suspicion between host governments and
multinational energy companies, the World Bank has embarked
on a fossil fuel development program which may provide a more
favorable environment for their cooperation.

In the short run, the strongest compulsions for international
energy cooperation arise from conditions in the oil market itself:
the world's dependence on internationally traded oil; the prospect
that global oil production will pass its peak wilhin the coming
decade or two; and the organized control of world oil prices by
OPEC a group of thirteen developing countries. Countless man-
hours have been devoted to the construction of elaborate mathema-
tical models of tbe world oil market, in the hope of descrying the
likelihood and timing of a possible supply-price crunch." But a
diff~rence of two or three million Barrels per day ean convert a
buyers' market into a sellers' market, as demonstrated in late 1978
and there are many unpredictable factors on both the supply and
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the demand sides whic.h caneasily,.vary fby.more than 1tJ:~ose'amounts.
These circumstances constitute a classic case for maximizing
resiliency, for organized contingency planning, and for -erring on
the side of ~ntic.ip~ti1?:~t~e ultirnat~.ly inevitable transition to other
et;l~rgysources. The alterna,tive is to risk a prolonged period of
scarcity, in wbic.h ~~pp.lies would be allocated either by price levels
~ar higher ~han ~.hecosts of the ultimate substitutes (squeezing out all
~u~ ,the most aftluent cons:ume.rs), or by political alliances, or
qy ~~e t4reat or use of milJtary force.

The industrialized countries have taken some cooperative steps
towards enhanced resiliency through the Inernational Energy Agency~ml i~~ep1~r~~~~y~upply shari1?-garrangements, pessure for parallel
me~~~res of' con~ervatiop, ~nd prqmotion of cooperation in the
developmep.t of new ene:gy technologies. Th.e Tokyo seven-power
s!1mmit a,.greem~p.t Oun~' 1979) to accept specific nation-by nation
oi I~mport ceiliqgs markeq ap.otller substantial step forward. But
thef-e is.D;9 (?r~ffi f()~org!1nize<;lfj:ooperation among the oil-importing
dev~l':lp.in~ ~~.l;lntr~~, "i4~<1"h\;l.ve\>~ep'fearful Qf ant~goo.i~ing their
OP~C aJli~s 9n b~o~<;lerissues Qf. North-South relations. The same
t~Ji'lsi(m9,e.~?4'(,~n~~ir~s, ~9);greate( 1;>arg,a,ini.ng p.qw.e{ and fears of
~9nfro¥:.ta,.t~op !;las;impeded effectiv~ three-way ,!oopera,tion between
th~ t'Y9. gropps ~f oil irpporters and the OPEC exporters.

If the United Natians system were now being designed ab mitio,
it would surely. include ~ specialjzed agency, for energy, parallel
with those for food and agriculture, health, education, and labour.
T ..1at kinds of institutional development is not now in the cards
because of a widespread (and easily undcrstood).reluctance to create
new bureaucracies and. because much.of the terram is occupied by
others, including the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,
and. the International Atomic Energy Agency. There is,a,strong
case for adding a bw-key, smalL scale International Energy-Institute
focussed on assisting developing countries with energy. assessments,
data improvement, technical training, and application.of new tech-
nologies. But the most provocative idea for institutional develop~
ment would. be a petroleum commod~t)' agreement, in which co.nsu'
mers acceptance of stable or sl0wly rising prices (in real terms)
would be balanced by producers' commitment.to supply continuity
aad floors under production levels. Short of a formal agreement,

------
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one can imagine many possibilities of tacit understandings. All
would be facilitated by some organization on the part of the oil.
importing developing countries and by the reestablishment of a
forum for the three-way dialogue broken off in 1977 with the termi-
nation of the Conference on International Economic Cooperation.

4. Other Raw Materials. No other raw materials are even
remotely comparable with enegy in their economic importance,
capacity for world-wide disruption, urgency of technological tran-
sition, or environmental impact. Nor is there any serious danger
of economic growth rates becoming seriously constrained through
the exhaustion 'of physical mineral supplies on a time scale of
decades or even centuries.

Affirmative policies for raw material development, however, are
an important component of growth strategies for several reasons.
The long-run trend towards stable or declining relative costs can be
maintained only by continuous technological improvement in method
of discovery, extraction, and utilization. For many developing
countrjes the production and marketing of raw materials, and the
terms and conditions of their development and sale, are crucial to
prospects for adequate rates of growth and to hopes for modern-
ization and diversification. At the sametime; investment in non-fuel
raw materials, like investment in oil exploration, is being hampered
by mistrust between multinational mining companies and host country
governments.

This is one field in which the often raucous North-South
dialogue of recent years is beginning to show some signs of conver-
gence on workable lines of policy. The elements include international
monitoring of raw materials markets, with formal commodity
agreements to limit price fluctuations in selected cases; broader
arrangements to compensate for fluctuations in earnings from raw
material exports; improvements in sophistication of mining laws
and their administration; and development of mutual confidence
between mining companies and host governments through new forms
of concession contracts, joint ventures, participation of iuternational
financial institutions, or agreed procedures for the settlement of
disputes. The opportunities for positive-sum games in this area are
so large as to give hope that continued development on these lines
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will gradually create a kind of case law of effective and inter
nationally respected practices.

5. Environmental Frotection. In terms of their impact on
growth strategies, most environmental protection activities tend to
be local or natural, or confined to geographical regions involving
only a few countries. The broader international issues have been
well-defined in recent years, aided by the educational role of the
United Nations Conference at Stockholm in 1972 and the subsequent
work of the UN Bnvironmental Program. The global issues are
potentially of the greatest importance; they affect the great
"commons" of the oceans, the atmos phere, and outer space. The
record on cooperation to reduce ocean pollution is a poor one so
far, and the effort to secure a comprehendve new legal regime for
the seas has been even more frustrating.

Practical scientific cooperation in these fields, on the other
hands, has continued to show promising gains, including collabora-
tion among politically hostile countries. That spirit may change
when more direct economic interests are perceived to be at stake, as
well be evident from reflection on the idea of controlling fossil fuel
Icombustion to avoid carbon dioxide overloading of the atmosphere.
For the present, however, environmental protection does not appear
to call for entirely new modes of cooperation or major institutional

innovations.

6. Industrial Adjustment. In contrast, the issues of structural
change in the industrial sector are of consummate importance in
growth strategies. They are at the core of tensions in North.South
relations. Their effective management poses some of the most difficult
issues in both domestic politics and international cooperation.
Unlik the case of energy, they are too diffuse to threaten the inter-
national order directly, but their ind irect and longer-term consequ-
ences are fundamental to prospects for peace and for human dignity.

These strong statements reflect the conviction that industrializa-
tion is an indispensable component of successful development for
the poorer nations of the world, notwithstanding the widespread
discussions of "alternative development strategies" and "basic
huma n needs." The particular modes of industrialization pursued
by some dev,eloping countqes in the 1950's dnd 1960's were certainly
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misdirected-especially those focused on replacing imports of limited
categories of consumer durable goods. With few ex~eptions, the
dominant strategies of that period also neglected the urgent need
for expanding agriculture and increasing agricultural productivity-
policies which could have helped to raise incomes of the poorest
segments of the population, reduce the pressures for excessIve mig-
ration to the cities, and avoid the shift from net food exports to net
imports experienced by much of the developing world. In addition,
methods of industrial and agricultural production were frequently
inappropriate to available productive resources, notably in overusing
scarce capital and underusing plentiful labor.

Those warranted criticisms, however, apply to the kinds of
industries selected and the kinds of production methods promoted;
t~ey do not detract from the fundamental importance of economic
diversification and a major shift from primary production to industry
. as a necessary means for the improvement of living standards. If
basic human needs are to be met through real opportunities to
produce and earn, and not as some kind of dole, industrialization
is an essential prerequisite to that goal as well.

But industrialization which uses resources efficiently and which
proceeds rapidly enough to keep up ~with burgeoning populations
requires linkage with the already industrialized world. Linkage is
needed for technology transfer and the the rapid aequisition of skills
for supplies of imported capital equipment, and for markets to earn
the means to pay for technology and capital. (It need not be repe-
ated that the technology should be adapted to local conditions
rather than applied blindly, and the capital eqUIpment should be
suitable for higher labour intensity than in the industrial, countries).
The more successful developing countries ~s defined by conventional
measures-whether income distribution is highly uneven (as in
Mexico and Brazil) or relatively even (as in Korea, Taiwan, and
Singapore) have all followed that course. There is no other in sight
or on the drawing boards of econometric modellers which promises

effective results.

That course calls for a receptive posture on both sides towards
a continued expansion of North-South trade, investment, and tech-
nology transfer, and for the poorest developing countries an cxpan-
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sion of northern aid. It tmplies a readiness to accept internal
adjustments in the North even when economies are beset by unemp-
loyment, inflation, a general slowing of growth, and a loss of
confidence in all fo{ms of governance-all factors conducive to
growing protectionism.

The king of solution to this dilemma sometimes suggested as
part of a "new international economic order", namely a "planned
redeployment" of labour-intensive industry from North to South,
is chimerical. The North would not accept that kind of industrial
planning for any purpose, Since experimentation and innovation
largely concentrated in the industrial sector, the objections to gener-
aliz=d planning aee well founded. At the same time, the progre,sive
reshaping of the division of industrial labor between North and
South, including new forms of the intra-industry trade which has
been so fruitful in North-North relations, should aid the North in
its search for new categories of high technology and "knowledge"
industries and new ways of securing a more efficient allocation of
resources.iz The fear Of coping with the "absorption of ten or
twenty additional Japans" should be mitigated by the realization
that each new Japan can become a partner in the absorption of its
followers, as Japan Itself has been doing to some extent in relation
to its developing country neighbours.

Since the Bretton Woods system was conceived in the mid-1940s
the preachments of international economic policy makers in the
leading industrial countries have seemed to favour absolute free trade
in industry if not in agriculture. The practice has been much more
qualified, but it has also moved surprisingly far in that direction,
especially among the principal members of the General Agreement
oil. Tariffs and Trades (GATT). The industrial integration of addi-
tional countries into the system, ho wever, will almost certainly
require some systemic reforms. The main features of those reforms
concern the spreading and the timing of adjustment impacts: sharing
by the more industrialized countries. in the displacement of obsole-
scent industries and slowing the process sufficiently to permit its

12. The increasing intercst of the Communist regimes in inter-
national trade and technology transfer suggests that East
West relations will also become of growing importance in
the international division of labor.
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aecomn1odEition into the Other on.:going processes of domestic strUe-
ttiral change. The aBGD ha$wisely called for policies of "ptisitite
adjustment" set fAi' mainly a phrase, but one wbith poiflt~ itl the
rigbt direction.

For JieavHy capitalized industries subject td sever~ cyelidiil
fluctuations, infernationai cooperation cOuld help iii the piojection
of global iegionlit marketing prospeCts, the avoidance of excessively
bunched investments. arid the accelerated eliniination of obsolSte
capacity. For other iiidustrIes, the subjeCtion of proH:etiVe sate.
guards to oiderly fatefnationaf review would imj>rove tM j)rospeets
for a shift toward positive adjustment poilcles. 'tlie realistic altef.
native are bacKward iookiiig-ii iechidescence of unilateral prated.
tionism and a spiral ot retiiliatory measures ffom wi1i(5htiie rlibte
advanced developing countries woiild probaHly' eiiiergeas tlie greatest
sufferers.

VI The Potentials and Limits of Interoational MaDagemcnt

The kinds of policy evolution suggested in this paper will be
disappointing to those who seek a radical reform of tile international
economic order, to those who favor a quick: transition to zero econo-
mic growth or to completely altered patterns of growth, and to those
who are satisfied simply to carryon with "business as usuaL" tlilit
is inevitable with a diagnosis and prescription which combine soirie
elements of planning for strategic secters with a strong beller in the
value of market forces; in resilience, and in the preservation of
large areas of economic activity for the interplay of free competition
and innovation. The prescription encourages the iristitutionaHzadon
of serious thinking about alternative visions of the future and deii-
berate choice of general directions. while retaining humiHty about
the capacity to predict with certainty and a strong distaste for efforts
to confine the future in a straitjacket. It accepts the condition of
continuous change as inherent in dynamic societies enjoying or
9~!!ting higl1 living standards, without counteri>osing such prdcesses
or cJiltrlg~!titHe pres~rvation Of what is mt>st vahiable in the natural
tt1vironmeht C1r,in n1ankintl's diverse cultural mdnuments and
trl1diti6Iisl

The concept of ~ffirmative growth poi icies for strategic sectors
implies some kind of institutional evoiutioll at the national level in

..,'~---- ....-..:-
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.'most countrfes and in various constellations of international

. groupings, from the regional to the global. The national level
deserves priority attention, since many of the issues can be managed
at the level and also because more effective national organization is
a prerequisite to international action, For the most part, inter-
national action will take form of exchanges of information among
national authorities and transnational organizations, coordination
or harmonization of national policies, and development of codes
of national behavior with varying degrees of international
monitoring Only rarely will there be need or possibility of direct
international of supranational management. And given the
exponential relationsnip between the numbers of countries involved
and the difficulties of decision-making and admInistration, institu-
tional design should seareh earnestly for means of decentralization
to regional or functional groupings or for ways of representing large
numbers in smaller bodies.

Behind these apparently modest lines of thought concerning
both substance and procedu~es there lie two subjective judgments,
one optimistic and one pessimist~c. They are: (1) that the inter-
national order as it has been evolving does offer substantial
opportunities to all nations for pursuing their developmental
objectives, and that it is by no means static or wholly resistant to
change; and (2) that the enormous intertia of attachment to nation •
.state and to the imagery of autonomy and sovereignty-however
maladjusted to the needs or realities of the times-makes incremental
reform the only possible mode of change short of a global war or a
catastrophic economic crisis. But it should be emphasized that
incremental reform, which works by building on existing institutions
instead 9f sweeping them away and replacing them, is not necessarily
slow or small. In such sectors as energy, incrementalism can be
afforded but gradualism can not.

The two above judgements are ,complemented by a third (also
optimistic and subjective: the conviction that incremental reform is
the best path to durable chance. In economic arrangements as in
other spheres, radical reform has often followed the classic pattern
of political revolutions, Euphoria; Terror; Thermldor; and
Restoration. But even incremental reform does not take place
without leadership. On thaf score the world's condition has been
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worsened by the passing of American international economic
hegemony, even from the viewpoint of many who complained about
its exercise. No other single nation is in a position to assume that
role; it must be replaced by new forms of collegial leadership.
For the whole array of strategic sectors identified in this paper, a
necessary although not sufficient, condition of successful collegial
leadership necessary will be the active participation of the United
States.
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1. GETfi~d FROMHERE to THERE:

ny VI. vi. Rostow
Macmillam Edition (London) 1979.

An attempt to place current international economic problems
in historical perspective has brought forth yet another interesting
book by Prof. Rostow: Getting Fram Hete to There. Like the
'Stages of Economic Growth' (1960) this thesis also contributes
some fresh ideas in the current debate on subjects like inflation,
unemployment and future prospects for the world economy.

Confining the discussion to Western Contries, Prof. Rostow
states that in all O.E.C.D. Countries there has been less than
adequate level' of 'investment since 1974. Moreover, the revival
since the 1975-76 recession has been weaker than the revivds typical
of the cycles since 1955 .. Indentification of this phenomenon makes
the basis of his main argument.

In Rostow's opinion this investment gap. should be seen in the
background of 1950.60 boom which was responsible for diffusion
of Western technology in the world. This technological progress and
diffusion resulted in the rise in incomes but kept prices of energy,
food and raw materials low since 1951. ,The most significant
factor responsible for raising rational incomes of developed coun-
tries were the terms of trade of European countries (rising from 8:5
in 1951 to 105 in 1972). This kept investment expanding.

But then came a sudden change in this trend. Upward shift
in the prices of primary commodities, including fuel, since 1972
started recession in the post. war boom. While prices of primary
commodities rose by 160 Yo and of fuel by 300%, the pticcs of
manufacture increased by 44% during 1972-74. Increased money
wages in the wake of price inflation added fuel to fire. This com-
pelled European Governments to adopt pohcies of monetary and
fiscal restraint. The logical result of these policies was recession
which reduced real incomes and damped the working of accelerator.

104
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But. how to get from here to there? Rostow believes that a lot
will depend upon the prospects of making the first quarter of next
century a success. Success of these twenty years can be fashioned
out of appropriate set of policies tailored to the needs.

Thus, placed in historical perspective, Rostow foresees the first
quarter of next century as a possible upswing of fifth Kondratieff.
The Russian economist, Kondratieff, believed that prices and pro-
ducts in capitalistic countries oscillate in a rhythm of 40-50 years
about an equilihrium path.

Rostow retraces the sequence of kondratieff upswing and down-
swing from 1790 to 1977. In this endearavour he identifies a trough
in 1930's, a peak in 1951 and a trough again 1972 i.e. on the eve of
price explosion. In the course of two centuries two periods are
considered of great importance Le. 1951-72 and 1972.77. During
1972-77, like its four preceding kondratieff upswings, the terms
of trade, income distribution and rate of inflation changed. These
changes are believed to have set into motion a severe recession,
ending post 1945 boom.

A situation characterized by rising prices of raw materials can
be corrected by a change in the direction of investment. Moreover
unlike the previous situ;:ltions wherein private capital rescued the
situation by re-directing investment now, onus will have to be on
Government spending. This is necessitated by the nature of new
sectors such as pollution. Thirdly, the fact tbat energy pol~cy is
politically linked need be fully appreciated. Finally, the author
emphasises that substitutes of energy will have to be found before a
downswing of kondratieff takes place in this quarter century.

Rostow's scepticism about adequacy of neo.kenesian economics
to deal with th~ upswing of 5th kondratieff underlines the general
concern of economists about the effectiveness of policies in contem.
porary situation. It would ~ndeed be absurd to think that a right
level of effective demand will ensure the necessary scale and pattern
of investmen~. It appears that under present circumstances effective
and efficient use of, resources would prove a more productive
policy. Any required change in pattern of investment would not
take place without conscious intervention of public policy. Hence
a shift in thinking is need;)d; a requirement to assign equal import-
ance to supply as keynesians ask us to give to demand.
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What about the cost ~ofsupplies? Though; shortages of supplies

and awakening. of the material' suppliers to ,the possibilities of
price hike explain this phenomena but s till more. surprising is the
gr'eat increase in the prices of industrial commodities. Industrial
goods QfU.s .A. alone showed more than two fold increase since
1967 (l967~ 100 1976 -0214) Looked at from the supply side,
tQis phenomeM can be rightly at~ributed to three factors viz:, short-
age mentality gripped international business. world, inhibited
supplies prior to 1971-74 and government regulations inhibiting
plant expansion in some advanced countries. More appropriately,
consequent inflationary pres'sure should have been tackled in the
light Of current trend in prices and products;

Rostow conceives anti.inflationary policy in the context of
fif(h kondrstieff upswing. Two significient recommendations made
are: first, that increased resources be put aside for food, energy
and raw materials, secondly, effort should be made to pre\'ent raw
.m~terral push inflation from setting off a reinforcing .round of wage-
push inflation.. For high and steady growth with price stablity a
rather r~dical view is put across i.e. for sometimes an optimum
solution would be fixed w~ges, It is believed that fiscal, monetary
and other tools can be sufficient to stimulated demand to maintain
full einploY!Dent. Historical' evidence on role of trade unions and
employers urge for profits does not fully support Rostow's remedy
wl;1ichrequires acceptance of some restraint. It can be said with-
out doubt that consensus on objectives and' rules of wage-price
polices are difli"cult to arrive at. Such policy recommendations would
therefore ca(ry limited utility.

Finally. this economil: discussion also ends on a political note.
The author is of the opinion that the democratic societies have to
decide to what extent new political changes will be acceptable to
them. in the early part of next century .. Are they willing. to restrict
iridividual freedom and private enterprise'? Decisions on such
issues assume importance in view of the fact that price system fails
t6 reft'ect scarcity of essential' factors. It is interesting to note tliat
tlie case fur gl'eater direct controls is' steadily gaining strength in
the West'.
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II. ECONOMICS OF GROWTH AND BASIC.

NEEDS IN PAKISTAN
Dr. Muhammad Arif

Progressive Publishers, LahOre, 1979

Price Rs. 50/-

This book is a welcome addition to the available material on
strategies of planning in Pakistan. It provides comparison based
on empirical data about various phases of economic development in
Pakistan.

Dr. Arif's work is p~oneering in several, respects. He uses
actual data for Pakistan-one of the four Asian countries having
more than half of the wor1~'s poor. He analyses t~e effects of the
major development strategies-rapid growth, with redistribution
and growth with basic needs approach. As against the studies in
other countries, which established a number of cases where rapid
growth lead to deterioration in the incqme distribution, his study.
about Pakistan during the sixties shows that the period of high
growth was also marked by a rise iii the income share o'f the bottom
40% and a fall in the share of top 20%.

Recent evidence confirms. earlier speculations that in the e.arly
stages of development, the distribution of iricome tends t6become
more concerated and to distribute {be gains from growth equaUy, a
deliberate policy is required.

f'

His analysis results in two ;broad conclusions. On the one hand a
high rate of growth is crucial to the poor, since the time when
different lower income groups cross the, poverty line is substantially
affected by the rate of growth of the ecollomy. Oil tfie othe"r hand,
the elimination of poverty can be speeded up at limited cost, by
some effort at redistribution of assets, and even more, of
consumption.

The book consists of eight chapters, chapter one deals with the
three main approaches to the development of poor countries. First
the "Pure growth" approach, in which growth becomes the main
objective and redistribution of the gains of development is taken to
be an automatic process. ' "

The second is Redistribution with growth, introduced by
Chenery and others in their book: "Redistribution with Growth."
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The'RWG' strategy for development gives us a model through
which the gains from economic groWth can be distributed more
equally over the entire population of a country.

The third approach i~ called "BNA"-the basic needs approach
introduced by 'ILO'-the International Labour- Organisation.
According to this approach the objective of d_evelopment strategies
should be the provision of food, clothing, sh.elter, health.;:,and
education for all the people in the society ..

Dr. Arif agrees with the R\sic Needs Approach and has tried to
apply this aproach on Pakistan giving statistical data. However,
his empirical study deals only with the provision of food. Other
important components of basic needs like clothing and shelter are
totally ignored whose data is just not available.

Chapter two and three give theoretical background of 'BN A.'
Chapter four provides us with a critical and comparative analysis
of various development strategies followed in Pakistan during the
three five year plans (l955.70). .

Chapter five explains RWG model of Chenery and its application
to Pakistan. Dr. Arif is not perfectly sat~sfied with the result of the
model and in the rest of the chapter, he gives us a model of basic
needs and has made projections from 1980-81 to 1997.98 about the

.growth of per capita income in various deciles of population.
However, his model is based on the study done by Lal Jayawordena
on Sri Lanka in the book "Redistribution with Growth" by Chenery
and others 'and its application on Pakistan is just appreciating.
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